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Introduction and Overview

Herbert J. Walberg

F. David Boulanger

Barbara K. Kremer

Geneva D. Haertel

Thomas Weinstein

College of Education

University of Illinois at

1

Chicago Circle

Box 4348

Chicago, Illinois 60680

June, 1980

This brief introduction and overview is intended to provide an overall

perspective for the reader on the nine research-synthesis papers and related

appen,'.ices that constitute the remainder of this report of research syntheses

carried Out under the support of the National Science Foundation. The nine

papers are each self-contained to a large extent. Most are either in press

or submitted to journals and thus contain independent statements of purpose,

method, findings, and educational and research implications. Only in this
/

complete report, however, can to interested reader find all the papers in

one document together with-detailed supportive material about the project

that is unlikely to be/e published in a journal but which, we hope, will save

future researchers a great deal of time and effort in carrying out similar

research syntheses in education.

6
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As indicated in the Table of Contents, the sections of this report are

identified by letter; and the pages are numbered within sections. Thus, for

example, this page is the first of the first section and is identified as A 2.

Section B, "Science Education Research" is a brief overview of the

scope, purpose, method, results, and research recommendations of the pro-

ject. It will appear along with 45 other research syntheses in a special

1980 issue of Evaluation in Education: International Progress, edited by

Herbert J. Walberg (principal investigator for this project) and Edward H.

Haertel. In addition to more specific details on these points, the remain-

ing papers also draw implications of the research syntheses for the improve

ment to science teaching and learning.

Sections C and D concern the dependence of science learning on student

age, ability, and developmental level. T
i

paper on ability has been accep-

ted for publication in the Journal of Research in Science Teaching; and the

paper on age and development has been submitted to the same journal.

Sections E, F, and G concern syntheses, instructional techniques, and

classroom social environments in relation to science learning. The paper

on social and psychological influences has been accepted for publication

in Science Education; and the paper on instruction will be published in.the

Journal of Research'in Science Teaching. The paper on social environments

has been submitted to Educational and Psychological Measurement.

Section H gathers together the implications of the project for not

only future research syntheses in science education but also for conducting

future primary empirical studies. The paper has been submitted to ',:he journal

Science Education.
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The remaining sections go beyond the original proposed scope of the

project. The first, a preliminary synthesis of sex differences in-science

'learning, served as the basis of a proposal for a full-scale research syn-

. thesis by Barbara Kremer and a collaborator at'the University of Illinois

at Urbana with the principal investigator of the present project as con-

sultant. The last section is a full-scale research synthesis of the ef-

fects of the large science curriculum efforts carried out after 1958. It

has been submitted to the Review of Educational Research.

The three appendices provide material that may be valuable to inves-

tigators who plan research synthesis of research in science education. The

first appendix discusses the potential and significance of research synthe-

sis in education as well as prior efforts. The second appendix is the com-

puter codebook for characterizing the studies, which required a great deal

of effort and group discussion. The final appendix contains the interim

report on the project.

In conclusion, we wish to acknowledge the support of the National Science

Foundation, our project officer Raymond J. Hannapel, and his colleagues

Mary Budd Rowe and F. James Rutherford. We are also grateful to James Kulik

and Wayne Welch who served as consultants to the project. Perhaps it goes

without saying, however, that errors and opinions in this report are strictly

our own.
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Barbara K. Kremer, F. David Boulanger

Geneva D. Haertel, and Herbert J. Walberg

University of Illinois at Chicago Circle

College of Education, Box 4348

Chicago, Illinois 60680

This paper summarizes systematic syntheses, and integrative

reviews of 15 years of science education research spanning the

years 1964-78 conducted with studenEs in grades 6 through 12.

This project was initiated partly in response to recommendations

of the NARST-NIE commission on Research in Science Education

Report (Yager, 1978) that stated the need for more broadly based

theoretical models, research reviews, and field studies to explain
, /

science learning. The selection of literature for this synthesis

was guided by a psychological model of learning productivity

(Walberg, 1980). This model identifies' eight constructs that are

linked to learning outcomes. The constructs are quality and quan-

tity of instruction; student ability; motivation; age or develop-

mental level; and home, peer, and classroom environments.

The principal goals of the synthesis were to investigate the

dependence of science learning on each of the eight constructs

represented in the productivity model, to identify promising di-

rections for science education research, and to provide policy

makers with a comprehensive, quantitatively based guide to what.



is known about the major factors influencing science learning.

The limitation of grade levpls 6-12 was chosen so as Lo

include the usual range of science .course offerings in the United

States beginning with required science -courses at grade 6 and con-

cluding with the elective program of the high school. The age

period represented by these grade levels ecompasses the onset of

formal operational thinking (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958). The

fifteen-year literaure period was chosen since it rinDresents time.

of major curriculum reform in science education and a correspond-

ing increase in quality and quantity of Published research,

Five reviews based on the eight constructs in the productivity

model were conducted by the authors (the social-psychological con-

'structs motivation, home, and peer-group environment were combined

in one review). Features of the literature sampled and major con-

clusions are summarized in Table 1. -In selecting literathre for

these reviews, the authors examined studies published in referred

journals, unpublished and unreferfed research reports and disser-

tations. Because of the large vOlume::-Of studies, dissertations

were not searched for the quality of instruction construct; and

selection was limited to studies with instructional variables rep-

resented in five or more published studies within this construct

area.

All studies selected for this synthesis related some measure

of a construct Variable in the model. Lo scionce-learninq outcome.

Where statistical reporting was adequate, quantitative methods of

research synthesis, involving effect sizes and correlations, were



applied (Glass, 197H). Where statisticalTeporting was incomplete

and therefore precluded the calculation of effect sizes, research

findings were synthesized using modified, quantitative techniques

including box scores and visual displays of data points.

A Brief Summary of Results and Recommendations for .Research

Table 1 shows that 922 summary numerical-data points such as

correlations and effect sizes could be extracted from 151 published

studies. A great number of research findings are available in some

areas such as the social environment and quality of :instruction,

but science education research on other important constructs such as

motivation, home, and peer environments is meager.

The results summarized in the table speak for themsplves, but

several overall points scorn worth noting here. The results support

a'key notion of the productivity model--that learning is not a

function of only one or a few major constructs, as assumed in much

published research, but is consistently correlated and undoubtedly

causally implicated with at least eight constructs. With/the excep-

tion of quantity of instruction, results for which are thin, the

findings in science education generally coincide in sign, consistency,

and magnitude with previous synthesis conducted in other school sub-

.

jects, particularly reading and mathematids; and indicate that all

eight constructs require consideration in efforts to improve. the.

productivity of academic learning. Current work is devoted to ex-

tending the findings, making more explicit comparisons of the pro-

11
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ductivity of constructs- in scien(2e and oLher subjects, making

final preparations of detailed Lcchnica I. reporls for journal pub-

lication, and writing non-Lechnical articles on the synthesis im-

plications for policy and practitioner audiences. The rest of this

brief article summarizes methodological recommendations..

Future research should include more consistent reporting pro-
,

cedures, more studies of construct areas slighted in science ed-

ucation research, replication of consistent findings within con-
,

struct areas, and implementing more rigorous design and sampling

procedures. Study reports should routinely include means and stan-

dard deviations of all experimental and comparison-group outcomes

to make future quantitative syntheses possible, and more comprehen-

sive. The generalizability of individual studies as well as future

syntheses of research stand to benefit from greater attention to

the description of the populations represented by the sample. This

description should at least include the occupational composition

of the community, or SES; and whether the community is urban,

suburban, or rural in character. It should also include a descrip-

tion of the .type of curriculum (whether academic, general, or voca-

tional) in which sampled students are enrolled, and student ethni-

city.

The reliabilities of instruments measuring construct variables

and science learning outcomes should be reported, including the

reliability of LreatmcnL implomenLdl.ion in experimenLid studics.

Correlations have been observed to vary as function Of measure--

carne reliability.

12
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Descriptions, cif instriments, including types of items and content,

should be included in reports in order that judgments of validity

and learning domain will be facilitated. This point is especially

important in the case of'unpublished, and locally-developed instru-

ments.

Surveys of literature in motivation, home environment, and

peer environment constructs reveal that science education research-

ers have paid little attention to these variables. Nevertheless, the

consistent, positive direction of findings observed in studies of

these constructs makes a strong case for their consideration in

future research. The consistency and parallelism of results observed,

in studies of student motivation and home environment with previous

work in general education suggests the need for further direct in-

vestigation of these constructs as control or stratification factors

in studies:of curriculum and instruction.

Studies replicating major bindings in the quality of instruction,

ability, and classroom environment construct areas are recommended:

However, the replication of these results need not rigorously follow

the details of previous studies. Instead, it is recommended that

future studies employ more robust designs incorporating multiple

outcomes, and independent variables representing different con-

struct areas. Experimental designs would be improved if such fac-

tors as ability, motivation, and classroom environment could be

overtly partialed out and their control not be assumed by random

assignment. This approach would lead to ; better accounting of

the sourdes of variances in outcomes and lead to better prediction

and control.
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Construct(s)

Reviewed

Age/Development-

al Level

Ability

Motivation,

Home Environ-

ment, and Peer

Influence

Authors

Bbulanger

and Kremer

(1980)

Boulanger

(1980)

D 13 .

Table 1

Science Pflucation P,esearch on

Eight ecru:tract Areas

Number of Source of

Studies Articles

'27, ERIC science edu-

cation bibliograph-

ies and annual re-

views, and articles

published in the

Journal of Research

in Science Teaching

and Science Education.

Two recent disserta-

tions were included.

34 ERIC science edu-

cation biblio-

graphies and annual

reviews, and ar-

ticles published in

the Journal of Re-

search Teaching and

Science Education.

Kremer Motiva-

and Lion /5

Walberg

(1980) Home En-

vironment/

13

Pear En-

vi ronment/

5

Journal of Research in

Science Teaching and

Science Education were

reviewed for 1964-1979,

School Science and Mathe-

matics, Journal of Educa-

tional Psychology, Devel-

opmental Psychology and

Sociology of Education for

1971-1977 were also searched.

ERIC and Social Science Ci-

tation Index as well as

screnCO7ducation biblio-

graphies and annual reviews

were also consulted.

Number of Data

Points Summarized

17 median correlations

21 median correlations

67 median

Major Conclusions

Age was found to be a poor pre-

dictor of conceptual outcomes or

logical operations in science

achievement. The mean within-grade

correlation of developmental level

with cognitive achievement was .42.

Annual increments in cognitive

achievement averaged 10 percentile

points, and developmental level 14

percentile points. Interventions

to increase increments are reported

under the quality of instruction

construct.

correlaticins Relationship between ability and

achievement is very stable. Abil::y

accounts for an average of 251 of

the variance in science learning.

Ability measures are better predic-

tors of cognitive achievement than

developmental measures.

Motivation-5 correlations The mean correlation for student

motivation and science learning

Home-environment-12 was .37, Higher correlations were

study-median correlations obtained with standardized scales

than with specially constructed

Peer environment-5 cor- measures.

relations Ten out of thirteen studies showed

positive relationships between par-

ental socio-economic status and

science learning. The mean correla-

tion was '.25. Parent educationand

aspiration, and involvement in the

child's science education yielded

a correlation of .36.vith achieve-

ment.



Table 1

(Cont.)

89

Construct(s)
Number of

Source of

Reviewed Authors Studies Articles

Number of Data

Points Summarized Major Conclusions

No consistent trends were observed in

the peer construct, Isolated positive

effects were found in the few studieS

located, Lt most showed no effects.

Quality of Boulanger 52
Published articles 57 effect sizes

Percentile improvements in cognitive

Instruction (1980)
found through ERIC

achievement due to interventions were:

science education
Preinscructional strategies, 34; trai:-

a

bibliographies and
ing in scientific thinking, 30; high

annual reviews and
structure verbal content over lower

articles, published
structure, 27; realism or concreteness

in the Journal of
in adjunct materials, 22. Indirect and

Research in Science
inductive strategies showed no differ-

Teaching and Science
ences compared to direct and deductive

Education, Disser-
strategies,

tations excluded,

Quantity of Boulanger 3 Same as Quality of 4 effect sizes
Amount of time spent on a given unit

Instruction (1980) Instruction,
of material holds no significant over-

.
all relationship to amount learned in

the limited number of studies found.

19
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Table 1

(Cont.)

Construct (s)

Reviewed

Social Environ-

ment of the

Classroom

2

Authors

Haertel,

Heiberg,

and

Haertel

(1979)

B10.

Number of
Source of

Studies
Articles

12
A search was made

of 15 years of the

Dissertation Ab-

stracts, Education

Index, Psychological

Abstracts, social

Science Citation

Index and the annual

research summaries

sponsored by the

National Association

for Research in

Science Teaching

(1963-1978).

Number of Data

Points Summarized

734 correlations

Major Conclusions

Correlations reported
for scienme

did not differ
from those in other

subject areas.

Learning outcomes'and
gains cor-

relate positively with Classroom

Cohesiveness, Satisfaction, Task

difficulty, Formality,
Goal Dir-

ection, Democracy and Material

Environment.
Negative correla-

tions are found with Friction,

Cliqueness, Apathy, and Disorgan-

ization.
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Ability and Science Learning

Abstract'

The quantitative relationShip of measured ability to measured

science learning was synthesized aout the reported correlations in

34 studies an grade 6 through 12 students over a 16 year period. The

findings indicate a stable central tendency and deviation of correla-

tions across ability and cognitive learning outcame categories and

across several study variables such as sample size. Reliability of

measures had the greatest and only statistically significant influ-

ence on ability-cognitive outcane correlations. Ability was found to

account for an average of 23 percent of the variance in science learn-

ing.
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Ability and Science Learning

Ability and Science Learning

A Quantitative Synthesis

One of the uncontested findings of educational research is the

relationship between measures of ability and school learning.. In 1930,

St. Jahn could conclude, "The intercorrelations of all the criteria of

intelligence and educational achievement are without exception positive..."

(p. 141). Amore recent large scale national survey, Project Talent

(Flanagan, Davis, Dailey, Shaycoft. (rr, Goldberg, and Neymani 1964),

reaffirmed this general finding; all reported correlations between

measures of ability and achievement were positive. In a review of re-

search on cognitive characteristics that influence learning, Bloom (1976)

reported universally positive relationships between past achievement or

ability and learning in several subjects areas.

Although consistent in direction, past studies, whether large scale

or small, reported different estimates of the size of the ability-learning

correlation.. A scan. of published research in science education reveals

a wide 'variation in correlations of ability with scibnce learning. It

appears that the quality of different measures of ability or of science

learning at different grade levels and under different study conditions

might account for sane of the variation in the reported correlations.

Correlations may differ with such study conditions as sample size,stb-

ject matter, Ability level of students and research design.
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Ability and Science Learning

The purpose of this study is to review, analyze and synthesize

published studies relating ability measures to science learning measures

in order to establish the best estimates of such correlations under vari-

ous study conditions. The estimates provide science education researchers

and practitioners summary statistics for comparing the ability factor with

other factors influencing science learning.

Of particular interest for future reviews and syntheses are the eight

constructs enumerated in Walberg's (1978) Productivity Model which draws on

the general education empirical literature and provisionally identifies

the primary factors influencing general school learning. The constructs are':

ability, motivation, and age or developmental level; quality and quantity of

instruction; and home, peer, and classroom social environments. The unique

features of science instruction such as laboratories, the use of quantitative

skills, and the cumulative nature of the subject matter suggest that estimates

of correlations of the constructs with general learning outcomes may not be

accurate for science learning. The present study provides an estimate of the

ability influence on science learning with future studies providing estimates

for the other constructs. Such broadly based reviews drawing on general educa-

tion research findings to inform and augment science education research are

nationally identified needs (Yager, 1978).
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Ability and Science Learning

Literature Search, Selection, and Coding

To assemble a body of literature reflecting the best current science

education research, yet sufficiently extended in time to include the recent

period of growth in curriculum development and research, the published re-

search in science education over the 1963-1978 period was included in the

literature search. The search was further limited to studies conducted with

subjects in grades 6 through 12 to include the pre - college science program

fa the grade that is typically the beginning of required, specially taught

science courses through the elective senior high courses taken by a minority

of students.

Ability was initially defined as any cognitive measure that predicts

science learning. Using this definition, thirty-four published studies

were identified that correlated one or more measures of ability.or past

achievement with a science learning outcane. Studies including ability

measures as blocking variables or as covariates in ACGJA were excluded, un-

less a zero-order correlation was reported between ability and outcome measures.

(Calculated estimates of r fron blocking factors were judged inaccurate).

The Appendix contains a bibliography of included studies.

All assembled studies were numerically coded according to the follow-

ing study-variables: the type, source and reliablility of the ability and

the outcame.measures; the type of intervention; and the elapsed time between

measures; grade level, ability level, and science subject area of the sample;

the ethnic, urban-rural, and SES character othe ccommunity; the design of
0

the study, unit of analysis and methodological flaws; and reported correlations.
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Ability and Science Learning

In total, over forty study-variables were recorded for each study on pre-
,

pared code sheets. An independent check by a second researcher of the re-

liability of codizig routinely revealed about 90 percent agreement. Code-

boOk,codesheets, and raw data are available in the project final report

(Walberg Boulanger, Kremer, & Haertel, in preparation).

The coding prOcess yielded three ability categories and four learning

outcome categories forming a 3 x 4 or 12 cell ability by outcome matrix.

The three ability categories were general ability, prior achievement, and

quantitative-spacial reasoning.. The 'four outcome categories were: factual,

product, process, and attitudinal learning. Table 1 presents the definition

and example measures for each of the ability and outcome categories.

Insert Table 1 about here.

Results and Analysis

TO insure the independence of each correlation in a given ability-

outcome cell, each study's median correlation for a given cell was computed,

reducing the original 207 raw correlations to 67 median correlations which

were used throughout the analysis. When combining correlations, ordinary

MEWS and standard deviations were computed following the arguments of Glass

(1978) and empirical results of Uguroglu and Walherg (in press) that z-trans-

formations make little difference in means when combining correlations in

the range of values of correlations in this study.

Cnly five of the 67 correlations related ability to attitudes. Based

on two (.16 and .28) and three (.30, .24, and .38) correlations respectively,

the mean of study-median correlations of general ability and prior achievement

with attitudes are .22 and .31. The overall ability-attitude mean correlation

is .27 with a standard deviation of .07. Given the small number of correlations,
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Ability and Science Learning

no further analysis of the ability-attitude relationship was attempted.

The three cognitive outcamei (factual, Product, and process) were

analyzed together. Table 2 shows the means and number of study - median

correltaions in each of the nine ability-cognitive outcane cells along

with marginals combining correlations across categories. No correlations

of quantitative-spacial ability with process outcomes were found which

leaves that cell empty. One cell mean, prior achievement with factual

outcome, was based on only cne correlation; while the general ability with

product outcane cell contained the most, 16, correlations. The range of

the mean ability-aitccrne correlations across the eight cells (empty-cell

excluded) was .41 (prior achievement with factual outcome) to .53 (quan-

titative-special ability with product outcome).

Insert Table 2 about here

A two-way analysis of variance was Conducted to determine if the dif-

ferences among categories were attributable to Chance. Main effects

(Ability: F = .46, p = .64; Outcame: F = .38, p = .69) and interactions

= .95) were non-significant, leading to the simplification that

all three ability categories were, within statistical' error, equally good

predictors of any of the three cognitive outcomes. CaMbining the 62 cor-

relations across all cells for the best Overall estimate of the ability-

cognitive outcane correlation yielded a mean of .48 with a standard deviation

D, of .15.
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Ability and Science Learning

Since no statistically valid distinction could be made among the cor-

relations relating the various subcategories of ability and cognitive out-

cane, the analysis of the influence of other study variables such as sample

size, subject matter, and study design was conducted on the entire 62 cor-

relation data set. To determine if any study-variable systematically biased

the reported Ability-outcame correlations, the values of study variables were

dicotamized into approximately equal subgroups and the t-test applied to compare

each resulting subgroup pair. Study-variables whose values were constant or

nearly constant across studies (e.g. mixed sex of sample, individual as unit

of analysis) or were rarely reported (e.g. ethnic canposition, coomunity

type, SES) were dropped from this analysis since it was clear they would

not be significantly associated with systematic differences among the cor-

relations. 'Table 3 reports dicotamized values and,t-test results of the

variables included.

Insert Table 3 about here

The results in Table 3 indicate only one difference significant at the

P< .05 level: cognitive outcome Treasures with reliabilities higher than .80

yielded higher correlations with ability than cognitive outcome measures

with reliabilities less than .80. Two variables had differences at the

p=.10 level: published (usually standardized) ability measures yielded

higher correlations with cognitive outcome measures than locally pro-

duced ability measures, and higher reliability (greater than .90) ability

measures gave higher correlations with cognitive outcome measures than

lower reliability (less than .90) ability measures.

29
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In addition to the t-tests.reported in Table 3, correlations of contin-

uous study-variables with associated ability-cognitive outcome correlations

were computed and are reported in Table 4. Grade level and the reliabilites

of the ability and outcome measures show positive relationships with abil-

ity- cognitive outcome correlations, but only the reliability of the outcome

measure reached significance (pc .05)

Insert Table 4 about here

Discussion and Conclusions

The five ability - attitude outcome correlations gave a mean of .27 with

a .standard deviation of .07, while the sixty-two Ability-cognitive outcome,

correlations had a mean of .48 with standard deviation of Clearly,

Ability predicts cognitive outcomes better than attitudinal outcomes, a find-

,

ing which is nAurprising given the cognitive character of ability measures,

Regarding the ability-cognitive outcome correlations, the consistency

in correlational means regardless of the ability or cognitive outcome cate-

gory gave a solid estimate of the degree to which ability is associated with

cognitive learning in grades 6 through 12. The .48 mean correlation trans-

lates into 23 percent of the variance` in cognitive learning accounted for by

ability. The standard deviation d15 means that in 2 out of 3 studies,

the variances in cognitive learning accounted for by ability was sameWhere

between 11 and 40.percent. The stability of the standard deviation and

thus of this estimate of variance accounted for, is evident with examination

of the SD columns in Table 3, where 19 of 20 SD's are in the range oZ .13

to .17
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According to t-test (Table 3) and correlational (Table 4) results, only

one study,variable had a significant (p< .05) effect on the size of the ability-

cognitive outcome correlation while other variables had a minor or no impact.

The reliability of-the outcome measure had the greatest impact, accounting for

11 percent (r = .33) of the variance in the ability-cognitive outcome correlation.

This finding is probably related to the higher correlations associated with

published outcome measures. The use of published ability measures of high

reliability also raised the correlations, although statistical significance

was not attained. Both of the above findings are in agreenent with the well

known tendency for correlations to rise as the reliability of.measurement

improves, e.g. Iverson and Walberg (1979) found the correlations of the home

environment with school learning increased with the reliablility of the out-

come measure. The correction for attenuation formula (Thorndike and Hagen,

1977) was developed to correct correlations for this effect. Study variables

.._having no systematic impact on the ability-cognitive outcome correlations were

sample size, subject matter, group ability level, and time elapsing between ,

measures.

The primary methodological flaw throughout the 34 studies was the use of

convenience sampling which is related to the primary reporting flaw of not

sufficiently identifying the population under study. No study provided pop-

ulation parameters of ethnic composition, urban-rural community typeland

SES level along with evidence of random sampling of the population. With-

out this information, generalization of the findings from any individual study

is greatly limited. If it is assumed, however, that there is randomness of
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selection of groups studied across the 34 studies synthesized, then the. re-

ported '.48 correlation is representative of the grade 6 to 12 population,

almost exclusively however in the United States. This assumption might be

questioned given the loCation of institutions conducting educational research

and the tendency ofresearchers to choose convenient and abcessable schools,

often in university communities or under some kind of university influence.

To crossvalidate the .48 general estimate of the ability-science cog-

nitive 'outcome correlation found in this study, Educational Achievement in

Relation to Intelligence (St. John, 1930) and the Project Talent study

(Flanagan et al., 1964) Were consulted to find if comparable correlations

had been reported. St. john identified eight sthdies containing 16 cor-

relations between intelligence test scores and teachers' marks in natural

science in secondary and higher grades. The mean' correlation reported was

.46.

Project Talent did not report an ability test score but did identify

an a priori IQ uLauvusite consisting of Reading Comprehension, Abstract Reason-

ing, and Mathematics 1 test scores. The mean correlation of the IQ composite

with Physical Science and Biological Science test scores for grades 9 through

12 was .51.;

The two estimates of .46 and .51 are in excellent agreement with the

finding of .48 in this study. The congruence of these estimates is even

stranger if reliabilities of measures are considered. It can be assumed that

teachers' marks will have lower reliabilities than the average of outcome

Measures used in the 34 studies which yielded the .48 correlation;_Whereas,

Project Talent measures reported reliabilities higher than this average.
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.Implications

The tenet that ability and past learning are among the best predictors

of future learning is well established among educational researchers and

practictioners. What is less well established is the degree to which.this

tenet is true for different subject areas under different study conditions.

The estimates developed in this study should provide,,the researcher in science

educiM:icxiwith a guide for estimating the influence of ability on science

learning in untested populations, as well as a norm for comparing new find-

ings on the extent to which various factors influence learning. Educational

practictioners will find the results of value in moderating their a priori

judgements on placement of students in ability groups or raising or lowering

expectations for individual students based solely on test scores. The results

of this study highlight the fact that measured ability, on average, does not

account for a great amount of variance in science learning. Several other

factors .are known to influence learning and thus canpensate for ability dif-

ferences. Major among these other factors are student motivation; the quality

and quantity of instruction; and home, peer and classroam social environments.

As improved estimates of the effects of these other factors on science learning

became available, science education research and teaching practice can be di-
,

rected at optimizing' those influences most potent in improving science learn-

ing, keeping the less manipulable ability factor in proper perspective.
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Category

General

Ability

Table 1

Ability and Outcome Categories and Measures

Definition

General, verbal, or subject matter

specific aptitude or ability

Prior Past general or subject matter specific

Achievement science achievemnt or knowledge

Quantitative -

Spacial.

Ability

Factual

Learning

Product

Learning

Process

Learning

Quantitative, mechanical or spacial ability

or reasoning except where specifically based

on Piagetian tasks or logical operations

,--

Recognition or recall of specific informa-

tion, e.g., facts, names, definitions

Requires generalization or application of

concept (s) to new situations. May also

include factual items as in standardized

achievement tests. Not identified in study

report as process or factual outnme

Requires use of thought processes or logical

operations associated with scientific think-

ing, e.g. hypothesizing, controlling variables,

Must be identified in study report as such a

measure

Attitudinal Attitudes toward or interests in scientists,

Learning science careers, science instruction

Example Measures1

C15

Lorge-Thorndike (Johnson, 1969)

SAT Verbal (Wasik 1971)

IQ from school records (Hardy, 1970)

Gr, 9 math achievement (Rothman 1966)

Nelson Biology Test (Schock, 1973)

SRA Battery (Sheehan, 1977)

ITED Quantitative (Benson & Howell, 1968)

DAT Mechanical Reas. (Tanner 1969)

NFER Spacial Test (Marjoribanks, 1978)

Retention Test (Holliday & Brunner, 1977)

Environmental Info, Test (Hart, 1978)

Biology Info. Test (Tamir & Jungwirth, 1975)

BSCS Comp. Final' (Engen & Smith, 1968)

ACS Chem. Exam (Jones, 1963)

SCCT Science Comp.' (Raven & Polanski, 1974)

Controlling Variables (Bredderman, 1973)

Watson-Glaser TCT (George, 1968)

Science Process Inv, (Welch & Pella, 1968)

Science Attitude Scale (Engen & Smith, 1968)

Environmental Attitude (Hart, 1978)

Inventory of Science Attitudes (Swan, 1966)

\\, 1
Parentheses contain a study using this measure. Studies are listed in the appendix.
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Table 2

Ability - Cognitive Outcome

Mean Correlation Matrix

Ability
Cognitive Outcome

Factual Product Process Combined

General .46 (5) .49 (16) .49 (13) .49 (34)
Ability

Prior .41 (1) .48 (11) .42 (7) .46 (19)
Achievement

Quantitative- .49 (3) .53 (6) (0) .51 (9)
Spatial

Cm-billed .46 (9) .50 (33) .46 (20) .48 (62)

Notes: Parentheses contain number of study-median correlations used to
ccmpute the mean.

Two-way ANOVA (ability by outcome) yielded no signigicant main effects
or interactions.

38



Table

Means, Standard Deviations, and t-test

Comparisons of Subgroups of Studies

C 17

Study Variable

Subgroups Compared Subgroup 1 Subgroup 2

A p(1 vs 2) n 'Mean r SD n Mean r SD

Sample Size n< 200 vs ii > 200 31 .46 .16 31 .50 .14 1.10 .28

Grade Level :-. 5-9 vs 10-12 30 .47 .14 32 .49 .17 .47 .54

Subject Matter Physical Science 22 .47 '.12 24 .50 .17 .71 .40

vs Life and Earth Sci

Group Ability nigh and Above

Average vs Average

25 .48 .16 31 .47 .16, .24 .81

Experimental Interven- yes vs no 30 .45 .13 32 .51 .17 1.48 .14

tion Between Meas.

Reliability of Ability R < .90 vs R 2 .90 25 .45 .14 20 .53' .15 1.68 .10

Measure

Reliability of Outcome R < .80 vs R > .80 27 .42 .13. 13 .55 .14 2.83 .01

Measure

Source of Ability Local vs Published 11 .44 .15 48 .50 .15 '1.70 .10

Measure

Source of Outcome Local vs Published 29 .45 ,08 33 ,51 .16 1.48 .14

Measure

Time Between Measures Time < 4 wk vs 20 .48 .14 40 .48 .16 .02 .99

Time > 4 wk

Note: Dependent variable is the median ability - cognitive outcome correlation per study for each cell in Table 2.

a

Physical science is physics, chemistry or physical science; life science is biology or life science.
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Table 4

Correlations of Continuous Study Variables with

Ability-Cognitive Outcane, Study-Median Correlations

Study_ Variable

Sample Size 62 -.01 .48

Grade ,Level 62 .07 .29

Reliability of 45 .12 .21
Ability Measure

Reliability of 39 .33 .02
Outcane Measure

Time Between 62 .01 .48
Measures
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'Abstract

Over-the past decade, developmental theory has occupied a ,central role

in science education instructional theory and empirical research: The pur-

pose of the present study is to quantitatively synthesize studies relating

age (or grade) and developmental level to science learning among grade 6-12

students over the 1967-1978 period. Twenty-seven studies were reviewed. An-

nual increments observed in measures of developmental level were consistent

with current theory, and annual increments in cognitive achievement were re-

latively constant over the grade 4-9 interval. Measures of student ability

were found to be better predictors of cognitive achievement than developmen-

tal measures; and age and grade level, were weakly related to developmental

level and cognitive achievement, only showing significant correlations across

grade levels.

13
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Age and Developmental Level as

AnteCedents of Science Learning.

Over the past decade, developmental theory has occupied a central role

in science education instructional theory and empirical research. Each annual

Summary of Research in Science Education, e.g., Petersen and Carlson (1979),

over the 1973-1977 period devoted a separate section to this area of research

and focused almost exclusively on Piagetian based studies. Chiappetta (1976)

and Levine and Linn (1977) conducted multi-year, qualitative reviews of Pia-

getian-related science education literature. These included descriptive studies

on the general developmental level of various components of the population and

on the relationship of training studies to development and achievement. Other

than the occasional count of studies reporting a certain kind of result, and

the listing of percentages of persons at various developmental stages, no at-

tempt has been made to provide a quantitative synthesis of the findings of re-'

lated studies.

A quantitative synthesis of studies has the advantages of a more objective

process for summarizing each study and a more concise means of displaying and

interpreting trends than qualitative approach. The objectivity arises from the

use of a numerical coding scheme that provides for ease of replication and tests

of agreement among raters. The quantitative summary of the studies allows tables

and graphs for concise presentations as well as the use of descriptive statistics.

Another value of quantitative synthesis is the comparability of findings

relating different independent or predictor variables to a common dependent variable.

For example, the question of whether measures of ability or of developmental level

are, in general, better predictors of science achievement could be addressed

(19
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ths-,ugh quantitative synthesis. Additional comparisons might be made with

other major influences on science achievement.

Walberg (in press) has identified eight constructs in the general educa-

tion literature as substantially related to learning. The eight constructs

are: student ability, moL.ivation, age or developmental level; quality and

quantity of instruction; and home, peer, and classroom environments. The

relationship of the constructs to student learning in science is the theme

of other quantitative syntheses concurrent to the present study. This com-

prehensive view of influences on science learning based on general education

literature is in harmony with the recommendations of the NARST - NIE Commission

on Research Priorities in Science Education (Yager, 1978). A general report

of findings in all construct areas is in preparation ( Walberg, Boulanger,

Kremer & Haertel, in preparation).

Purpose and Scope

The purpose of the present study is to quantitatively synthesize studies re-

lating age (or grade) and developmental level to science learning among grade

6-12 students over the 1963-1978 period. The grade levels 6-12 were chosen to

focus on that interval in the school curriculum that typically begins with the

first required junior-high school science courses and concludes with elective,

senior-high school courses. This interval is also characterized in Piagetian

theory as the period of transition from concrete to formal thinking. The science

education literature of the 1963-1978 time period reveals the emergence of the

developmental perspective in educational psychology and the most recent growth

period in the quantity and quality of science education research.
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Methodology

The assumptions and procedures advocated by Glass (1978) were adopted

for this synthesis. Glass argues that all studies have flaws and limitations

and that combined results give better estimates of outcomes and trends than

any single flawed study. A weakness in one study is often balanced by a

strength in another; an effect or relationship persisting across diverse studies

on a variety of populations is more robust than any single result.

In the present synthesis, the individual study results of interest were

either correlations or effect sizes. Zero` -order correlations between similar

predictor variables and similar outcome variables were recorded as data points

for analysis. Where two age levels or, more often, two grade levels were com-

pared, an effect size (ES) was calculated using one of two formulas:

ES = XH XL ES = t
+ 1

j
S
H

nH n
L

XH and XL are the dependent variable means of the higher and the lower grades

respectively. SH is the standard deviation of the higher grade scores. t is

the computed t -t.est statistic and the n's are group sizes. An F-ratio compar-

ing two groups was considered equal to t
2

and, Frs was considered equal to

S
H.

F-ratios based on comparisons of more than two groups were not used in

computing effect sizes.

Literature Search and Selection

The goal of the literature search and selection was to identify two kinds

of grade 6 through 12 studies in the 1963 through 1978 science education lit-

erature: 1) studies that reported a correlation of age, grade, or developmental

level with some measure of science learhing,'and 2) studies that reported
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0

measures .of developmental level or science learning at two different grade

levels in a manner that allowed. computation of an effect size. The search

had three components: scanning of all available ERIC annual reviews of science

education research for the period; a study-by-study search of all 19631978

volumes of the Journal of Research in Science Teaching and Science Education;

and a computer search of Dissertation Abstracts and Social Sciences Citation

Index for the period in question.

Since the literature search revealed only Piagetian-based studies, the

definition of developmental level was limited to any measure of Piagetian stage

or related logical operations whether obtained via interview techniques

(e.g., Lawson & Blake, 1976) or other measure validated against Piagetian

theory (e.g., Raven & Polaski, 1974). Among the studies meeting the selection

criteria, developmental level appeared as.a predictor variable for cognitive

achievement, as a criterion variable for age or grade predictors, and as a ,

dependent variable in grade level comparisons. Cognitive achievement was de,

fined as any measure of factual and/or conceptual learning of science content,

while science process learning was restricted to scores on the Science Process

Inventory. (Welch & Pella; 1968). The above definitions of developmental level,

cognitive achievement, and science process learning evolved with the selection

and coding of studies. A total of 27 studies met the selection criteria.

Coding

All assembled studies were numerically coded according to the following

study variables: the type, source and reliability of independent and depen-

dent measures; grade level, ability level, and science subject area of the sample;

the ethnic, urban-rural, and SES character of the community; the design of the
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study, unit of analysis,and methodological flaws; and reported correlations or

computed effect sizes. In total, over forty study variables were recorded for

each study on prepared code sheets. An independent check by a second researcher

of the reliablility of coding routinely revealed about 90 percent agreer-Int.

Codebook, codesheets; and raw data,are available in the project final report

(Walberg, Boulanger, Kremer & Haertel, in preparation).

Analysis and Results

Study code sheets were sorted in terms of similarity of independent and

dependent variables and type of summary 'Statistic, i.e., correlation. or effect

size. The resulting five classifications and associated summary tables are:

correlations of developmental level with cognitive achievement--seven studies

in Table 1; correlations of age or grade with developmental level or cognitive

achievementsix studies in Table 2; grade level comparisons (effect sizes) in

terms of developmental level, cognitive achievement, and science processes--15

studies all in Table 3. If a study reported more than one effect size for a

given dependent variable category and grade level comparison, the median effect

size was identified for later analysis. Likewise, if a study reported more than

one correlation in a given predictor and criterion category, the median correla-

tion was selected for analysis. Median values were used to insure independence,

since multiple effect sizes or correlations from the same study population would

be related. An annotated bibliography of studies by category is provided in the

Appendix.

Insert Tables 1, 2 & 3 about here

Mean correlations of developmental level with cognitive achievement (Table].)

rise from .28 in grade seven to .63-in grade 9, and decline to .32 in grade 12.
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The grand mean is .40 with a standard deviation of .11. Only one study

(Sayre & Ball, 1975) reported correlations at each grade, 7-12, based on

the same measures which were Piagetian interviews ,(developmental level)

and student grades in science (cognitive achievement). Figure 1 is a plot

of the Table 1 mean values against grade level and the Sayre and Ball data

against grade level. The plot:indicates that the trend in the Sayre and

Ball,data is maintained by the other studies in grades 10 through12.

Insert Figure 1 about here

The grade 7 throUgh 9 correlations are based on data from required

junior high courses; while grade 10 and 11 mean correlations are from three

biology course-related and three chemistry course-related situations, res-

pectively. The grade 12 data is from one ph'sics based study and from a group

of British fifth and sixth form students.

It might be,hypothesized, from a developmental perspective, that the in-

creasing correlation over grade 7 through 9 required courses is due to differing

developmental rates causing an increase in variation within classes as they

move from seventh to ninth grade. The decline in correlations from grade 10

through 12 most likely is due to the self - selection of students in the elective

advanced science courses, diminishing the variation within classes by removal

of the cognitively less-developed, and lower-achieving students. However,

both explanations are vulnerable to competing interpretations, such as changes

in interest and motivational factors which influence performance on both develop-

mental and cognitive achievement measures.

The correlations irCTable 2 of age or grade with developmental level

range from .00 when based on the ages of grade 11 science students, to .57

rf.3
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when data spanning six grade levels (grade 4 through 9) is included. These

correlations emphasize the inappropriateness of strongly associating age or

grade with levels of intellectual development or ability to use logical oper-

ations. ':The .57 correlations would mean that only about 30 percent of the

variation in developmental level across the developmentally diverse series

of grade levels is accounted for by grade or chronological age. As will be

seen in the next section, the low correlations of grade with developmental

level may be explained by the fact that within-class variation is greater

than between-class variation. Table 2 alSo indicate'S' that age or grade level

is a poor predictor of cognitive achievement.

When studying the calculated effect sizes in Table 3, it should be noted

that a mean effect size comparing one grade level to the next is simply the

difference in means between the lower and higher grade converted into standard

deviation units. The distribution of the higher grade's score is assumed to be

normal and the lower grade's mean is to the left o7 the higher grade's central

mean on the normal curve by the amount of the effect size.

The grade comparison mean effect sizes presented in Table 3 are best visual-

ized by plotting the cumulative mean effect.size against grade level. The incre-.

mental effect size to be added each year is based on the average of the mean ef-

fect sizes which apply to the grade intervalAn question. For example, examina-

tion of the first entries in the far right column in Table 3 in conjunction with

the far left column will indicate that .261 and .399 yearly increments both apply

to the grade 5 to 6 interval and thus should be averaged when plotting the grade

5 to 6 increment.. Following this method of calculation, Figure 2 parts a, b,

and c displays three plots of the cumulative effect sizes of developmental lev-

el, cognitive achievement, and science process learning respectively over grade
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Age, Development and Science

Insert Figure 2 about here

While inspecting Figure 2, certain quantities and trends should be

noted. Based on six and ten studies respectively, both Figure 2a and

Figure 2b show fairly smooth curves with gradually increasing incre-

ments in the case of developmental level and relatively constant incre-

ments in the case of cognitive achievement. The increasing developmental

increments are in correspondance with developmental theory which poses

a concrete operational to formal operational transition beginning about

grade six for many children. Even if individual transitions were fairly

sharp for most children,. group data would show only a gradual upward swing

of the mean accompanied by the increased variation noted earlier in the cor-.

relational results. The linearity of the cognitive achievement cumulative

effect size over the same grade.intervals suggests that the developmental

upward swing is not simply an artifact of increasing achievement.

A second trend worth noting is the relationship between within-class

and between-class variation. Developmental effect size increments sum to

.932 between grades 4 and 7. This means that the average seventh grade

student is approximately one standard deviation above the average fourth

grade student on developmental level measures. Thus, the upper 16 percent

of the fourth grade is developmentally above the median level of the seventh

grade. The between class variation is small compared to the within-

class variation. Similar statements can be made about cognitive achieve-

ment; e.g., a change of nearly four grade level mean values is analogous

to a change of one standard deviation (one effect size unit) of within

class variation.
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c

The cumulative effect size of science process learning against

grade (Figure 2c) is more irregular than the other two plots. The

large gain (.754) iri the grade 9 to 10 interval is based on one study

(Tamir, 1972) where knoWledge of science processes was measured at the

end of each grade leVel year. The gain is largely a measure of the ef-

fects of tenth grade science, the character of which is unclear from the

study report. The irregularity of the plot in general may be an artifact

of combining results of only two studies (Tamir, 1972, & Welch and Pella,

1968) conducted in quite different educational systems .(Israel and Wisconsin,

'respectively).

The mean annual effect size increments for the three Figure 2 plots

are: developmental level, .36; cognitive achievement, .28; and science

process learning, .43. Expressed as percentiles, the increments indicate

the approximate advance of the mean class score each year from the previous

year's 50 percentile point. Average yearly percentile increases would be:

developmental level, 14; cognitive achievement, 11; and science process

learning, 17.

The analysis to this point has focused only on correlations and effect

sizes and their relationship to grade levels. Additional information about

each study was coded to provide normative values and to determine if study

variables such as instrument reliability, sample size, etc. had,any across

studye.systemtaic influence on correlations or effect sizes.

The reliablilities of cognitive achievement, developmental -level and

science process measures were comparable in average values (.73, .72 and

.76 respectively) and were unrelated to either correlation Or effect size

1
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values. The ranges of reported reliabilities were .49 - .98, .50 - .92,

and .74 - .79 respectively. Only 12 of the total 27 studies reported in-

strument reliabilities.

All developmental level measures were research measures, ie., not sten-

dardized over any representative local, regional Or national sample. Written

measures of logical operations, eg., Raven and Polanski (1974) were, in gen-

eral, more reliable than task based measures, eg., Lawson and Blake (1976).

Four studies with written measures yielded a mean reliability of .79, while

five studies with task measures yielded .67. Assessing the validity of either

kind of measure is difficult since both deviate from the Piagetian clinical

approach and are analyzed in terms of parametric statistics; yet, the content

of both kinds of measures is founded in,Piagetian theory.

Among correlational studies relating developMental level-to cognitive

achievement, average or heterogenious groups registered higher correlation's

(eight correlations with mean of .45) than high ability groups (four cor-

relations with mean of .31). This trend is related to the self-selection

in higher grade levels referred to earlier. The high ability groups are all

in elective eleventh and twelth grade courses.

Several study' variables, eg., population demographics, were too infre-

quently reported for analysis. Sample size was reported for all studies but

bore no relationship to correlation or effect size values.

Threats to the'validity of study designs were primarily of two kinds:

convenience sampling which threatened generalizability, and use of cross-sec-

tional data in grade level comparisons. No longitudinal study was found

which traced the development of a group of students over a period of time

(other than pre and post measures bracketting an instructional treatment).
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Developmentally related instructional studies are reported in Boulanger,

1979b. -

The usual caution in the interpretation of all tables, plots, and

quantitative values presented above is appropriate here. All figures

and interpretations are based on a relatively small number of diverse

studies. The case for this kind of quantitative synthesis rests on the

argument that the combined results carry more general validity than any

single study, as well as showing trends not apparent in studies considered

singly. All the above interpretations should be considered hypotheses for

further investigation; all average correlations and effect 'sizes should be

considered as only tentative norms based upon data available in the 1963-

1978 period.

Discussion

The grand mean correlation of .40 between developmental level and cog-

nitive achievement might be compared to the correlation between ability

measures and cognitiVe achievement reported in another research synthesis

(Boulanger, 1979 a). Ability was defined as any measure of prior achieve-

ment, general ability or quantitative-spacial ability. The mean correlation

between ability and cognitive achievement was .48 with a standard deviation

of .15, significantly (p<.01) higher than the developmental-level-as-predictor

correlation reported in this study. Since general ability or priOr achieve-

ment measures are usally 'available in school records, the value of administer-

ing time-consuming developmental measures for achievement prediction, in gener-

al, makes little sense unless it can be shown that developmental measures ac-

count for significant amounts of unique variance not accounted for by ability

measures. However, the more common defense for the use of developmental measures
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is the diagnostic value of knowing student capabilities in the various

kind of theory related logical operations. Abili measures,may tap many

of the same skills, but developmental measures make logical operations'and

student weaknesses in applying them more explicit on an ,individual basis.

Another research synthesis (Boulanger, 1979 b) which examined the

effects of training in scientific thinking skills has implications for the

findings of this study. In the present study, the annual mean percentile

gain in developmental level was found to be approximately 14 percentile points

in the grade 4-9 interval with the annual increment increasing in the higher

grades (Figure, 2a). Based'on 11 training in scientific thinking studies, 9

of these training in Piagetian logical operations, a mean effect size of .89

or 30. percentile points was found when trained groups were compared with un-

trained control groups. These training effects occurred in grades 5 through

9 primarily as a result of short term (two to ten hours) tutorial type train-

ing of individual students by special teachers. Long term effects of the

training were not investigated in the studieS: but the studies strongly sug-

gest that the annual increments in such developmentally related traits as

logical reasoning patterns can be increased with appropriate instruction.

Summary

Twenty-seven studies were identified in the 1963-1978 science education

research on students in grades 6 through 12. The studies related age or grade,

developmental level- -and science learning in terms of either correlations or

computed effect sizes. Major findings were:

ia) The mean within grade level correlation of developmental level with cog-

nitive achievement is .40, with individual grade level correlations reach-
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ing a maximum in grade nine.

b) Ages and grade level are weakly related to developmental level and

cognitive achievement, only showing significant correlations when

computed across several grade levels.

c) Annual increments in developmental level effect size average .36

(14 percentile paints) and increase over the grade 4-9 interval in

agreement with developmental theory. Training studies reported else-

where indicate that it may be possible to increase these increments

through carefully designed instruction.

d) Annual increments in cognitive achievement are relatively constant at

an average of .25 (10 percentile points) over the grade 4-9 interval.

e) Ability measures are better prediOtors of cognitive achievement than

are developmental measures.

Recommendations

Piagetian based developmental measures are founded in hypothesized

intellectual structures and operations which emerge in stages over the

years of childhood and adolescense. Traditional ability measures are

norm referenced and are founded in observed reasoning skills often in the

context of culturally defined situations. Both kinds of measures cor-

relate with culturally defined cognitive achievement. To sort out the

unique contribution of each kind of measure to the prediction of science

learning, both should be administered and later related to both cognitive

achievement (as defined in this study) and developmental growth. A long-

itudinal series of such measures over a period of years would allow the

tracking of both individual and group absolute progress in intellectual
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development and relative standing on ability and achievement measures.

This would allow verification of correlational and effect size trends

described earlier. Planned, developmentally oriented instructional in-

,terventions with selected subsamples would provide time series data to

be collected on the short and long term value of such interventions on

both development and achievement.

The weak point in the above plan'is the present set of developmental'

measures.- A first research priority is the creation of a series of valid

and reliable developmental measures which provide quantitative indicators

of developmental level comparable over the full range of developmental

stages. The measures should account for significant unique variance in

science learning when compared to ability measures in order to justify the

time and expense of administration. The measures should also possess diag-

nostic, properties to provide direction to the developmental aspects of sub-

sequent instruction.

Chronological age, and school grade remain rough indicators of develop-

mental level and science learning and will continue to be routinely recorded

fora variety of organizational and cultural reasons. Age is probably better

related to physical maturity, general life experience, and broad psychosocial

life stages than to intellectual development, and, even less so, to science

learning.
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Table 1

Mean Correlation by Grade of Developmental
Level with Cognitive Achievement

a b
Number of Mean

Grade Median/Correlations Correlation

7 1 .28

8 1 .31

9 1 .63

10 3 .47

11 3 .36

12 2 .32

Grand Mean .40

a
One study (Leon, 1975) reported a correlation of .48
based on combined grade 7-9 data.

b
The total number of studies represented in this table
is seven. One study (Sayre & Ball, 1975) reported six
correlations, one at each grade level.
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Table 2

Correlation of Age or Grade with
Developmental Level or Cognitive Achievement

liumber of
a

Correlations

Age or Grade Correlation with

Devel. Level Cogn. Achieve.

4,5,6

4,5,6,7,8,9 1

4,6,8,10 1

.57

.39

7 1 . -.03

11 1

11 1 .00

a

.01

The total number of studies represented in this table is six.

I
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Table 3

Grade Comparison
Mean Effect Size by Outcome

Grades NuMber of Mean
Compared Median Comparisons

a
Effect Size

Mean Effect
Size Per Year

Developmental Level Outcome

4,6

5,7

6,8 ,

7,9

1 .521

2 .797

a
2 .565

2 .966

.261

.399

.283

.483

Cognitive Achievement Outcome

4,6 4 x. 547 .274

5,7 _525: .263

7,9 2 .575 .288

9,10 2 .142 .142

Science: Process OutcoMe

9,10 174 .754

10,11 2 .086 .086

11,12 2 .442 .442

a
The total number of studies represented per section are:
Developmental Level, 6; Cognitive Achievement, 8; Science Process.
Outcome; 2. One study appears in two sections; total for table is 15.
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Figure 1

Developmental Level - Cognitive Achievement
Correlation versus Grade Level

.7

.6

.5

Correlation of
Developmental .4

Level with
Cognitive .3

Achievement
.2

.1

.0

7 8 9 10 11 12'

Grade Level

Note. Solid line connects Table 1 mean correlations. Dashed
line connects data points from Sayre and Ball (1975)
who reported a correletion for each grade.

r. 9
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Figure 2

Cumulative Effect Size Based on
Annual Grade Interval Effect Sizes

2

Figure 2a 1.8

1.6
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1.4
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Figure 2b 1.6

1.4 .14(1)

Cognitive
1.2

.29(1)

Achievement 1.0 .29(1)

Cumulative
Effect Size

.8

.6
.26(1)

.4 .27(2)

.2
.27(1)

.0
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Grade Level

Figure 2c 1.2
.44(2)

1.0

Science .8 .09(2)

Process
Cumulative

.6

Effect Size .4
.75(1)

.2

.0

9 10 11 12

Grade Level

Note. Number to the right of each line segment is the mean

effect size increment with contributing number of

values in parentheses.
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Appendix

Annotated Bibliography of Studies on

Development and Science Learning

Effect Size Studies (Age/grade and developmental level)

Hammond, J. & Raven, R. The effects of a structured learning

sequence on the achievement of compensatory tasks. Journal

of Research in Science Teaching, 1973, 10, 257-262.

55, grade 6 - 8 students grouped into three ability levels

(within grade), randomly assigned to control and programmed

instructional groups in compensatory operations. Experi-

mental instructional groups scored higher on a post-test

than did control groups.

Lawson, A.E. & Blake, A.J.D. Concrete and formal thinking abilities

in high school students as measured by three separate in-

struments. Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 1976,

13, 227-235.

32 biology students were administered tasks measuring

Piagetian Stage, and a test of understanding of concrete

and formal biology concepts. Performance on concepts tests

varied significantly as a function of stage.
s

Lewis, W.R. The influence of age, sex, and school size upon the

development of formal operational thought. Unpublished

doctoral dissertations, University of 0k1-ahoma, 1972.

574 junior and senior *high school students were individually

administered six Piagetian tasks. Significant differences

were observed between grades separated by two or more years,

but no significant differences in groups separated by one grade.
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Nous, A. & Raven, R. The effects of a structured learning sequence

on children's correlative thinking about biological phenomena.

Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 1973, 10, 251-255.

246, grade 5, 7, & 9 students receiving identical instruc-

tion on correlation'al thinking. Performance on a post-test

varied significantly with grade.

Raven, R. & Polanski,H. Relationships among Piaget's logical

operations, science content comprehension, critical think-

ing, and creativity. Science Education, 1974, 58, 531-544.

Performance of 220 grade 4 & 6 students were compared on

tests of general science achievement and critical thinking.

A significant difference between grade levels (favoring

grade 6) was observed.

Raven, R. J. & Calvey, S. H. Achievement on a test of Piaget's

operative comprehension as a function: of process - oriented

elementary school science programs. Science Education,

1977, 61, 159-166.

Performance of 249 grade 6 & 8 students on a test of logical

s'\operations was compared. A significant difference between

grade levels (favoring grade 6) was observed.

Effect-Size Studies (Age/grade and science process achievement)

Tamir, P. Understanding the process of science by students

exposed to different science curricula in Israel. Journal

of Research in Science Teaching, 1972, 9, 239-244.

3500 Israeli grade 9 - 12 students were administered the

welch Science Process Inventory. Norms for Israeli students

were established.
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Welch, W. W. & Pella, M. 0. The development of an instrument

for inventorying knowledge of the processes of science.

Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 1968, 5, 64-68.

839, grade 10 - 12 students were administered a test of

science processes (SPI). No significant differences be-

tween grade levels were observed.

Effect Size Studies (Age/grade and cognitive achievement)

Doran, R. L. Misconceptions of selected science concepts held

by elementary school students. Journal, of Research in Science

Teaching, 1972, 9, 127-137.

253, grade 2 - 6 students were administered a test of science

misconceptions. Mean test scores increased with grade.

Kauchak, D., Eagen, D., & Kirk, S. The effect of cue specificity

on learning from graphical materials in science. Journal of

Research in Science Teaching, 1978, 15, 499-503.

82, grade 4 - 6 students randomly assigned to three treat-

meni_s: Cued questions, non-cued questions, and generalizing

questions in passages about plant growth. Performance in-

creased significantly with grade.

Lawson, A. E. & Blake, A. J. D. Concrete and formal thinking abil-

itites in high school students as measured by three separate

instruments. Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 1976,

13, 227-235.

32 biology students were administered tasks measuring Piagetian

Stage,-and a test of understanding of concrete and formal biol-

ogy concepts. Performance on concepts tests varied significantly

as d function of. stage.
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Pederson, A.A. & Jacobs, J. E. The effect of grade level on

achievement in biology. Journal of Research in"Science

Teaching, 1976, 13, 237-240.

Performance of 684 grade 9 & 10 biology students was compared

on a local achievement test. No significant differences

observed.

Pella, M. 0. & Triezenberg, H. J. Three levels of abstraction of the

concept of equilibrium and its use as an advance organizer. Journal

of Research in Science Teaching, 1969, 6, 11 - 21

270, grade 7 & 9 students randomly assigned to three advance organizer

treatment groups. A significant difference in performance between grade

levels on a test of factual knowledge was observed. No differences

were observed among treatment groups.

Raven, R. & Polanski, H. Relationships among Piaget's logical operations,

science content comprehension, critical thinking, and creativity.

Science Education, 1974, 58, 531-544. Performance of 220 grade 4 & 6

students were compared on. tests of general science achievement and

critical thinking. A significant difference between grade levels

(favoring grade 6) was observed.

Voelker, A. M. Elementary school children's attainment of the con-

cepts of physical and chemical change--a replication.

Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 1975, 12, 5 - 14.

Performance of 40 grade 4 - 6 students on a post-test of

concepts of physical and chemical change was compared

(experimental and control groups within each grade had

previously received instruction). A significant sliffer-

ence between grade levels (favoring grade 6) was observed.
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Walters, L. L. Ninth vs. tenth grade biology--a comparisJn

of achievement. Journal of. Research in Science Teaching,

1963, 1, 170-176.

Performance of 144 grade 9 & 10 students on the Nelson

Biology Test was compared. No significant iifferences

were observed.

Correlational Studies (Developmental level and cognitive achievement)

Cantu, L. L. & Herron, J. D. Concrete and formal Piagetlan stages and science

concept attainment. Journal of Reearch in Science, 1978, 15, 135-143.

13 c'aenistry students identified as formal operational,

and 12 as concrete operational were administered tests of

concrete and formal concepts, following instruction.

Formal operational students performed significantly better.

Fields, T. W. & Cropley, A. J. 'Cognitive style and science

achievement. Journal of Research in Science Teaching,

1969,-6, 2 - 10.

178, fifth and sixth form students were administered tests

of Piagetian operations and science achievement. Level of

cognitive operations were found to be significantly corre-

lated with achievement.

Lawson, A. E. & Nordland, G. H. Conservation reasoning ability

and performance on BSCS blue version examinations. Journal

of Research in Science Teaching, 1977, 14, 69 - 75.

23 biology students were dministered tests of Piagetian

conservation and the BSCS achievement test. Significant

correlation between test performance and conservation.
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Lawson, A. E. & Blake, A. J. D. Concrete and formal thinking abilities

in high school students as measured by three separate instruments.

Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 1976, 13, 227-235.

32 biology students were administered tasks measuring Piagetian Stage,

and a test of understanding of concrete and formal biology concepts.

Performance on concepts tests varied: significantly as a function of stage.

Leon, L. 0. The principle of conservation or invariance and its relationship

to achievement in science in the junior high school. ED 091 145, 1975.

182 grade 7 - 9 students were administered the STEP test in science and

a test for conservation of quantity. Significant correlation observed

between ability to conserve and achievement in science.

Rubley, V. D. An investigation of formal thought and dogmatism

during the transition between adolescence and adulthood.

Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Iowa, 1972.

60 high school chemistry students were administered Piagetian

tasks and the ITED background in the natural sciences test.

No correlation between age and test performance.

Sayre, S., & Ball, D. W. Piagetian cognitive development and achievement

in science. Journal of Research in Science reaching, 1975, 12, 165-174.

352 junior and senior high school science students were administered

Piagetian tasks. Significant correlation between grade in science and

tasks performance.

Correlational Studies (Age/grade with cognitive achievement and developmental level.)

Bredderman, T. Elementary school science experience and the ability to combine

and control variables. Science Education, 1974, 58, 457-469.

30, grade 4,6,8 & 10 students were adm'nistered a test on controlling and

combining variables. .Significant correlation between age and test perfor-

mance was found.
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Gunnels, F. G. A study of the development in logical judgements in science of

sucessful and unsuccessful problem solvers in grades four through nine.

ED 026 249.

Inferences drawn by students in grades 4-9 from science texts were related

to Piagetian levels,of thought. Older students and those at higher grade

levels were found to operate more frequently at formal levels of operation-

al thodght.

Hardy, C. A. Chem study and traditional chemistry: an experimental analysis.

Science Education, 1970, 54, 273-276. Performance of 208 chemistry students

and traditional chemistry students were compared on tests of standardized

achievement and critical thinking. Ability and past achievement signifi-

cantly correlated with post-test chemistry achievement.

Nordland, F. H., Lawson, A. E., & Kahle, J. B. A study of levels of concrete

and forthal reasoning ability in disadvantaged junior and senior high

school science students. Science Education, 1974, 58, 569-575.

96 minority junior high, and 506 minority senior high science students

were administered tests of Piagetian operations. No correlation between

age and task performance.

Pella, M., & Ziegler, R. Use of mechanical models in teaching theoretical

concepts. Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 1967-68, 5, 138-150.

72, grade 4,5 & 6 students were administered tests of

science achievement after being instructed in concepts

relating to particle nature of matter. No correlation be-

tween age and test performance.
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Social Psychology and Science Learning

1

Abstract

Research on the relationship of social and psychological factors- -

including student motivation and home and peer environments--to science

learning in grades 6 through 12 was synthesized. Twenty-six studies

conducted over a 16 year period from 1964-1979 were considered. A

quantitative synthesis of findings indicate that motivation, have and,

peer environments are important correlates of science learning, and

results in science are parallel to those Observed in previous syntheses

of these constructs in general, educational research.
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A Sy:thesis of Social and Psychological

Influences on Science Learning

Beginning with Jones and Fiske (1953), a number of reviewers have

urged the quantitative synthesis of educational and psychological research

findings (Gage, 1978; Light & Smith, 1971; and Rosenthal, 1976). These

reviewers describe a variety of statistical techniques for summarizing and

evaluating a series of empirical findings across investigations. As for

example, in the natural sciences where estimates of astronomical con-

stants are made (P611, Shapiro, & Smith, 1967), these techniques are

intended to provide objective estimates across investigations of the

consistency of observations or coefficients such as means, correlations,

and regression weights; their magnitude and margins of error; and their

boundaries of application.

The purpose of the present review is to synthesize, through the

application of quantitative methods, social and psychological research

on science learning in grades six through twelve, conducted under three

rubrics -- student motivation, home or family' environment,and peer-group

environment. The present synthesis is part of a larger effort to syn-

thesize science education research on factors that are productive of

cognitive, affective, and behavioral learning. Those considered are

student ability (including developmental level and prior achievement)

and motivation;' amount and quality of instruction; and home, classroom,

and peer-group environments (Walberg, 1978). These factors have been

frequently investigated an general educational research, and Show rea-
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sonably consistent and, in most cases moderate to strong associations

with learning outcomes.

It seems. particularly appropriate to ',investigate learning pro-

ductivity in science-education at this time for several reasons. The

movement "back to basics," and tightened school budgets threaten to

diminish the place of.science in the school curriculum as represented

by instructional time, qualitycpf lesson/preparation, and laboratory

facilities. Furthermore, the growing field of science education

research has yielded a large number of !published reports that appear

ready for parsimonious integration anlsummary. Syntheses of-educa-

tional research in subjects such as 'rhading and mathematics, focus-

ing on a large number of constructs nd subconstructs, have already

been conducted (Walberg, Schiller, Haertel, 1979; Uguroglu &

Walberg, 1979; Iverson & Walberg, 1 79). It is of interest'to.

know if the results of synthesis C.rried out in science yield the

same general.00ncluSions, or whe er a separate set of learning

laws or "production functions" s necessary in the spec'al field

of science. The identificatio of causal factors or constructs,

and the importance of abjectly ly reviewing evidence on them, is in

substantial agreement with broad review of science-education

research needs carried out bj the National Association for Research

on Science Teaching and thy, National Institute of Education (Yager,,

1978).

The constructs of motivation and home and peer-group environ-

merit are placed .tegethe in the present synthesis, and somewhat
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apart from the others, because these topics have by comparison, been

neglected in science as well as in general educational research. It

is therefore possible to bring together,'and discuss all the selected

work on these three constructs in a single paper. Second,these three,

constructs, fit under the general rubric of social psychology rather

than the mainstream fields of curriculum, instruction, or cognitive and

behavioral psychology that currently seem more influential on edu-

cational policy and practive. Work on the social environment of the

classroom is also social-psychological, but the sizeable number of

large -scale studies necessitates a separate treatment (Haertel,, Waiberg,,

& Haertel..1979). Lastly, motivation and home and peer-group

environments, are only semi-manipulable and undep. the partial control

of educators. They seem less fiked than mental ability but, on the

other hand, more difficult to influence thLn teacher behavior or alloCation

of time in the curriculum. The science teacher can raise motivation,

51,

and perhaps also encourage science learning in the home and in ado-

eseen - soups; but such changes require the cooperation of other

agents such as the students themselves and their families. For these

reasons, the:three major constructs are synthesized and compared in

the present review.

Literature Search and Selection

Fifteen years of science education literature (1964-1979) were

searched to identify studies relating science act.ievement and learning

to each of the three constructs areas under consideration: Student
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motivation, home or family environment, and peer environment. This time

period was selected in order to reflect recent growth in curriculum

development and evaluation and to include the most current science edu-

cation research. In searching the literature, priority was given to

selecting studies from refereed journals. Search procedures were exten-

ded to unpublished reports and dissertations when the number of studies

located in the published journals did not appear to be sufficient.

For the period 1964 to 1979, studies in the two major research

journals in science education, the Journal of Research in Science Tea-

ching and Science Education, were scanned. Volumes of School Science

and Mathematics, Journal of Educational Psychology, Developmental .

Psychology, and Sociology of Education for the years 1971-1977 were

also searched. Computer searches of studies indexed by the Educa-

tional Resources Information Center (ERIC), and the Social Sciences

Citation Index (SSCI) were conducted. The collectibnof science edu-

cation bibliographies and annual reviews published by the Science,

Mathematics, and Environmental Education Information Analysis Center

(ERIC/SMEAC) were scanned for citations.ofdissertatiorp, and unpu-

blished reports.

Studies were screened selected for synthesis on the basis of

the following criteria: 1) Concerned with science learning in grades

6-12; 2) That some measure of student learning in science

achieveMent, attitude, developmental level attained) be reported;

3) That at least one of the three constructs under consideration

serve as-a preUictor_of science learning. Table 1 presents defi-
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pitons of the motivation, he and peer constructs Which

guided this search, and examples of how these constructs were concep-

tualized and operationalized in the literature.

Insert Table 1 about here

The results of this search and selection yielded a total of 20

studies: 5 studies considering student motivation, 13 of home envi-

ronment, and 5 of peer environment, (two of the studies selected con-

sidered 2 or more of these construct variables). Wile numerous

studies of student motivation, home environment, and peer environment

constructs" were found, many were excluded froM.the analysis for seve-

ral reasons: measures of science achievement were either absent or

invalid (22 studies); findings relating the effect of the construct

variable.to achievementiwere inadequately reported (15 studies);

reports were based on opinions rather than evidence ( 5 studies); or

studies considered the effects of science learning on some measure

of the construct variable-such as students' self-concept in science,

or compatibility with peers (15 studies). Up to 20 studies of have

environment alone, were excluded for these reasons. A complete

bibliography of studies selected for inclusion under each construct

is contained in the-appendix.

Method of Analysis

All of the studies selected for synthesis were numerically

coded using schemes.develpped by investigators for each construct

area. Fran 40-50 study variables were ceded in each construct area.
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These included the type, source, and validity of science learning and

construct measures; the characteristics of the sample; the type of

design employed; and methodological flaws threatening the validity of

the study. Statistical information, including correlations and infe-

rential statistics, levels of significance, and the sign or direciton

of results were also recorded for each study. Copies of the ccdihg

schemes used are available from the authors.

The limited number of adequate studies available under these

constructs, precluded the use of multivariate techniques of research

synthesis (Glass, 1978).

Instead, findings were synthesized by plotting the correlations,

calculating simple statistcs, and tabulating "box scores" denoting

the.direction (whether positive or negative) of the relationship

between construct variables and learning outcomes.

Results and Discussion

The majority of studies selected for this synthesis, a total of

16 of 20, were correlational. Where correlations were reported in

studies, these were recorded for analysis. In studies not reporting

correlations between construct variables and learning outcomes, when

possible, techniqUes outlined by Glass (1978) for converting statis-

tics to correlations were applied. In studies with insufficient'

information to derive correlations from statistics. reported, signs

or box scores were coded denoting the direction of the relationship

between construct variables and science learning outcomes. Studies

indicating that as the construct variable increased, ""science learn-
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ing or achievement increased, were coded as positive ("+"). Studies

Showing an inverse relationship or no relationship, between construct

and achievement variables were coded as negative ("-").

Subject characteristics, study features and findings, median cor-

relations, and bac scores of studies under each of the three construct

areas, are summarized and discussed below (see Tables 2, 3 and 4). Un-

less specified in the table, subjects were fran white, middle-class, mixed

sex populations in the United StateS. While the sample of studies repre-

sented is limited, the results indicate consistent, positive findings,

in studies considering student motivation, have environment, and peer

environment as predictors of science learning. Of the total 20 studies

considered, 14 indicated positive signs of the findings. The binomial

probability, of this ratio is < .01.

Table 5 presents stem and leaf diagrams (Tukey, 1976) of all correla-

tions in all studies as well as the median correlations for each study. The

Lirst decimal place of the correlation is represented on the stem on the left

of the vertical line; and the second decimal place is represented as a leaf

to the right of the line; for example, the highest and lamest outlying

correlations for the student motivation construct are .15 and .58.

These diagrams show all the correlations in the studies as well aq the

study-median correlations that weight each study eaually. Mean correla-

tions were computed for each construct area using the raw correlations,

reported in individual stuuies. The meln correlations for the three con-

struct areas are .37 for student motivation, .30 for home environment, and .24
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for peer environment. Results specific to each construct area are

discussed below.

Insert Table 5 about here

Student Motivation

All of the studies of student motition and science achievement

located, Showed positive relationships between motivational variables

and learning. These are summarized in Table 2. Three studies con-:,

sidered measures of academic self-concept (Alvord & GlaSs, 1974 ;

Raven & Adrian, 1978; Mancini, 1972), one study (Bart, 1978) looked at

reported persistance, and another (Soh, 1973) considered general, need-

achievement motivation: Of these studies relating student self-concept

to science learning, only one study (Ravin Sf..AcIrian, 1973), specli...111(

looked at students' concept of their ability in science, as opposed to

general academic self-concept.

Insert Table 2 abbut here

The mean correlation for student motivation and science lear--

ning, .37, is sameWhat higher than those obtained in the have and

peer environment constructs as shown in Table 5. In part, this

may be explained by the fact that standardized scales having the

advantage of higher measurement reliability, were used to measure

motivation sub constructs (e.g., self-concept). This of course,

was not the case in studies of huge and peer environment, as will

be discussed below,. As not in a synthesis of student ability
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and science, learning (Boulanger, 1979); construct measures with higher

reliability yield higher correlations with learning outcomes (particu-

larly cognitive ones) than measures with lower reliabilities.

Individual correlations reported for the student motivation construct

area in Table 5, indicate a median correlation of .33. Previous studies

of student mictivation and general educational achievement conducted by

Bloam (1976) and Uguroglu and Walberg (1979) report median correlations

of .35, and .30 respectively. These studies were based on large national

samples, and included correlations with achievement data froth reading and

mathematics. The similarity of the .correlations found in this study with

those reported by Bloom, and Uguraglu and Walberg suggests that the "pro^

duotive function" of student motivation in learning and achievement is

independent of subject area or content. This possibility warrants further

study. Motivational factors in science learning, in general, merit greater

attention than they have received from science educators as evidenced by

these findings.

Home Environment

All of the studies selected in this construct area, as summarized

in Table 3, contained measures of parents' socio-economic status or SES, and

science learning. Among the SES indices considered, were parent occ-

upation,iparent education, and community SES. Of. 13 studies con-

sidered, 9 show positive relationships between parerit4 SES and

science learning: Students of higher socio-econamic status homes

scored higher on achievement measures of logical operations (Bart,,

1978), science attitudes and interests (Neujahr & .dansIn 1970;

Hasa; 197r.; James & Pafford, 1973; Keeves, 1975), general cog-
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nitive learning in science .(Hardy, 1970; Keeves, 1975; Klein, 1971; .

Troost, 1969), critical thinking (Hardy, 1970), and factual learning

(Lynch et al., 1979). Studies showing no significant relationship

between SES and science achievement are those considering process

learning (Quirm&.Gecrge, 1975), factual learning (Ashbaugh, 1968),

and science attitudes and interests (Wynn & Bledsoe, 1967).

Insert Table 3 about here

The mean value of correlations reported between SES and science

learning was compUted as ,25, White

(1976) obtained a mean correlation of .26 between parental social class

indices and measures of verbal and mathematics achievement. Again, as in

the case of student motivation, the correlation obtained in science is

similar to that Obtained in earlier work on general educational achieve-

ment, based on a larger sample of studies.

In addition to SES, several studies considered other indices of

home environment. Among these sub-constructs were parent education

(Hasan, 1975), parental aspirations for student achievement (Bart,

1978; Hasan, 1975; Keeves, 1975), parent involvement in the student's

education (Bart, 1978), and the presence of science equipment in the

hama (Neujahr & Hansen, 1970). The mr:an of correlations reported for

these indices was computed as .36. Higher correlations with learning

were therefore obtained for these indices than for more'general SES

measures. Again, this correlation is similar to that reported else-

where for verbal and mathematics achievement. Iverson and Waiberg (1978)
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obtained a mean correlation of .35 for studies considering parent stimu-

lation of the child with measures of.verbal ahility and general educa-

tional achievement.

A particularly noteworthy study in this construct area is that of

Keeves (1975) who considered multiple predictors of achievement, and

both learning and interest in science. The effects of father's occupa-

tion, parental aspirations for the child, parent involvement in the

school, and general SES level on science attitudes and interests, and

general cognitive achievement in science were investigated. His study

was based'on a randomly selected sample of 215 Australian sixth and

seventh grade students.- Science learning and interest were measured

by specially prepared attitude questionnaires and achievement tests

in science.

In other studies, the most frequently used methods for collecting

home environment information were student questionnaries (Neujahr &

Hansen, 1970; Hasan, 1975; Stronck; 1974) and the use of school archives

(Hardy, 1970; James & Pafford, 1973; Wynn & Bledsoe, 1967). Three

studies failed to report methods used for securing home data (Bart,

1978; Ashhaugh, 1968; and Troost, 1969). The reliabilities of measures

used in these studies is seldom reported.

Peer Environment

Of the five studies considering the effects of peer environment

and science learning in Table 4, three were concerned with the effects

of within class grouping on cognitive science learning: i,e., with

the effects of individual vs. group work (Gabel & Herron,
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1977; Linn et al., 1977), and homogeneous vs..heterogeneouS ability groupings

(Bicak, 1964).-

Of these three studies, only Gable and Herron show a positive

relationship between learning and peer environment. They report that,

in their urban sample (the study also included a rural sample), group

work had a positive effect on factual learning in general science. This

result was not replicated in their rural sample. Bicak found. no sig-

nificant effect for ability grouping on the learning of science mate-

rial in meteorology; while Linn et al found no effects for individual

:s. group work on the acquisition of logical cperati.ons.

Insert Table 4 about here

In his study of logical operations in urban adolescents, Bart

(1978) reported a correlation of .25 for teacher ratings of students'

"rapport with peers". Keeves (1975) considered the effects of friends',

or peers' participatic:i in science .: and mathematics activities on stu-

dents' cognitive achievement and critical thinking in general science.

He reported correlations of .23 and .24, respectively for thesE mea-

sures.

That the number of studies considering the Pffects of the peer

environment on science learning over the past fifteen years iS so

limited, is noteworthy. This is particularly so, in light of atten-

tion previously given to peer influences on achievement in general

educational literature (Coleman, 1961). Of note too, is the obser-

vation that none of the.studies reviewed here considered sociological

or extracurricular aspects of the peer enviramnent an science achieve-
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merit. They were rather, restricted to the consideration of peer influ-

eces within the classroom. That peers exert considerable influence

outside the school on curricular choices and adademic achievement, has

been demostrated in previous research on adolescence (Biadley, 1977;

Spencer, 1976; Kandel& Lesser, 1969).
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Conclusions

As the results of the literature search and selection undertaken

in these construct areas demonstrate , science educators have paid

little attention to student motivation, home environment, and peer

environment variables in the study of science achievement- Never-

theless the consistent, positive direction of findings observed in

studies of these constructs makes a strong case for their inclusion

in future research.. Student motivation, and home and peer environ-

ment factors appear to be important correlates of science learning.

They deserve closer attention from the science-educator since

academic achievement associated with tht.se constructs is subject to

environmental intervention, either through instruction, or.counsel-

ing.

The consistency and parallelism of results Observed in studies

of student motivation and home environment with previous work in

general education suggests the need for further direct investigation

of these constructs, The in-...orporation of such constructs as control

or stratification factors in curriculum and instructional research

is recommended; and the value of attempts to manipulate these constructs

experimentally in the hope of making science education more productive

is indicated.
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.Definition and Examples of Student Motivation, Home Environment, and Peer Environment Constructs

Construct,

Student Motivation

Home Environment

Peer Environment

, 98

Definition

Any measured intrinsic drive

or extrinsic reward

that influences student per-

formance during an instruc

tional treatment or test

situation.

Any characteristic of environ-

ments over which a parent, or

guardian exerts direct control

as opposed to classroom or peer

group environment.

Characteristics of the students'

,beliefs, practices, and

social activities associated with

peer group beliefs and practices.

Example Measures

Self-concept, persis-

tence, need-achieve-

ment, test anxiety.

Parent occupation (SES),

presence of science-

related equipment and

documents in the home,

parent involvement in

school work.

Ability tracking (between

classes), school activi-

ties (extra-curricular),

instructional grouping

(within classes).
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Student Motivation and Science Learning Studies: Subjects, Features, and Findings

Author (Date) Subjects

Alvord & Glass 3162 grade 4,7,12

(1974) students

Bart (1978)

Mancini (1972)

Raven &

Adrian (1978)

Soh (1973)

285 urban high

school students,

aged 13-19; hetero-

geneous racial,

ethnic and SES

backgrounds

267 suburban grade

grade 7 students

249 grade 9-11

rural, average

and above average

students

170 high ability

second year male

students from

English Grammar

Schools

Feature

Academic achievement in

gcience as measured by

NAEP tests, and self-

concept

Adolescent formal reason,

ing and teacher's evalua-

tion of task persistence

(peer and home environment

also considered)

Self-concept of academic

ability, and achievement

in biology

General science achieve-

ment, and general self-

concept of ability and

concept of ability in

science

Comparison of the moti-

vational orientations

of students with, and

without career interests

in science

Finding

Positive correla-

tion between achieve..

ment and self-concept

Positive correlation

between formal

reasoning and per-

sistence

Students with higher

self-concept, evi-

denced higher achieve-

ment

Positive correlation

between achievement

and general and science

self-concepts

+ - Positive relationship between construct variable and science learning

Students with greater

preference for science

careers, evidenced

higher achievement mo-

tivation

Ifirr = Negative relationship between construct variable and science learning

LPti

a.= Median, of reported correlations

Sign/ r

xy

+ .16

a

+ .26

a

+ .47
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Ashbaugh (1968)

Bart (1978)

Hardy (1970)
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Table 3

Home Environment and Science Learning Studies: Subjects, Features, and Findings

Subjects

430 grade 4 -6 students

from upper middle

class suburban commu-

nities

285 urban high school

students, aged 13-

19; heterogeneous

racial, ethnic, and

SES backgrounds

208 chemistry students

104 enrolled in CHEM

study, 104 in tradi-

tional chemistry

courses

Hasan (1975) 340 grade 11 Jordanian

students

James &

Pafford (1973)

84 grade 12 students

Feature

Attainment of geological

concepts and SES

Adolescent formal reason-.

ing and parent involve-

ment in the school,

parent aspirations for

the child, and SES (student

motivation and peer en-

vironment also considered

Critical thinking and

performance on standar-

dized achievement test

correlated with SES

Student interest in science

and parents' education (SES),

and parent aspirations

Student interest in

science and father's

occupation (SES)

+ = Positive relationship between construct variable and science learning

- = Negative relationship between construct variable and Fcience learning

a Median of reported correlations

Finding

No differences in learn-

ing as a function of

SES level

PositiVe correlation

between formal reason-

ing achievement and

home environment

Positive correlation

between SES and critical

thinking and achievement

Sign/ r
xy

No differences in interest

as a function of parents'

education, but positive

relationship found between

science careers desired by

parents and student science

interest

Students with professional

fathers elected more science

courses than those of non-

professional fathers

.30a

+ .26a
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Author (Date) Subjects

Keeves (1975) 215 Australian grade

6-7 students

Klein (1971) 310 grade 6 students

Lynch et al. 1635 grade 7-10

(1979) Australian students

Neujahr &

Hansen (1970)

194 students from a

high school science

honors program

Quinn & George 176 grade 6 students

(1975) from urban, and sub-

urban schools

Stronck (1974) 700 grade 10 - 12

students from Texas

104
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Table 3 (continued)

Feature

Fathrs occupation, parent

aspirations, parent involve-.

went in the school, and gen-

eral SES leval; and general

science achievement and science

attitude (also considered stu-

dent motivation and peer en-

vironment)

General science learning and

SES

Performance on a test of fac-

tual science.learning, and SES

Students interest in science

(as evidenced by subsequent

academic work in science);

and fathers' occupation (SES),

and presence of science equip-

;Dent in the home

Performance on a hypothesis

formation task, and SES

Performance on a statewide

scholarship test of general

science learning, and SES

Social Psychology and Science Learning

23

Findings

Positive correlation

betWeen home environ-

ment indices and achieve-

ment and attitudes

Positive correlation be-

tween achievement and SES

Sign/ r
xy

+ .354

Postive correlation between .14

test'performance and SES

a
Positive couelations be t .17

tween interest and home en;.

vironment indices

No differences in performance

observed as a function of SES

Positive correlation between

test performance and SES
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Author (Date) Stibjects Feature

Troost,(1969) 54 grade 7-9 stu- Achievement following

dents of diverse a summer program in

ethnic origin space science, and SES

Wynn & 325 urban, grade Students' interest in

Bledsoe (1967) 11-12 students science and SES

106
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. Sign / r
xy

Finding

Positive correlation

between achievement

and SES

No difference in in- -

terest found as a func-

tion of SES

.21
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Table 4'

Social Psychology and science Learning

25

Peer Environment and Science Learning Studies: ,Subjects, Features, and Findings

Author (Date) Subjects

Bart (1978) 285 urban high school

students, aged 13-19;

hetorogeneous racial,

ethnic and SES. back-

grounds

Bicak (1964) 77 grade ,8 students

Gabel & Herron

(1977)

Feature

Adolescent formal reason-

ing and teacher's evaluation

of rapport'with peers (stu-

dent motivation and home en-

vironment also considered)

Homogeneous vs. Heterogeneous

ability grouping on achievement

in a local science course

1022 grade 7 ISCS stu- Group work vs. individual

dents from county and work on retention

city schools

Keeves (1975) 215 Australian giade

6-7 students

Linn It al.

(1977)

132 grade 5-6 stu-

dents in a lower

middle class urban

school

Peer participation ih science

and math, and general science

achievement and science atti-

tude (also considered student

motivation and home environ-

ment)

Individual work vs. elective

group work on promoting stu-

dents' ability to control

variables

Findings

Sign/ r

xy

Positive correlation + .25

between achievement and

rapport with peers

No differences between

homogeneous and heterogene-

ous ability groups in

achievement

Higher retention shown for +/-

city students working with

partner. No differences

found in the county sample

Positive correlation be- + .24a

tween peer environment,

and achievement and atti-

tudes

No differences in achieve-

ment for individual and

elective group work

+ . Positive relationship between construct variable and science learning

- = Negative relationship between construct variable and science learning

a = Median of reported correlations
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Table 5

Social Psychology and Science Learning

26

Stem and Leaf Diagrams of Individual and Study-Median Correlations For

Student Motivation, Home Enviramnent, And Peer Environment Construct Variables

Student Motivation Hone Environment Peer Environment

INDIVIDUAL

.6

.6

ICIAN INDIVIDUAL

.6

.6

MEDIAN INDIVIDUAL

.6

.6

MEDIAN

.5 68 .5 5 .5

.5 .5 03 .5

.4 7 .4 9 .4

.4 7 .4 0 .4

.3 6 3 5 5 .3

.3 13 .3 02 0 .3

.2 6 .2 5668 6 .2 5

.2 .2 01 .2 34 4

.1 57 6 .1 677 7 .1

.1 .1 4 .1

.0 .0 0

.0 .0 .0

Mean = .36 .30 .24

Median = .33 .26 .24

Sd = .15 .13 .01
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Appendix

Bibliography of Studies on Student Motivation

Hare and Peer Environment and Science

Learning
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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to quantitatively synthesize quality and

quantity of instruction studies with the same or similar independent

variables in the published science education grade 6-12 research of

the 1963-1978 period. Fifty-two studies formed six clusters and re-

vealed significant positive cognitive outcomes due to the use of prein-

instructional strategies, training in scientific thinking, increased

structure in the verbal content of materials, and increased realism or

concreteness in adjunct materials. In general, systematic innovation

in instruction was found to produce positive improvements over the norm

or traditional practice. Methodologicallylimproved research design

quality was related to larger effect sizes. Recanmendations are made

regarding replication, use of multiple measures, attitudinal research,

use of general education findings, and the reporting of research.
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Instruction and Science Learning:

A Quantitative Synthesis

Research on the quality of instruction is extensive, diverse, canplicat-

ed and often inconclusive. Reviews of hundreds of studies have resulted in

disappointMent expressed by many reviewers in what they interpret as a lack

of substantive research in the quality of instruction and its influence on

student learning (Travers, 1973). Yet other reviewers, using quantitative

synthesis techniquies, have found positive empirical support for the influence

of several factors on learning. Bloom (1976) identified instructional cues,

participation, and reinforcement as accounting for up to 25% of the variance

in student learning. Rosenshine (1979) summarized the work of several major

researchers and found evidence for instructional time, content coverage, and

direct instruction strategies as major influences on learning. Walberg, Schiller

and Haertel (1979) tabulated the results of recent reviews on the relation of

instructional and other educational conditions to learning outcomes and found

a number of consistent, positive results.

One reason for the differing views on the summatiVe findings in a given

area of research is the qualitative character of attempts at research synthe-

sis. Long narratives citing study after study Provide little basis for dbjec-,

tive comparisons and accumulation of results. If study characteristies and

outcanes could be quantified, research synthesis might gain new precision and

objectivity, providing a finer measure of whatiis known as well as a better

knowledge of the gaps and flaws in the accumulated research.
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Based on theoretical considerations and the accumulating empirical evidence,

Walberg (in press ) developedia productivity model incorporating eight constructs as

major factors in student learniil. The constructs are: student ability, motiva-

tion,and age or developmental level; quality and quantity of instruction; and

classroom, have and peer environments. Using quantitative research synthesis

techniques estimates of the size of the contributions of each construct

to general learning outcomes were prepared (.Haertel, Walberg and Haertel, Note 1;

Iverson and Walberg, Note 2; Uguroglu and Walberg, in press). The productivity

model provides a framework of constructs known to be important factors in gen -

eral learning and, therefore likely to be important in science learning. Yager

(1978) identified the need for reviews of science education research and guidance

fran the findings of general education research as national priorities for

science education. The present study was,conducted to meet these needs by quan-

titatively synthesizing the science education research on learning for two of

the constructs, the quality and quantity of instruction.

Purpose and Method

The purpose of the present study was to quantitatively synthesize the published

science education quality and quantity of instruction research performed with subjects in

grades 6 through 12 over the 1963-1978 period. This period and grade range

were chosen to include the recent growth in research and curriculum develop-

ment with the precollege students enrolled in the range of general to specia-

lized science courses. A quantitative approach to the synthesis was chosen

to provide comparable indicies of the characteristics and outcomes within
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and among homogeneous groups or clusters of studies. The quantitative techniques

of research synthesis advocated by Glass (1978) are employed.. Quantitative syntheses

is intended to cumplement traditional qualitative syntheses such as the annual

Summary of Research in Science Education, e.g., Petersen and Carlson (1979).

.Quantitative techniques require multiple studies relating the same or similar

variables in terms-of comperiablestatistips such as signs, effect sized, and
z'

i'correlations.

Literature Search and Selection

One of the most difficult tasks in research synthesis is deciding what

constitutes similar studies suitable for integration. Quality of instruction

is a multi-dimensional construct encampassing many definitions and points of

view. Rather than defining the construct a prior, it was decided to let the

body of'science education research define it through a simple count of inde-

pendertveriables receiving the most attention in experimental research on

science instruction. The primary source of literature references was the

collection of ERIC science education bibliographies and annual reviews.

This ccMbined with a scanning of all studies in'the two major research jour-

nals in science education, Journal of Research in Science Teaching and .cience

Education, resulted in the identification of 137 ndblished studies in the

quality construct and 3 an the quantity of instruction, 2 published and 1

dissertation. (The quantity of instruction studies will be discussed later.)

Ninety-five of the quality of instruction studies involved an instructional

situation manipulated in an experimental fashion and learning outcomes mea-
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.scared. The additional 42 studies were curriculum comparisons and, due to the

poorly defined nature of the treatments, 'were eliminated from further conside-

ration. The 95 studies were categorized by independent variables and the cate-

gories and frequencies tabulated (see Table 1).

Insert Table 1 about here

A minimum of five studies was set as the criterion for inclusion of an

independent variable or clustering of closely related independent variables

in the synthesis, since the binanial probability of five independent studies

having the same outcome direction is less than .05. This criterion would

allow a strong test of the effectiveness of one treatment over another. For

example, if the treatment group receiving indirect instruction achieved a

higher mean score than the direct instruction group in five out five inde-

pendent experiments, this would be accepted as strong evidence for the genTh

eral superiority of indirect instruction.

Applying the above criterion, six clusters totaling 52 studies were

identified: preinstructional strategies, indirectness of instruction, induo-

tive vs deductive strategies, training in scientific thinking, structure in

the verbal content of materialsiand realism or concreteness in adjunct mate-

rials. Table 2 gives cluster canponent variables, operational definitions,

and number of studies.

0
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Insert Table 2 about here

Coding.

A numerical coding scheme for study variables (ch.iracteristics) was

developed prior to study selection and refined as study coding progressed.

Each comparison of treatment means in each study was coded according to

approxiMately 40 study variables: dependent measure type, origin,

and reliability; subject grade, sex, ethnic group, and academic achievement

level; coMmunity SES and urban-rural character; subject matter of treatments

and sources of curriculum; constructs measured other than quality of in-

struction; treatment characteristics including group size,-elective or

required course participation, regular or special teacher, lab or non -lab

focus, reliability of implementation, length, and equality of control group

access to content; study design and nine. categories of threats to validity;

sample size; and outcome statistics, ie. direction of effect, level of signifi-

cance and effect size.

Effect size is a normalized measure of the difference between two

treatment groups in performance on a dependent measure. Nearly all effect

sizes were computed using one of the following two formulaS (Glass, 1978):

ES
R e Xc

ES = t.l
1

+
1

1
H
2

Sc

Re and Rc.represent experimental and control group means respectively. Sc

is the standard deviation of the control group. t is the computed t-test

statistic. If an F-test were used in a one-way analysis of variance to can -

pare two groups, the F value was considered equal to t2. If only the total

sample size was given, it was assumed that n1=n2, since equal n's provide a more
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conservative estimate of effect size than the unequal n's. Finally, in cases

Where one-way analysis of variance waS used, homogeneity of variances was

assumed setting Sc Two-way analysis of variance tables, however,

without other statistics,- were insufficient for computing effect sizes.

Each dependent variable in each study was placed in one of four cate-

gories.

1. Factual learning (recall, recognition of treatment content; ret-

entian test)

2. Conceptual learning (concept attainment, science processes or log-
,.

ical operations, critical thinking; standardized achievement test.)

3. Attitudinal learning (any affective measure of opinion, attitude

or interest.)

4. Laboratory performance test.

Methodological flaws (Cook and Campbell, 1976) were examined and coded as

either 1) "potential threat" or 2) "adequately minimized." Flaws examined

were: reliability of treatment; statistical power; error rate; maturation;

history; selection bias; contamination, compensatiOn or differential incen-

tives; mortality; and generalizability. simple sum of these ratings yielded

an over all index of design quality.

Given the wide range in the number (1 to 11) of comparisons in different stud-

ies, and given the limited number of studies in any case cluster, it was

decided to use the median effect size fran each study in each outcome cat-

egory. The median effect size has the advantages of greater stability than

the mean and meets the criticisn of lack of independence when multiple ef-

fect sizes are drawn from the same study. The 52 quality of instruction
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studies yielded 160 raw comparisons which reduced to 69 median comparisons.

(A few studies were useful without computable effect sizes; therefore, there

are a few more canparisons than effect sizes). Based on a small sampling

of studies read independently by two raters, 90 percent agreement between

raters was readily attained in coding the 40 study variables. The appendix

;contains a bibliography of all studies by cluster. Abstracts of each study,

a code book, code sheet and atable of coded values are available in the

project final report Melberg, Boulanger, Kremer and, Haertel, Note 3).

Analysis and Discussion

With the completion of coding it was apparent that many study variables

were not available in the study reports (ie. subject ethnic group and commu-

nity SES and urban-rural character) or were constant across studies (ie.

mixed sex ofisample and local origin of the treatment) and would, therefore,

provide little help in identifying sources of.variation across studies.

Only study variables adequately reported and with non-constant, variable val-

ues were considered in the analysis.

Across all studies, the distribution of median effect sizes in dependent

variable categories. was:, 38 conceptual, 14 factual, 4 attitudinal, and 5

laboratory performance outcomes. Since the trends in size and direction of

the factual outcomes conformed closely with the conceptual outcomes in any

given cluster, and given the great overlap in content of factual and conceptual

measures, the two outcome categories were combined into one category

named cognitive outcome. The number of positive comparisons and the mean of
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median effect sizes. for cognitive outcomes in each cluster and associated 95 per-

cent confidence interval for each mean are summarized in Table 3 and discussed

below in terms of trends'in other coded study variables. Later, the entire set

of quality of instruction studies will be analyzed and discussed. Reference to

"significance" in the following sections refers to statistical significance at

the .05 level.

Insert Table 3 about here

1 ) Preinstructicnal strategies. Three subgrcupings of studies form the

preinstructional strategies cluster: four studies en advance organizers, five

behaVioral objectives and two on set induction. Each included study cam-

pared the effect of the strategy with a comparable instructional treatment

where no preinstructional strategy or a placebo strategy was used.

Eight studies on a total of 1204 subjects resulted in a mean cognitive

effect size of 1.03, significantly positive and favorable to the use of a

preinstructional strategy. Seven of nine effect sizes (one study contributed

two) were associated with significant differences, all favorable to the stra-

,tegies.. The strongest contributors to the large effect were studies on the

use of behavioral objectives and set induction, with 5 of these studies hav-

ing significant findings. Inspection of the two weakest effect sizes in this

cluster of studies revealed that both originated fram'the same source (Santi-

esteban, 1977) a study with the shortest treatment length, less than 1 hour,

of any study in the cluster. By contrast, the grehtett effect size (Olsen,

1973) resulted from a course length treatment on the largest sample in the

cluster and with the highest design quality. rating. Examination of other
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study variables indicated that the most,effective strategies were conducted

by trained regular teachers using prepared materials with their:own students

rather than materials used alone without teacher intervention.

2) Indirectness of instruction. Two sal:groupings formed this cluster.

Cne subgroup of seven studies, called "non-direct versus direct," canpared

teacher or,workbook controlled instruction with instruction allowing, by

comparison, greater student choice in content andior method. The other

subgroup, (twostudies), called "indirect versus dirett," used Flanders

Interaction Analysis.to monitor the degree of teacher indirectness in lec-

ture - discussion settings. The learning of students of high indirect versus

low indirect teachers were canpared ex post facto. For coding purPoses

these later two studies were classified as quasi-experiments.

Eight studies totaling 1135 subjects resulted in a mean cognitive et..?

feat size of .11, favorable though not significantly, to the non-direct ap-

proach. Five of the 10 effect sized yielded significant differences, three

favorable to the non - direct or indirect, and two to the direct approach.

These results _indicate no.general tendency for one approach to be superior

to the other. A trend was noted in the four positive effect sizes: all

were from studies conducted in grade 10 or above.

The two reported attitudinal effect sizes almost exactly cancelled

each other for a mean of .002. The study (Campbell, 1971) showing a sig-

nificant effect size favorable to the indirect approach had the weakest

design quality for this. cluster, while the study (Kline, 1971) with the

opposite outcane had the strongest design quality rating. Both studies

were with required junior high courses.
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3) Inductive vs. deductive strategies. This cluster of studies bears same

resemblance co the indirectness of instruction cluster in that the deductive or

expository strategies alwaysinvtdveda greater cbgree of teacher and / or printed

materials verbal directness in the instructional process. This cluster differed

Fran the indirectness cluster in that the sequencing of instructional components

in the two competing treatments always had the flavor of one being the reverse of

the other, e.g., from ruleto-example compared to fran example -to -rue e. There

were no subgrcupings of studies:in this cluster.

Seven studies with cognitive outcomes gave a mean effect sizeof -.22

favorable to the deductive strategy. In terms of direction of effect, seven

Cd nine comparisons favored the deductive strategy, but only one was signifi-

cant. The two largest effect sizes (Babikian, 1971 and Thomas, 1969) both

involved regular teachers using prepared meterials with their awn student in.

8th grade required science courses. The stronger of the two studies (Babi-

kian: a true experiment with higher design quality rating) yielded the high-

est and only significant effect size. However, a study (Tanner, 1969), carp

parable to the highest effect size study in many respects (true experiment

with regular 9th grade teachers in required course over similar treatment

length), but using materials only (no teacher intervention) and with the

highest design quality rating in this cluster resulted in no significant

differences an conceptual outcomes. As in the case of indirectness cluster

studies, the Mean effect size was not significantly different from zero and

no conlusion can be drawn about the superiority of one approach.

o Comparing the inductive vs. deductive cluster with the indirectness

cluster, there was evidence of a continuation of the pattern suggested
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earlier, namely, that one teaching strategi, may be more effective with upper

grade students, while the other stategy is more effective in lower grades.

Figure 1 is a scatter plot of all cc7nitiVe outcome effect sizes for

both the indirectness of teaching role cluster and the inductive vs deduc-

tive cluster against grade level. The correlation = .48) of effect size

with grade level is significant. The trend is worthy of further research.

Only one attitude outcane was reported in this cluster. It favored the

deductive approach but was non-significant.

4) Training in scientific thinking. Two subgroups formed this cluster, .

seven studies attsimptinq to train subjects in same espect of Piagetian related

logical operations and two studies of the effects of training in the processes

of science. The mean cognitive outcane effect size for the cluster, based on

716 subjects in eight studies, was .89 significantly positive and favorable to

training students to use logical operations or procesSes of science. Eight of

the 11 median effect sizes were based on significant differences, all favorable

to the effectiveness of whatever training strategy was used in the study. How-

ever, only one of the eight signifiaantdifferences was from a study where the

Control group had equal.access to the content being taught.

Examining other study variables, the strong mean effect size is a clear

statement that progress in scientific thinking can be made in a wide range of

grade levels (grades 5-9), in relatively short treatment periods (2 to 10 hours),

as part of required courses where a special teacher or special materials present

carefully designed instruction to individual students. Only one study (Bowe,

1977) of the significant studies had the regular teacher working with a class
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size group. That study was a quasi-experiment with a very law (1()) design quality

rating. No attitudinal or laboratory outcomes were reported.

5) Structure in the verbal content of materials. This is the most tightly

definedcluster of the six discussed in this paper. All five studies in the

cluster use Anderson's _(1971) analysis and operational definition of structure.

The operational definition takes the form of formulas used far computing certain

structural coefficients based on a careful analysis of printed materials. In

each study, the learning of subjects using high structure materials was compared

to sUbjects using lower structure materials. The cognitive outcome mean effect

sizewas.74, significantly positive and based on six effect sizes all favorable

(three significantly) to the higher structure treatment,

The hanogeneity of this cluster of studies is evident in a brief exami-

nation of study variables. Allure short (one hour or less) treatments in bio-

logy ar life science, administered to individuals in true experiments where the

control group has, with one exception, equal access to the content. All treat-

ments are without teacher intervention, based only on printed (or audio taped)

materials in, with'one exception, non-laboratory settings. All studies are of

high design quality.

AOne laboratory outcome effect size, 1.364 was found. It was significant

and in favor of the higher structure treatment.

6) Realism arconcreteness of adjunct materials. Studies in this cluster

have a cannon feature of catparing instructional treatments differing in their

positions on the instructional materials concrete-symbolic continuum, Campari-

sons might ihvolvenipulative vs. pictorial materials, laboratory based vs
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lecture based instruction or more commonly, pictorial vs verbal presentations

in printed matter. In coding each study, the experimental group was always

the group receiving the more concrete or realistically illustrated instruction.

All nine studies with cognitive outcomes were favorable to the more con-

crete or realistic instructional mode, yielding a significant mean effect size

of .58 based on a total of 512 subjects. Five of the nine outcomes were sig-

nificant with four of these from true experiment studies of high design qual.

ity. Six of the nine studies used instructional materials only with no

teacher intervention, seven were of short duration (less than ten hours) and

seven involved individuals working alone with the materials The major ex-

ception to these trends was a year long study (Yager, 1969) comparing a lab-

oratory based approach to a comparable content, expository approach. This

study resulted in one of the lowest, yet positive, effect sizes ( .131). Over

all, the evidence was strongly supportive of the value of realism and con7

creteneas in adjunct instructional materials to teach conceptual content.

Only one lab performance outcome (effect size 1.540) was reported. It

was favorable to realism or concreteness, while the one attitudinal outcome

(effect size - .848) was favorable to an expository over a laboratory approach.

Both were from the Yager study.

Conclusions: Oiality of Instruction Clusters

Based on the published science education research on subjects in gradea

6 through 12 for the period 1963 through 1978, conclusions about the impact

on student learning of certain aspects of the quality of science instruction

are stated here.

1) Preinstructional strategies, especially the use of behavioral objec-

tives and set induction but also advance organizers, can improve student concep-

1 0
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tual learning when used with other instructional activities by classroom tea-

chers. The mean effect size 1,03 is significantly positive and is equivalent to

an improvement of about ane standard deviation, (34 percentile points) when the

treated group is canpared to a control group having access to the content of

instruction but without the focusing of a preinstructional strategy.

2) Non-direct or indirect instruction canpared to direct instruction

resulted in no difference in the general effectiveness of one approach over

the other. This cluster of studies was characterized by design weaknesses and

significant findings both for and against a given instructional strategy.

3). The mean cognitive outcome effect size of -.22 though slightly f=vor-

able to the deductive over the inductive teaching strategy, must be accepted

with caution since it is not significantly negative and only one of the ten

studies reported significant differences between the outcomes of the two strate-

gies. As in the previous cluster, no finn 'general conclusion can be drawn regard-

ing the effectiveness of are strategy over the other.

AL When the indirectness cluster findings are caMbined.with the inductive

versus deductive cluster findings, a pattern of effect sizes against grade

level led to the conclusion that deductive or direct instruction tends to be

more effective in terms of cognitive outcomes with junior high level (grades

6-8) students in required courses, while indirect, non-direct or inductive

instruction was more effective with senior high (grades 10-12) students in

elective courses,
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5) Training in scientific thinking, especially the use of logical opera-

tions, is effective in terms of cognitive outcames when conducted on an indiVi-

dual basis by a special teacher. Only two studies with significant effect

sizes involved class size groups, one with the regular and one with a special

teacher. The mean effect size for training .89 is significantly positive and

equivalent to a 30 percentile point improvement When compared to untrained

control subjects.

6) Mbre highly structured verbal,content.in printed or audio materials

is more effective in pranoting cognitive leatning than less structured content.

The mean effect size .74 is significantly positive and equivalent to about 27

percentile points between the low structure group and high structure group

means.

7) An insufficient number of studies were found reporting attitudinal.

or laboratory outcomes to draw any general conclusions about what aspects of

quality of instruction have favorable or unfavorable effects.

Cognitive Cutcane General Trends

Examination of the 57 comparisons of cognitive outcanes including 52

median effect sizes provides sane insight into the general effectiveness of

systematic innovation in instruction. All studies were coded such that the

experimental treatment represented a departure fran the norm or "traditional"

instructional practise. Twenty-three of the. 57 comparisons (Table 3) were

significantly. positive while only three were signifiCantly negative. The

mean cognitive effect size was .55, significantly positive and favorable to

experimental treatments. Removingthose comparisons. (14) where control group
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access to content was less than the experimental group slightly lowers the

mean effect size to .51, still significant and equivalent to an Improvement

of approximately 20 percentile points aver a control group.

The influence of study variables an effect size was investigated by

camputing and canparing the effect sizes corresponding to various subgroups

of studies. Only studies with comparable content access by both treatments

were included. Nine major study variables, subgroups of values, correspon-

ding effect sizes, and F-test results are shown in Table 4. None of the

differences among subgroups is significant. One trend deserves noting:

published outcome measures tended to yield larger effect sizes.

Insert Table 4 about here

Correlations between effect size and the study variables of sample size,

grade level, and reliability of outcome measure were camputed and found to be

-.02, -.10 and .00 respectively. All three were non-significant.

Methodological Quality

An indekto the general quality of the studies synthesized is the break-

down of design characteristics and threats to validity. Seventy-two percent

of the studies were true experiments using randan assignment of subjects to

treatments; 28 percent were quasi-experiments, 5 percent of these using match-

ing. Based on references in the study reports to procautions taken to

insure the treatments/Were reliably implemented, 44 percent of the studies

were judged to have low reliability of treatment implementation, 37 percent

adequate reliability, and 19 percent high reliability.. This wi..akness-in design
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(or reporting) might be remedied using a verification of treatments approach such

as that described by Leonard and Lowry, (1979). The percent of studies judged to.

be probably flawed by,ather:threats to validity is given here with the associated

threat: .65 percent/inadequate statistical power; 2 percent, error rate; 24 per-

cent, maturation; 49 percent, history; 27 percent, selection bias; 59 percent,

contamination, compensation or differential incentives; 19 percent, mortality;.

and 34 percent .generalizability. Since no study involved random selection of

subjects from a larger, well identified population, the last percent is a rather

conservative estimate.

The rather high rate of threats to study validity might, call. into question

the .51 over all cognitive outcame effect size reported earlier. To check the

ralationship between design quality and effect size, the design qUality indeX

defined earlier was correlated with effect size for the 38 studies where both

treatment groups had equal access to the content of instruction. The corre-

lation was .21 (p = .09) indicating a trend toward higher effect sizes with

Improved research design. As the number of design flaws diminishes, the dif-

ference between experimental and control meansAncreases,

Results, Analysis and Conclusions: Quantity of Instruction

Three quantity of instruction construct studies we , found by searching

both the published and dissertation literature. Two of the studies were very

similar in dSign, Welch's (1968) and Econamos' (1972). Both studies had teachers

of physical ience (Harvard Project Physics and Introductory Physical Science

respectively) keep track of their total teaching days over set units of mate-

rial The unit test served as a criterion measure of cognitive achievement.
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Welch found a non- significant -.08 correlation'between teaching days and Unit

1 achievement based on the class means of 41 teachers. Ecaianos found two

non- significant correlations, .29 for Unit 1 and .17 for Unit IIIbased on the

20 class means of five teachers.

The third study (Tanera, 1974) compared' the effect bf two weeks of training

ih Observation and comparison skills in seventh grade life science with four

weeks of similar training (total n=80).. After five months, no significant

difference in ability to use the skills was found.

Taken as a whole, the three studies indicate that simply expanding the

.amount of time spent on a given unit of material holds no special relation-

Ship to amount learned. Since how the time was spent in each classroom was

not reported, nothing about how to teach to a ccmparable level of,adhieve-

ment in a shorter period of time can be concluded.

Summary and Recommendations

The task of this study was to identify quality of instruction clusters

of five or more studies of the same or similar independent variables in
la

the published science education grade 6-12 research of the 1963 -1978 period,

to quantitatively synthesize the studies within and across clusters, and to

comment on the general quality of and gaps in the research. Fifty two of

95 studies met the 5 study criterion and revealed significant positive cog-

nitive outcanes due to each of four types of instructional interventions:

the use of preinstructional strategies, training in scientific thinking,

increased structure in the verbal content of materials, and increased real-

ism.ur concreteness in adjunct materials. Indirectness of instruction and
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inductive strategies &Owed no effect in general over direct or deductive

strategies, but a trend toward more effectness of the indirect or inductive

approaches in grades 10-12 and direct or deductive approaches in grades 6-8

was found. CoMbining the results of all clusters, systematic innovation in

instruction resulted in significantly positive improvements over the norm or

traditional practice.

Methodologically the research was judged particularly weak in reliability

of treatment implementation and particularly vulnerable to threats of history

and contamination, compensation or differential incentives. Improved

design quality was related to larger effect'sizes.

Certain recommendation evolve from the findings and the general experi-

ence of conducting this kind of research synthesis.

1) The replication of studies is important but the replication need

not rigorously follow in detail an earlier study. All studies are, flawed

and limited in sane way. Variation in flaws and strengths awell as in sub-

ject population can add to the generalizability of the cumulative results.

To be useful in a practical sense, instructional interventions must be suf-

ficiently robust to give positive results under a variety of,less than opt -

mat situations.

2) Several constructs, besides the quality of instruction, compete in

explaining science learning. More of these constructs should be measured

and brought 'into the analysis, especially in quasi-experiments. Even experi-

mental designs would be improved it such factors as ability, motivation and

classroom environment factors could be statistically removed and not
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assumed to be neutralized by random assignment. This multivariate approach

would also allow a better accounting of the sources of variance in outcomes

and thereby lead to better prediction and control.

3) Research on the attitudinal impact of various instructional inter-

ventions is needed. Routinely, studies Should consider multiple outcomes

on both an immediate and long term basis. Few studies had delayed follow-

up measures of any kind.

4) Findings fran general education research should inform science

education research. For example , the research on direct instruction tech -

piques (Rosenshine, 1979) in lower grades Should be examined and-applied in

science lessons to" determine its limits of effectiveness.

5) Study reports Should typically include the means and standard

deviations of all treatment group outcame measures to make future quan-

titative syntheses possible and easier. Also, the generalilability of

individual studies as well as future syntheses would benefit fran greater

attention to the description of the populations represented by the sample

of students actually receiving experimental treatments. This should in-

clude at least coommunity occupational composition, SES, and urban-suburban-

rural character.

6) More attention needs to be given to insuring the reliability of

treatment imp]ementation and minimizing associated threats to study vali-

dity.
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Without a quantitative synthesis of the research, the findings of this

study would have remained qualitative and directional at best. The quanti-

fication of effect sizes and study variables has allowed a more objective

and precise representation of the literature reviewed. The relatively small

number of studies in each cluster has meant larger confidence intervals mak-

'ing significance of the findings more difficult to attain', but, where at-

tained, more convincing. As the body of research literature grows, additional

studies will form new data points in new clusters, building toward confidence

in the general pattern of research findings.
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Reference Notes
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Table 1

Category and Frequency of Published

Quality of Instructicn Studies 1963-1978

Independent Variable Independent Variable

Category Frequency Category Frequency

Advance Organizer 5 .PSI vs Mastery 1

Adjunct Questions 1 Pretest and Overview 1

Audio-Tutorial Inst 1 Process Training 4

Cbmputer Ass'd Inst 2 Programmed Inst 3

Cuing 2 Questionning Level 1

Concrete vs FOrmal Inst Reward Structure 3

Cognitive Conflict 1 Reinforcement 1

Difficulty Caiflict 1 Set Induction 2

Guidance in Prob. Solving 1 Structure in Materials 1

Group Size 3 Student Choice 2

Indirect/Direct Ratio Team Teaching 2

Inductive vs Deductive 5 TV vs Non -^_V 1

Innovative Materials 1 Teacher Eackgrcund 4

Kenetic Structure 6 Teacher Characteristics 3

Labelled Drawings 1 Teacher Training 4

Method, Lec. vs. Disc. 1 Teacher/Student Moves 2

Mode of Illustration 2 Tea. vs Stu. Generalization 2

Non-Direct vs Direct Inst 5 Teacher - ience 1

Open Ended Inst 1 Training in Log. Operaticns 8

Original Sources 1 Type of Discussion 2

Part vs whole Film 1 Verbal vs Picture Mode 1

Pacing of Instruction 2

Note: Each study related the independent variable to a measure of science learning.
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Table 2

Study Clusters and Definitions

Instruction and Science Learning

Cluster Component Variables Operational Definitions No. of Studiesl

Preinstructional Advance Organizers Identified as such by study 4

Strategies Behavioral Objectives author 5

Set Induction 2

Directness of

Instruction

Direct vs. Non-Direct Teacher or workbook controlled

instruction compared to instruc-

tion allowing greater student

choice in content and/or method

Inductive vs.

Deductive

Strategies

Training in

Scientific

Thinking

.115

Indirect/Direct Ratio

Same as cluster

Training in Logical

Operations

Training in SOience

Processes

Used Flanders Interaction Analysis 2

Sequence of instructional components 9

in two competing treatments such that

one proceeded from rule or generaliza-

tion to examples while the other

reversed this sequence

Training in some Piagetian task related 7

skill or logical operation

Identified as such by study author 2
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Cluster

Structure in the

Verbal Content of

Materials

Component Variables

Same as cluster

F 31

Table 2 (Continued)

Instruction and Science Learning

Operational Definitions No. of Studies

Studies comparing higher with

lower structure materials using

Anderson's (1971) definition

of structure

Realism or concrete- Same as cluster Studies comparing treatments with

ness in Adjunct adjunct materials at different

Materials points on the concrete-symbolic

continuum

1. Table 1
frequencies were first estimates of potentially useful studies and may not agree with the final

number of studies listed here.
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Table 3

Cognitive Cutccmes by Cluster of Studies

Cluster

Number

of Studies n

Comparisons

Positive Positive

Total p ( .05

Negative

p < .05 . n

Effect Sizes

.95 bonf.

mean interval

..,...

Preinstructional 10 ll 10 7 0 9 1.03 i.68

Strategies

Irrlirect 9 10 5 3 2 10 .11 ±.27

Instruction

Inductive 9 10 1 0 -.22 i.25

Strategies

Training in 12 10 8 0 11 .89 1.59

Scientific,

Thinking

Structure in 5 6 6 0 .74

I

±.27

Verbal Content

of Materials

Concreteness

in Adjunct

9 5 0 9 .58 ±.22

Materials

Totals 51 57 41 23 3 52 .55 *.21
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Table 4

Study Variable Subgroup Comparisons

Subgralps

Variable 1, 2& 3

Design, 1) Quad-Exper

2) True Exper

Grade level 1) 6 through 9

2) 10 through 12

Type of Course 1) Elective

2) Required

3) Canbination

Student Ability 1) High

Level 2) Average

3) Lad

C,ortpcnent 1) Teacher Behavior

Manipulated 2) Materials

3) Canbination

Experimental 1) Regular

Treatment 2) Special

Instruction and Science Learning

Subg. 1 Subg. 2 Subg. 3

F pn ES n FS
n g

9 .43 29 .54 .16 .69

23 .60 15 .38 .83 .37

12 .57 13 .60 13 .38 .31 .73

5 1.08 24 .40, 9 .52 1.90 .16

1 .84 21 .44 16 .59 .31 .74

15 .55 6 .64 17 .44 .19 .83

Teacher 3) Materials Only

.152
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Table 4 (Continued)

Subgroups : gIL! 1 Subg, 2 Subq, 3

Variable 1, 2 & 3. n ES n is . n ES F p

Focus of 1) Non-Lab i

Instruction 2) Lab

3) Combination

kerimental 1) Individuals

Treatment to 2) Small Group

3) Class Group

Length of 1) Less than 1 hr.

Treatment 2)' 1 to 10 hrs.

3) Greater than 10 hrs.

Source of 1) Local

Outcome Measure 2) Published

Note:, ES means mean effect size.

153

18 .50 16 .54 4 .48 ,02 .98

22 .46 4 .52 12 .61 .15 .86

11 .66 12 .43 .47 .31 .74

29 .41 9 .84 2,41 .13
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Figure 1

Cognitive Median Effect Size with Grade

Level of Studies in Two Clusters

direct,
-deductive
strategies

+1.0

+ .5

Effect

Size

- .5

-1.0

non-direct,
inductive

0
0

x

x

x

x

0

0

5t

0

0
.43

0

strategies
6 7 a 9 10 11 12

Grade Level

Note: "o's" indicate indirectness of instruction clusters studies.

"x's" indicate inductive vs deductive cluster studies.

The correlation of Effect Size with Grade Level is .48.
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Johnson, C. C. and Sherman, J. E. Effects of behavorial objectives on student

achievement in ISCS. Science Education, 1975, 59, 177-180

Kahle, J. B. and Rastovac, J. J. The effect of a series of advance organizers

in increasing meaningful learning. Journal of Research in Science Teach-
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Martin, W. J. and Bell, P. E. The use of behavorial Objectives in instruction

of basic vocational science students. Journal of Research in Science

Teaching, 1977, 14, 1-11.

Olsen, R. C. A comparative study of the effects of behavorial objectives an

class performance and retention in physical science. Journal of Research

in Science Teaching, 1973, 10, 271-277.
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science from written materials. Journal of Research in Science Teaching,
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SChuCk, R. F. The influence of set induction upon student achievement and
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Social-Psychological Environments and Learning:

A Quantitative Synthesis

During the past decade and a half, educational researchers

and evaluators issued or published about one hundred reports

concerning student perceptions of the social-psychological

dimensions of their classroom group such as cohesiveness, satis-

faction, goal direction, difficulty, competitiveness, and friction.

Reviews of this work (Randawa & Fu, 1973; Shulman' & Tamir, 1973;

Walberg, 1974, 1976, and Moos, 1979) discuss theoretical,

methodological, and practical issues and conclude that such

perceptions are useful as independent, mediating, and dependent

variables in educational investigations in natural settings.

Much of the research shows that social-psychological perceptual

scales are reliable, and are sensitive to educational treatments

such as curriculum, teacher training, and instructional innova-

tions, as well as to project efforts to increase teamwork,

cross-sex, cross-ethnic-group cooperation, and similar group

properties. Other work reveals that such perceptions reflect

and mediate teacher and student characteristics and that they

provide diagnostically-valuable profiles of classroom climate

and individual morale.

The focus of the present work is the predictability of

end-of-course cognitive, affective, and behavioral learning from

mid-course social-psychological perceptions, with and without

statistical control for beginning-of-course measures, ability,
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or both. Even if constructive perceptions of the al environ-

ment are considered worthy ends in their own rights it is

important to determine if they are positively associated with

learning gains and outcomes. Consistent, positive associations

indicate that it is unlikely that learning is being traded off

for more constructive social-psychological morale; under certain

assumptions (Welberg, 1976), such associations may indicate

causal connections between social-psychological perceptions and

,learning.

It should, of course, be acknowledged that there are many

educational,' psychological, sociological, and even anthropological

approaches to the measurement or operationalization of the social-

psychological environment, climate, or morale of classes and

schools. Behavioral psychologists, for example, in the study of

groups, have often emphasized the frequency of leader and member

behaviors (Bales, 1950). One sociological tradition has analyzed

the socio-economic and racial-ethnic composition of classroom,

peer, and school groups (Coleman, 1961); and anthropologists

have studied the cultural relevance of classroom speech and other

interactions to learning in ethnographic accounts (Tikunoff,

Berliner, Rist, 1975). It seems premature and certainly beyond

the scope of the present synthesis to analyze and integrate these

somewhat disparate approaches; and the scope of the effort is

therefore restricted to student ratings of their perceptions of

social psychological characteristics of their classes and

1
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schools, a topic that includes a sufficient amount of quantitative

information on the environment-learning relation (with statistical

controls) while maintaining construct continuity of psychological

constructs across the studies analyzed.

Reviews of research reported in twelve studies of ten large,

independent data sets show that student perceptions of classroom

climate can account for significant variance in a variety of

cognitive, affective, and behavioral learner outcomes. It has

not seemed possible until recently, however, to summarize the 734

correlations in these studies'to determine, for example:

Which perceptions are most predictive? What learnings are most

predictable? And, how does the predictability vary across such

factors as grade levels of students, subject matter, and

methodological characteristics of the studies? Jones and Fiske

(1953), Light and Smith (1971), Gage (1978), Rosenthal (1976)

describe a number of quantitative techniques, which are employed

here, to synthesize the quantitative findings across studies and

to provide answers to such questions.;See Glass, 1978, for a

critical exposition.) As in quantitative summaries of empirical

works in the natural sciencesp the techniques are intended to

provide estimates across investigations of: the consistency of

observations or coefficients such as means, correlations, and

regression weights; their average magnitudes and margins of

error; and their boundaries of application. The present applica-

tion draws on the techniques developed by Glass (1978) for meta-

analysis, icy Mosteller and Tukey (1977) for obtaining appropriate
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error estimates when some of the data are not independent, and by

ourselves for weighting independent data sources equally as well

as estimating simultaneously the complete set of possible

determinants of the correlation coefficients.

Method

Sample of Studies

A search was made of Dissertation Abstracts, Education

Index, Psychological Abstracts, Social Science Citation Index,

and, since much of the relevant research involved science

curricula, the annual summaries of research sponsored by the

National Assbciation for Research in Science Teaching for the

years 1963 through 1977. On-going, unpublished studies known by

the authors or those cited in recent works were also considered

for inclusion. Studies were considered that involved naturalistic

classroom settings, kindergarten through twelfth grade, and that

reported simple, partial, and part correlations between student

perceptions of social-psychological climate of their classes

and end-of-course learning.

Many different qualities of the student-perceived social-

psychological environments of classrooms have been quantified.

Because of the difficulties involved in determining whether or

not subscales of different instruments measure the same construct,

a single instrument, the Learning Environment Inventory (LEI), by

Anderson and Walberg (Note 1), was designated the "anchor instru-

ment" for the research synthesis, and correlations from various
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studies were categorized as involving one of the subscales on the

LEI. There were several reasons for the selection of the LEI as

"anchor." First, the LEI incorporates a broad range of 15 sub-

scales measuring different aspects of the learning environment

and reflecting a broad conceptualization of social-psychological

dimensions found in many social collectivities such as hospitals,

prisons, and workgroups, corporations and fraternities (Insel

& Moos, 1974). Second, the psychometric properties of the LEI,

including the reliability and factorial purety of its many sub-

scales have been thoroughly investigated (Anderson and Walberg,

Note 1). Finally, ten of the existing studies meeting all other.

criteria for inclusion, employ the LEI itself, or instruments

derived directly from the LEI. These are among the studies

listed in Table 1. The search and selection procedures yielded

Insert Table 1 about here

twelve investigations of ten data sets that report 734 correla-

tions calculated from a combined total of .17,805 students in 823

classes (Table 1). The correlations from three studies of a single

data set (Walberg, 1969a and b, and 1972) that explored

predictability of learning across units of analysis and statistical-

control techniques were counted as a single data source in the

main regression analyses as explained in a subsequent section.
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Features of Studies

Social-Psychological Environments

Table 2 summarizes the key features of the twelve studies.

Insert Table 2 about here

Information on each study includes a description of the environ-

ment measures used, the variables controlled, learning outcomes,

and a brief statement of results.

In general the environment measures employed have internal-

consistency reliabilities between .41 and .86. No strong systematic

relationship is evident between the reliability of the measures

and the grade level at which data were collected.

The outcome measures include not only standardized achieve-

ment tasks, but affective and behavioraimeasures as well. Ten

of the twelve included some cognitive measure of achievement,

seven include affective or interest measures; and five employ

a behavioral measure such as daily attendance.

Nine of the twelve studies are statistically controlled.

Most studies control for the corresponding pretest; four studies

control for student aptitudes such as IQ, and two control for

instructional variables such as teacher attitude.

Although the focus of the present synthesis is the magnitude

of the correlations for specific environment scales an learning

outcomes, the multivariate results for sets of environment

scales in the last column of Table 1 may be noted. Seven studies
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added sets of these scales to regression equations containing

ability or pretest measures or both as controls, and reported

the percentage increment in accountable variance. The average

incremental variance accounted for on 19 learning outcomes is

20 percent with a range of 1 to 54 percent. Thus, regressions

containing control and perceptual variables account for large

amounts, in some cases, nearly all, of either the total or

reliable variance in learning outcomes.

Characteristics of Correlations

Information on eight characteristics was recorded for each

simple, part, or partial correlation: national location of the

study; grade level and number of ,students; unit of analysis;

type of correlation; type of social-psychological perception;

outcome domain; and content area of subject-matter (Table 3).

Insert Table 3 about here

The continuous variables, grade level and number of students were

grouped into class intervals to calculate frequencies and one-way

analyses of variance, but were left in their full continuous

precision for the regression analyses. The nominal variables

such as location and unit of analysis were treated as categorical

in the analyses of variance and converted to sets of binary (0,1)

variables in the regressions, as explained in the discussion of

the results.
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Most of the variables listed in Table 3 are self-explanatory.

However, a few deserve explanation. Unit of analysis refers to

the level of aggregation used in the data analysis, i.e., student,

sub-group, class, or school. With the exception of Moos and Moos

(1978), and Bardsley (1976), all investigations employed the

Learning Environment Inventory (LEI) in original or simplified

or shortened form to reduce the 25-minute time required for the

full 105 items for the 15 scales. For example, Perkins (1976)

and Talmage and Walberg (1978) employed the 45-item My Class

Inventory, an adaption of the LEI for elementary school. Since

the five scales on the Moos and Moos instruments and adaptions of

the LEI correspond closely, it was possible to code all scales

to correspond to the LEI scales.

Outcome domain refers to the type of criterion measure used.

Criterion learning measures are coded as either cognitive,

attitudinal or behavioral. Types of cognitive measures include

conventional multiple-choice achievement tests and tests of

understanding, critical thinking, and tests of formal reasoning.

Attitudinal criteria include instruments such as interest measures

and motivation and self-concept tests. Behavioral criterion

measures include self-report activity inventories and absence

rates.

The last item coded for each correlation coefficient is the

outcome content area. Each correlation is coded for one of the

following subjects: general science, life science, physical
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sciences, mathematics, social sciences, humanities, general

achievement or miscellaneous subject areas which are aggregations

across several of these categories.

Data Analysis

In the analyses, the magnitude of the correlation of environ-

ment scale and learning outcome is the dependent variable. The

specific LEI scale, outcome domain, the sample size, unit of

analysis, and the other explanatory factors are the independent

variables. Several analytical techniques were used, beginning

with a tabulation of the signs of the correlation coefficients

by expected direction, proceeding through one-way analyses of

variance and culminating in a series of multiple regression

analyses. In the regression analyses, correlations were weighted

to equalize the contributions of the different studies. The

rationale for these procedures and details of their execution

are explained in the next section, but the weighting issue

deserves discussion here.

The 734 correlation coefficients ave by no means statistically

independent since they arise from only t,,elve studies and ten

independent data sets. Table 1 shows, moreover, that the number

of correlations taken from individual studies varies from 5 to 240.

Weighting each correlation equally would give 48 times more weight

to the latter study. For these reasons, special procedures were

developed for the regressions to give each data set equal weight.

Tukey's "Jackknife" procedure (Mosteller & Tukey, 1977; Glass,
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1978) was used to obtain estimates of the regression weights and

their standard errors which provided statistically valid tests

of the significance of each predictor.

Results and Discussion

Directional Hypotheses

The 15 LEI subscales include some positive and some negative

characteristics of the classroom environment. The positive

subscales are: Cohesiveness, Satisfaction, Task Difficulty,

Formality, Goal Direction, Democracy, Environment, and Compe-

tition. The negative scales are: Friction, Cliqueness, Speed,

Apathy, Favoritism, Disorganization, and Diversity. In subsequent

analyses the signs of correlations involving negative aspects of

the classroom environment are reversed. Thus, the expected signs

of correlations with all LEI scales, as coded for these analyses,

are positive.

From social-psychological research, Walberg (1969b) derived

36 hypotheses concerning the direction of relations between

selected LEI scales and learning criteria, namely that Cohesive-

ness, Satisfaction, Task Difficulty, Goal Direction, Democracy,

Diversity, and Environment would be positively correlated with

learning outcomes, and that Friction, Cliqueness, Apathy, Favori-

tism, Disorganization would be negatively correlated with cognitive,

affective, and behavioral learning. Data assembled for the present

research synthesis permitted the testing of these hypotheses by

tabulating the number of studis in which correlations of each
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sign were found, for each scale. The prediction for Pach of the

12 scales gave rise to 3 testable assertions, namely that

correlations between that scale and measures in each of the

three outcome domains would have the predicted sign. The

resulting 36 testable gssertions were evaluated as follows. Each

study employing a given combination of scale and outcome was

examined to determine whether the preponderance of coefficients

is positive, negative, or evenly split. The:three Project

Physics studies that explored the consistency of correlations

across class and individual units of analysis and analytic

techniques were combined since they arose from a single data

set (Tables 1 and 2). Ties were broken by assigning even

splits the values plus, then minus, then plus, and so on. A

tabulation of the results shows that 31 of the 36, or 86 percent,

of the signs support the hypotheses; and the binonimal probability

of an even split in a sign test is less than .001. Three of the

five disconfirmations concern the Diversity subscale, which shows

negative relation with outcomes in all three domains, rather than

the hypothesized positive relation.

Unweighted, Univariate Analyses
a
Table 3 reports the means, standard deviations, and

frequencies of the 734 correlations grouped according to each

of the eight factors individually. These descriptive statistics

and the F-tests for the correspOnding correlation-weighted, one. -

way analyses of variance are intended to show trends, variations,
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and frequencies in the correlations, for each of the eight

factors separately, before present571g the results of the regres-
,

sions. The latter combine all eight factors in a simultaneous

analysis that controls each factor for the others and points to

a few strong trends that summarize much of the variation in the

magnitudes of the correlations.

The.' -ratio for location of study is highly significant

(F = 35.58, df = 3,730, p <.001). Table 3 shows that the

correlations from studies in India and Canada are higher than

those in the United States and Australia. This finding may be

explained by reference to the specific studies from which these

correlations were taken. The single study in India (Walberg,

Singh, and Rasher, 1977) used only extreme groups of students,

nominated as most and least studious in their classes. These

subgroups were the unit of analysis. The single Canadian study

(Walberg and Anderson, 1972) is distinctive in that class,

rather than student, was the unit of analysis. Aggregation

effects may have raised correlations from these countries since

analyses of collectivities usually yield stronger correlations.

The F-ratio comparing correlations by grade level is not

significant (F = 0.10, df = 2,731), which may be due in part

to the unequal group sizes which resulted from the collapsing

of the twelve grades into only three levels (elementary, junior

high, high school). In the regression analyses discussed below,

the grade levels were not collapsed; and grade level proved to

be a strong predictor of correlation size.
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Grouping the correlations by sample size yields a signifi-

cant F-ratio (F = 23.25, df = 3,730, p <.001). The absence of

linear trend across the different sample size categories, however,

may suggest that the apparent effect of sample size is attributable

to Variations.across studies in unit of analysis, type of correla-

tion coefficient, type of outcome measure used, or other factors.

The regression analyses were employed to test these possibilities.

With the exception of the mean correlation for "subgroups,"

the correlations show stronger relationships with larger units

of analysis. Differences among the mean correlations with

different units of analysis are clearly significant (F = 19.44,

df = 3,730, p x.001). The anomolous value for subgroups may

again be explained by reference to the peculiarities of the

single study using this unit of analysis,'by Walberg, Singh, and

Rasher (1977). The method used to select a sample in this study

may have given rise to unusually high correlation coefficients.

Aside from the "subgroups" anomaly, the strength of the environ-

ment-outcome relation, uncontrolled for the other seven factors,

increases as larger and larger unity are examined.

No significant differences were found between simple, part,

and partial correlation coefficients (F = .83, df = 2,731). In

some cases, partialling out ability or pretest scores or both and

analyzing adjusted scores may increase precision and raise the

correlation. In other cases, this increase may be more than

offset by the attenuation due to the lowered reliability of the

adjusted scores.
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Differences among aspects of the environment measured, are

highly significant (F = 4.43, df = 14,719, p4.001)., The sub-

scales which show the strongest relations to learner outcomes are

Cohesiveness, Friction, and Satisfaction, all of which show

average correlations of over .22 with outcomes. These are

followed by Cliqueness, Difficulty, Apathy, Favoritism, Direction,

Democracy, Disorganization, and Environmen4., with averages in the

range from .16 to .12. The remaining four subscales, Speed,

Formality, Diversity, and Competition, all show average correla-

tions of less than .07.

The analysis of variance for outcome domain showed signif-

ican_ differences among the three outcome domains (F = 19.67,

df = 2,731, p <.001). Higher correlations were observed with

outcomes'in the Cognitive domain than with those in either the

attitudinal or behavioral domains.

The last of the eight one-way analyses of variance contrasts

the eight content areas in which outcomes,were related to

environments -(F 12:21, df = 7,726, p 4.001). Table 3 shows

that the content areas- in which outcomes are most predictable

from environments' are mathematics and the social sciences,

followed by general science, the physical scienci,s, and the

humanities. The category "general achievement" includes

standarCized test scores summed over several content areas.

These indexes are all in the cognitive domain, and the relatively

high mean correlation for this area may. reflect primarily the

exceptional reliability of such measures.
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Regression Analyses and Jackknifed Estimates
U

Before the regression analyses, the categorial variables

were replaced by sets of binary variables. Location, for

example, was recoded into four variables, called "USA," "Canada,"

"Australia," and "India." Each of these variables was given an

identifying value of either zero or one 'fob each correlation.

For a correlation computed on a sample from the United States,

"USA" is 1, and 'Canada", "Australia," and "India" are each 0.

For an Australian study, "Australia" would be 1 and the rest 0,

and so on. If the values of three of these variables are known,

the fourth can always be determined (is redundant); therefore

only three need be entered in the regression, and the convention

was adopted to omit the last value of each categorical variable

in Table 3. The continuous variables, grade and sample size,

were left in their full metric precision.

In addition to recoding categorical variables, weights were

introduced to equalize the contributions of the ten data sets

to the estimates. Each correlation was given a weight propor-

tional to.the inverse of the number of correlations from its

study. These weights were scaled so that the average weight for

each coefficient was 1.00; thus the sum of the weights is the

number of coefficients in the sample.

After the-recoding and dropping of one variable from each

binary set, 33 variables were available for the regression

analysis: 3 variables for location, 1 variable for grade level

'(not recoded), 1 variable for sample size (not recoded), 3
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variables for'unit of analysis, 2 variables-for correlation type,

14 variables for subscales, 2 variables for outcome domain, and 7

variables for content area. Consideration of variables representing

interactions of LEI scales with sample and study characteriStics

could introduce still more variables. It would be quite unusual

if all of these variables possessed significant power to predict

the size of the correlation coefficients after controlling for all

the other variables. The problem, therefore, was to decide which

of the 33 variables and additional interactions should be included

in the final regression equation. To,screen the variables, a

-multi-stage procedure was employed, whereby weak or colinear

predictors were successively eliminated. First, a run was made

using all 33 predictors. Then those with F-ratios of less

than 1.00 were eliminated, and a second run was made. Then all

remaining .variables with F-ratios less than 2 were dropped, and

the remaining variables were used in a third run. Variables

in this run which showed F-ratios of less than 4 were eliminated,

and a fourth run was conducted. This run included only 18 of the

original 33 variables. The regression with these 18 variables

will be referred to as the reduced model. At this point, sets

of product variables were introduced that measure the influence

of interactions of significant LEI scales with grade level and

unit of analysis. To determine which of these product variables

possessed additional explanatory value, a stepwise procedure was

employed, in which the 18 variables already identified were forced

into the equation and product terms were then entered one at a
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time, using an F ratio of 4.00 as the criterion for entering each

new variable. The final criterion corresponded closely to

significance at the .05 level. A total of 32 variables were

included in the final equation. In addition to the 18 variables

in the last reduced equation, 14 cross-product terms, representing

interactions, were introduced.- The final equation with 32

variables will be referred to as the product model.

Conventional significance tests computed for the regression

coefficients assume that the correlations are statistically

independent. Since in all cases several or many correlations

are taken from the same study, this assumption is not met. -

Accordingly, the significance of the coefficients was estimated

using the "jackknife" (Mosteller & Tukey, 1977), assuming studies

to be independent, but making no assumptions about the independence

of two or more correlation coefficients taken from the same study.

To apply the jackknife, the final regression equations for the

reduced (18-predictor) and cross-product (32-predictor) models

were computed ten times, each time omitting all correlations from

one of the data sets. These ten regression equations, together

with the original equation were then used to obtain new, robust

estimates of the unstandardized regression coefficients and their

standard errors. For each of these estimated b-weights, a t-ratio

was computed, on nine degrees of freedom (since there were ten

data sets).

Table 4 presents the original and jackknifed estimates of all

Insert Table 4 about here
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regression coefficients for both the reduced and product models.

Significance tests (t-ratios) are also shown. In the leftmost

column, the 18 variables included 4n both models are listed, and

the next four columns give conventional estimates and t-ratios

followed by jackknifed estimates and t-ratios for the reduced

(18-variable) model. The rightmost four columns give the same

information on these variables for the product model. For the 14

crossproduct terms in the product model, only the jackknifed

estimates and fl- ratios are presented. These appear in the note

at the end of the table.

Reduced Model

As-shown in Table 4, jackknifing showed 10 of the 18 coeffi

cients from the reduced equation and 15 of the 32 coefficients

from the product model to be significant at the .05 level. The

jackknifed estimates are similar to the original regression

estimates; but the t values are somewhat lower on average,

indicating that the significance levels of the original estimates

are somewhat inflated as a result of the non-independence of

correlations from the same study. The majority of the independent

variables in the jackknifed reduced equation, however, are

significantly related to the magnitude of the correlations between

LEI scales and learning outcomes.

Among.the variables representing location of the study, USA

had a jackknifed b-weight eignificantly less than zero in the

reduced model. Holding other things constant, correlations taken
o

from studies conducted in the United States are estimated to be .22

less than those from studies abroad.
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Grade level shows a small but persistent positive relation-

ship to correlation size; the average correlation rises roughly

.05 per year. Older high school students have longer school

experience, usually attend more classes each week, and may thus

be more astute raters of the class learning environment.

With other variables in the reduced equation held constant,

a clear trend appears in the size of correlations as a function

of the unit of analysis. Although only the variable representing

class as unit-of-analysis is significant by the jackknife procedure,

t-tests for student and subgroups as unit are nearly significant

at the .05 level, and reveal, in the context of the other variables,

a monotonic increase in the magnitude of the correlations with

1-,creasing aggregation from student to subgroup to'class to school

as unit of analysis.

The strength of the LEI scale-outcome relation was found to

be significantly higher for seven of the scales than for the

others. This 1s shown by the t-ratios in Table 4 for the reduced

model, jackknifed estimates, for Cohesiveness, Friction, Satis-

faction, Favoritism, Goal Direction, Democracy, and Environment.

Correlations of these scales with learning outcomes are estimated

by the regression to be from .21 to .38 higher than for the other

eight scales, when all other factors are controlled.

It is notable that type of correlation (simple, part, or

partial) is not significant in either the one-way analyses of

variance or the regression analyses. Differences are statistically

undetectable between (1) simple correlations of perceptuPa scales
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and learning outcomes and (2) part or partial correlations controll-

ing ability, cognitive, or affective pretests, or both. One

possible explanation for this finding is that the unreliability

of adjusted scores may compensate for increased control for

appitudes. However. Anderson and Walberg (1974) show that IQ

contribu-?s little to the prediction of adjusted gains in cogni-

tive, affective, and behavioral learning in several data sets

whereas LEI scales contribute substantially. Thus, correlations

may be unaffected by statistical controls because the scales in

fact measure determinants of- learning that are independent of

aptitudes and pretests.

It is also notable that learning domain is not significant:

the correlations of perceptions and cognitive outcomes do not

differ significantly from those involving affective and behavioral

learning outcomes. Thus, it appears that constructive aspects of

class morale are equally associated with outcomes in all three

domains rather than being associated with benefits in one domain

sacrificed for losses in another.

The reduced model in Table 4 may be used to estimate the sizes

of correlations toL'be expected under specific conditions in future

research. This is done by adding together selected coeff...cients,

or multiples 'Of coefficients. The coefficient for the constant,

.42, is always included. This value alone is the estimate for a

correlation from a study not in the United States, not in Austra-

lia, at the kindergarten level ("grade 0"), with school as the

unitcof analysis, and not involving any of the twelve LEI scales
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for which binary variables were included in the reduced model.

To estimate correlations at higher grade levels, the coefficient

for grade leve1,05, times the grade (1 through 12) is added in.

Coefficients for binary variables are added in if the corresponding

conditions obtain. For example, the estimate of a correlation

at the tenth grade level, in the United States, with student as

the unit of analysis, involving the satisfaction subscale would

be .42 + 10 x .05 .22 .82 + .38, or .26. Further illustrations

appear in Table 5. Least confidence can be placed in the estimates

Insert Table 5 about here

of correlations for elementary grades since only two of the ten

data sets were obtained at this level (Tables 2 and 3). Extreme

caution must be taken in extrapolating estimates beyond the data

ranges given in Tables 2 and 3; caution is also required for inter-

polated estimates within sparsely sampled data regions such as

those for India, elementary and junior-high grades, and part

correlations (Table 3) as well as sub - spaces of these regions,

which would require additional empirical investigation to enlarge

the areas of confident estimation.

Product Model

Entering significant interactions of grade 7evel and of unit

of analysis with LEI scales changes the magnitude and imignificance

of the b-weights but not their sign (Table 4). For example,
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the estimaterl b-weight for grade level changes from .05

(t=2.80, p <.05)-to .06 (t=1.01,.N.S.). The negative signs of

the coefficients for products of grade level with Cohesiveness

and Satisfaction (footnote to Table 4) indicate that estimates of

correlations involving these two affective perceptions of class

morale increase more slowly with grade level than do correlations

involving other scales. Confirmations of these trends in additional

empirical investigations, particularly in the elementary grades,

would support the interpretation that organizational and task

aspects of the social env'ronment strengthen and affective aspects

weaken relative to one another with increasing grade level.

Six interactions of unit of analysis and LEI scale are

significant (Table 4 footnote). As in the case of grade level,

they call for qualifications of the general relations of percep-

tions and learning; these interactions reveal stronger associa-

tions of some specific scales than others at certain 1.!vels of

analysis. Since only one study used schools as units and another

used sub-groups within classes, these interactions do not warrant

much interpretation until further empirical studies are conducted.

Cronbach (1976 and personal communications) and Walberg (1976)

have discussed substantive and methodological issues of varying

empirical relations across units of analysis. Future investiga-

tions can contribute to the understanding of these complexities

if parallel analyses are conducted using the student, sub-group,

class, and school as units of analysis.

Although the individual b-weights for the product terms

should be interpreted cautiously, on the whole, inclusion of

1S5
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statistically significant product terms improved the fit of the

model. This is indicated in Table 4 by the increase in the

multiple correlation from .57 for the reduced model to .71 for

the product model. Illustrative coefficient estimates derived

from each of the two models are presented in Table 5, together

with corresponding observed coefficients taken from two of the

original studies included in the rrsearch synthesis. These are

observed and estimated coefficients for U.S. classes, computed

for grades 4 (elementary) and 11 (high school). The signs and

magnitudes of the observed and estimated coefficients in Table 5

are in good agreement, given the standard errors for the tao

models as reported in Table 4. It should be noted that the

estimates for high school samples are clearly more accurate,

and more empirical work on elementary samples is in order. As

would be expected, the estimates derived using the product model

are in somewhat closer agreement with the observed values than

those derived from the reduced model. The difference in goodness

of fit of the two models is not large, however, and for most

purposes either set of estimates provides a reasonable summary

of the data structure as well as expected sizes of correlations

for future empirical investigations.

Conclusions

Across ten data sets from four countries and in a variety of

samples, subject matters, and methodological approaches, perceptual

aspects of the social-psychological environ.tent of learning are
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correlated consistently in sign in their relation to cognitive,

affective, and behavioral learning outcomes with or without

statistical controls for ability, pretests, or both. Specifically,

these learning outcomes are postively associated with perceptions

of Cohesiveness, Satisfaction, Task Difficulty, Formality', Goal

Direction, Democracy, and Environment and negatively associated

with perceptions of Friction, Cliqueness, Apathy, Disorganization

and Favoritism. As a set, these perceptions iccount for substan-

tial variance in ?.earning outcomes, beyond that accounted for by

ability and pretest measures.

The correlations differ significantly in magnitude across

perceptual scales, units of analysis, nations, and grade levels,

as well as combinations of scales and the other factors. Although

these differences require further empirical investigation, the

theoretical plausibility and incremental predictive validity of

the scales, as wel.. as their uillity for further research and

evaluation, seem warranted. TheitNcausal relation to learning

is plausible but unproven. Educators who doubt the causal

relation, however, or who believe in the inherent value of learning

environment properties as ends in themselves rather than as means

to standard outcome measures may not need to fear sacrificing

one for the other since they appear to go together.

1 Q t'Y
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Table 1

Statistics on Twelve Studies

Number of Number of Number of

Correlations Classes Students

Bardsley (1976)

Fraser (1979)

Moos and Moos (1978)

Perkins (1976)

Talmage and Walberg (1978)

Tisher and Power (1975)

Walberg and Anderson (1968)

Walberg and Anderson (1972)

Walberg, Singh and Rasher (1977)

Subtotal

Walberg (1969a)

Walberg (1969b)

Walberg (1972)

Subtotal

Total

Note: Since three studies ( Walberg, 1969

7

11

10

5

5

240

22

150

60

30' 374*

153* 541

19* 375

108 3700

59* 1600

20 315*

76 2600*

64* 1600

150* 3000

510

84

84

56

679 14,105

144* 3700

144* 3700

144 3700*

224

734

a & b, 1972)

144 3700

823 17,805

analyzed a single data set

to explore predictability across units of analysis and othek methodological variations;

the correlations from these studies were combined in the regression analyses to give

each data set equal weight.
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Table 1 continued

*The units of analysis for each study are indicated with an asterisks. See text

on the sub-group analysis in the Walberg, Singh,. and Rasher (1977) study. See text

on the use of school as unit of analysis in the Perkins (1976) study.
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Design Characteristics and Results of Twelve Studies

Environment Measures Outcome Measures Controls Results

Bardsley 374 senior A single question-

(1976) high students naire item which

in Australia. ,corresponds to the

Student is Formality subscales

unit of of the Learning

analysis Environment Inven-

tory (LEI).

Fraser

(1978)

541 students in

20 seventh-

grade general

science classes,

Melbourne,

Australia, 10

experimental

and 10 tradi-

tional curriculum;

153 sub-groups

classified

by sex, socio-

economic status,

and ability as

within classes units

Modified, 55-item

of the LEI contain-

ing 9 scales with

internal consisten-

cies from .50 to

.80

Series of adjustment None

variables: misfea-

sance, self-estrange-

ments, social power-

lessness, value isola-

tion, meaninglessness,

social isolation,task

powerlessness.

Severn cognitive and

affective outcome

measures ranging

Correlation of "Rules" item with

subscales are weak: misfeasance

= .01; self-estrangement = .14,

social powerlessness = .24,

value isolation = .00, meaning-

fulness = .06, social isolation

= .04 task powerlessness = -.07

Pretests, 'In guided stepwise regression,

student aptitude alone produced Rs of

attitudes, from .48 to .76; instruction

in internal consistency and in- raised these by .16 to .26; and

from .63 to .91. struction LEI raised R additionally from

.17 to .47. Total R ranged from

.81 to .86.
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Moos 19 represen-

Table 2 continued

90-item, 9-scale Class- Attendance and aver- None

and tative classes room Environment Scale age grade given in

Moos in a U.S high with internal consis-

(1978) school; classes tencies from .67 to .86

as units

Perkins About 3,700 My School which is

(1976) elementary identical to My Class

school students contains 5 subscales:

in grade 4 Cohesiveness, Compe-

from 42 U.S titiveness, Friction,

schools; Difficulty and Satis-

School was the faction.

unit of

analysis

Talmage About 1600 My ClasS, an elemen-

and elementary tary school version

Walberg school students of the LEI with 5

(1978) in grades 1, scales as specified

2, 3, and 6; above, feliabilities

59 classes as from .54 to .77.

units

198

class

Social-Psychological Environments

G 35

Five subscales of the Teacher

Iowa Test of Basic

Skills: VoCabulary,

Reading, Language

Absences correlated with Compe-

tition and Teacher Control; grades

correlated positively with Involve-\

ment, Affiliation, and Teacher

Support and negatively with Rule

Clarity and Teacher. Control.

Positive relationship between

attitude performance on. MY Class and

variance student performance on achieve-

partialed ment tests when teachers' per-

Skills, Work Study out.

Skills, Math Skills;

and average daily

attendance

ception of the school environment

is removed.

Science Research SRA alter- Pretest-posttest r. of .87

Associates Reading nate form raised to R of .93.

Test Total Scores pretest

given one

year earlier

1 9 9



Tisher 315 junior

and high students

Power in grade 9

(1975) from 20 classes

in Australia.

Student was

the unit of

analysis

Walberg 2,100 students

and in 76 high

Anderson school physics

(1968) classes in

U.S; student as

unit

Table 2 continued

Modified version of 15 Achievement in content

,,LEI scales with internal areas, attitudinal

consistencies from .53 measures, and satisfac-

80-item, 18 factor

analytically-de-

rived scales on the

Classroom Climate

Questionnaire with

internal consis-

tencies ranging from

.41 to .86.

tion with teaching

methods.

9 cognitive, affec-

tivefand behaviroal

posttests regression-

adjusted for corres-

ponding pretests

ranging in internal

consistency from 1-61

to .86.

Social. Psychological Enviro.i its

17 selected

pretests:

1) ecology

achievement

2)population

G 36

Attitudes: Pre-test posttest r of

.33 raised to .48, satisfaction

(3 scales) ; .32,raised to .52, .20

raised to .47, .22 raised to .46

ecology

3)pollution

4)population

5) resources

6)interest

7) learning

None 20 percent of the 162 intercorre-

lations significant at .05; achiey07.

ment positively correlated with

intimacy, negatively correlated

with goal diversity and social

heterogeneity; understanding

negatively correlated with strati-

fied; affect positively correlated

with demoCratic, goal direction

famaii-egati arum, and satis-

faction and negatively with strati-

fied, friction, disorganized,

social and interest heterogeneity.
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3,700 students Learning Environment

in national

sample of 144

high school ,

/

physics classes;

class as unit

Same as

Walberg

1969a),

but student

as unit

Inventory: Fourteen

scales with internal

consistencies from

.58 to .86 for indivi-

duals and .43 to .84

for classes

Sans ins above

Table 2 continued,

Social-Psychological Environments

G 37

Test on Understanding IQ, pretest On three cognitive criteria,

Science, internal con- achievement median R with controls of

sistences, .76; Welch and interest .66 raised to .72; on three

Science Process En-.

ventory, Physics Achieve-

ment Test, .77; Academic

Interest Measure, .91;

Pupil Activity Inven-

tory, .80; Semantic

Differential, .86; all

given at the begin-

ning and end of a one-

year course.

Selected pretests and

non-cognitive criteria, median

R raised from .40 to ,51; on

achievement, .71 to .73.

Corresponding R with controls raised: from

posttests on understan- pretest

ding, achievement, in-

terest, and activities.

.68 to .69 for understanding,

.73 to .75 for achievement,

.70 to .70 (not significant)

for physics interest, and .75

to .76 for voluntary physics

activities 203



Table 2 continued

Walberg About 1600 stu- The fifteen LEI scales. Standardized Quebec

and dents in 64 Reliabilities from

Anderson Montreal high .58 to .86.

(1972) school classes

in 8 subjects;

class as unit

High School Learning

Examinations; inter-

nal consistencies

range from .70 to .80.

Walberg, Somewhat less The fifteen LEI scales. 100-item multiple- IQ

Singh, than 3,000 ,Reliabilities from .58 choice achievement

and students in to .86.

Rasher 300 studious and

(1977' non-studious

sub-groups

of 10 students

each in 83

science and

67 social

studies classes

in Rajasthan,

India High

Secondary schools;

sub-group as unit

204

tests geared to

standard, curriculum;

general science in-

ternal consistency,

. 67; social studies,

. 81.

Social-Psychological Environments

G 38

In split-sample double cross-

validations, r with controls raised

to R with LEI and cross-valida-

ted: ,42 to .87 and ,67 in sample

A and .24 to .78 and .43 in

second sample.

In general science, r of .61

raised to R. of .82; in social

studies, .61 to .90.
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Table 2 continued

Social-Psychological Environments

G.39

Walberg Same as Same as above Same as above Corresponding R of regression- residualized

(1969) Walberg pretest gain score with 14 LEI

(1969a), scales: .45 for cognitive

N

206

criteria; .41 for non-cognitive

criteria; .43 for achievement.
0

207
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Table 3

Descriptive Statistics for Correlations

Between Educational Outcomes and Learning Environments

Factor Mean Standard Frequency

Correlation Deviation

LoCation*

USA .10 .15 266

Canada .26 .37 150

Australia .06 .09 258

India .32 .49 60

Grade Level

Elementary .12 .36 10

Junior High .11 .13 11

High SchOol .14 .26 713

Sample Size*

40-299 .25 .40 120

300-499 .06 .12 257

500-999 .05 .08 67

1,000-3703 .18 .27 290

Unit of Analysis*

Students .07 .10 325

Subgroups .29 .46 71

Classes .17 .29 333

Schools .30 .31

2O
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Table 3 continued

Simple .15

NN
442

Part .11 .13' 11

Partial .12 .20 281

NN

Learning Environment Scale*

Cohesiveness .23 - .27 50

Frictiona .23 .23 53

Cliquenessa .12 .19 46

Satisfaction .22 .21 54

Speeda .02 .31 48

Task Difficulty .13 .24 50

Apathya .14 .32 48

Favoritisma .16 .16 46

Formality .06 .26 57

Goal Direction .17 .23' 51

Democracy .17 .24 50

Disorganizationa .13 .22 50

Diversity .02 .73 47

Environment .18 .26 49

,Competition .06 .38 35

Outcome Domain*

Cognitive .17; .33 403

Attitudinal .10 .11 284

Behavioral .07 .13 47
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Table 3 continued

Content Area*

General Science .12 .25 133

Life Sciences .05 .11 165

Physical Sciences. .12 .19 279

Mathematics .38 .37 15

Social Sciences .34 .50 60

Humanities .15 ..35 35

General Achievement .25 .28 40

Miscellaneous .08 .08 7

*Factors significant at the .001 level are indicated with an asterick.

aSigns of correlations reversed for these LEI scales.
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Table 4

Conventional and Jackknifed Regression. Statistics for the Two Model

Variable

Reduced Model Cross-Product Model

Conventional

b-weight t

Jackknifed

b-weight t

Conventional

b- weight t

Jackknifed

b-weight

USA -.20 -6,94 -.22 -2.51 -.23 -8,72 -.25 -2.33

Australia -.16 -4.34 -.12 -1,05
i

-,18 .5.26 -,19 -1,54

Grade Leiiel .03 5.41 .05 2.80 .06 B.42 .06 1.01

Student as Unit -.37 -6.36 -.B2 -2,22 -.18 -3.03 -.28 -1.61

..---

Subgroup as Unit -.30 -5.72 . -.76 -2,09 -,21--- -3.94 -.42 ' -1.98

Classroom as Unit -.39 -8.95 -.46 -4.57
.--
-----

-.26 -5,41 -,27 -3.09

Cohesiveness .37 9.51 .36 .23 .91 9.76 .85 16.38

Frictiona .37 9.40 2.64 .62 6.40 .42 1.19

Cliguenessa .20 3.26 .17 1.72 .12 2.18 .08 .17

Satisfaction .36 '.92 .38 4.00 .82 9.50 .81 9.10

Task Difficulty r 6.80 ;27 2.11 .72 10.12 1.03 3.36

Apathy' .11 2.33 .11 .96 .16 3,51 .14 1.62

'Favoritisma .23 3.86 .21 2.46 .15 2.86 .12 1.24

Forma y .16 4.24 .12 1.39 .01 .20 .04 .60

Goal Direction .30 6.60 .34 3.05 .15 3.10 .20 2.32
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Variable
b-weight t b-weight

Table 4 continued

t
b-weight

Social-psychological Environments

t b-weight

Democracy .30 5.93 .32 3.04 .14 2.19 .17 2.18

Disorganizationa
.17 3.73 .16 1.63 .08 1,89 .06 .74

Environment 2.8 6.14 .31 3.06 .13 2.16 .12 1.37

Constant .11
.42 1,19 -,20

.05 .18

Standard Error .247
.259

.214 .225

R
.571 533

;709 .691

°Signs of correlations for these LEI scales reversed in all analyses.

Note; For the jackknifed
estimates, t-values of 2.26, 3.25,

and 4.78 are_significant_at-the .05, .011 and .001.1evell, respectively. The jackknifed

'b-weights (and t-values) for cross-product terms are as followsl grade level by Cohesiveness
- .03(3,53), Friction -.02(.64), Satisfaction -.05(3.78)1

Student as Unit of Analysis by
Cohesiveness -.36(2.14), Task Difficulty -.98(2.99)) Subgroup as Unit of Analysis by Task Difficulty -.30(3.20),

Apathy - .99(12.26), Formality .39(6.66),
Goal Direction .17(.84), Democracy

.19(2.44), Environment .2411.4311 Class as unit of Analysis by Cohesiveness

'-.33(5.95), Friction .41(1.75) and Task Difficulty -.94(3.01).
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Table 5

Correlations of Learning Environment with Achievement at Two Grade Levels for U, S. Classes

Elementary High School

Reduced Product Observed Reduced Product ObserVed Observed

Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate History Physics

LEI Scale

Cohesiveness .27

Frictiona -.29

Cliquenessa

Satisfaction .30

Task Difficulty .19

Apathya

Favoritisma

Formality (

A

I

Goal Direction

Democracy

Disorganizationa

Environment

All others -.08

.17 .00 .63 .38

-.52 -.37 -.65 -.80

-.45 -.27

.38 .11 .66 .45

-.14 -.27 .5 .28

-.39, -.33

-.50 7.31

-.23 -.51

.39

.62

I
/59

-.44

.59

.28

.23

.i9

,36

-.25

.55

.19

.81

-.90

-.74

.63

,26

..:.86

-.59

.93

-.75

.04

.63

.53

-.79

-.12 -1.\- 55'

\Or

.66' .44

.61 .50

-.71 -.42

.80 .88

-.15' -.57
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'Fable 5 continued

aSigns of correlations for these LEI scales were reversed in all analyses. The original signs, however, have

been restored in this table. Observed correlations were obtained from Talmage and WalbergAl978) and Walberq

and Anderson (1972).
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A Methodology for Research Synthesis in Science Education

Over the past 50 years, science educators have periodically reviewed

and organized the research literature on science learning. Most of the re-

views were designed as comprehensive summarizations of the literature over

a' specified time period. Mallinson (1977)' described these past efforts

starting with A Digest of Investigations in the Teaching of Science in the

Elementary and Secondary Schools (Curtis, 1926) through Mallinson's (1977)

A Summary of Research in Science Education-1975. Though valuable as' com-..

prehensive summaries, the past reviews are difficult to compare due to the

absence of a common Model or set :of constructs defining the major categories

of variables influencing science learning. This absence has meant that gaps

in the research, often go unnoted, since each reviewer develops a unique or-

ganization of material based on, the trends and priorities of the period and

the reviewer's point of view. Another limitation of these qualitative re-

views is loss of the quantitative aspects of the accumulated studies. Ad-

. vocating the quantitative synthesis of research, Light (1971) commented,

"Little headway can be gained by pooling the words in the conclusions of a

set of studies" (p.443).

The purpose of this paper is to present a model to guide reviews of re-
.

search on science learning, a methodology for the quantitative synthesis of

studies, and,a summary of the results of an application of the model and

methodology.
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A Model to Guide Reviews

A model to guide reviews of *research on science learning should con-

sist of a manageable number of constructs, reasonably comprehensive in ex-

plaining the obserVed variance in science learning. The set should cot-

respond closely to past and present categories of research on factors af-.

fecting,learning while allowing for the subsumption of new variables under

the constructs. The set should provide for the inclusion of variables of

immediate influence on learning, e. g., teacher reinforcement of student

behavior, as well as variables representing important but less direct influ-

ence, parent education. It would be unrealistic, however, to expect

the sat to"account for all predictable variance, given the multiplicity and

complexity.of factors that affect learning.

Ideally, a widely accepted theoretical model would provide the frame-

work for'empirical literature reviews. But such a model is not available,

nor does there appear to be serious study of this problem within contempor-

ary science' education research (Peterson & Carlson, 1979, p. 506). In the

absence of a theoretical model, a set of constructs mightbe identified through

examination'of general education empirical research. Variables found to be

substantially related to learning could be organized into a manageable num-
. -)4'

ber of.major construct categories.

Bloom's (1976) search and analysis of the research literature led to

three major immediate factors influencing learning within the classroom:

student affective entry characteristics, student cognitive entry behaviors,

and the quality of instruction. This set of factors appears sufficiently,

comprehensive but does not make explicit how these constructs correspond
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.

to past and present categoriet,of research nor how they incorpRrateoutof---

classroom factors.

-
-

Walberg (1979) developed a larger though still manageable set of con-
-.

structs Which make explicit the subcategories implied-in Bloom's set.' Walberg's

.

eight constructs are: student ability, motivation, and age or-developmental
/ ---:

--.,,

.level; the. quality and quantity of instruction; and the home, peer, and,class-
-,

---,

room psychological environments. This list maybe further revised and re- .

but it provides for the major interrelated factors which the empirical

literature would support as significant, correlates of learning ,(Bloom, 1976,

1980; Comber & Keeves, 1973; Rosenshine,.1979). The list has the advantage

of a close relationship with the major schools of empirical educational in=

quiry over the past three- quarters century, allowing the quantitative syn-

thesis of many past studies to form estimates of the degree of association

with or influence on learning by each construct.

Though certainly not the only possible choice, Walberg's eight con-

structs were adopted as the framework for this research synthesis with the

hope that the results would support their routine use. That is, it was

hypothesized that constructs important to learning in general would be

portant in science learning as. well. If so, these constructs might routine-

ly form the core of bivariate and multivariate studies in the future.

A Methodology for Quantitative Synthesis

Several different approaches to the quantitative synthesis of research

have been proposed in recent years, Light (1971) recommended a cluster ap-

proach wherein the data from studies of similar high quality and ihstrumen-

tation are combined. Gage (1978) used a technique of converting the p-value

. 222
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(significance level) of comparisons of similar treatments on the same depen-

dent variable into a, form of the chi-square statistic allowing studies to be

Combined. Glass (1978) described a method for combining reported correlations

or calculated effect sizes across related studies.

Each approach to quantitative synthesis has strengths and weaknesses.

Light's ideal of using original data from closely comparable, high quality

studies greatly limits the number of useful studies while increasing the

time and effort requirements. Gage's use of p-values and Glass' use of cor-

relations and effect sizes violates some assumptions of sampling and statis---

-tical comparability but proVidee-ettimates of effects and directions at a

level of accuracy probably appropriate to the general quality of the data'in

the riginal studies, and at an effort level which makes'the synthesis practical.

RosenthalN(1978) has presented several variations on the above three approaches.

Regardles Hof the effort required and the precision of the methodology,

the advantage of qu titative synthesis is the possibility of increased objec-.

tivity, -precision, an;eo7iseness in reporting quantitative outcomes and

trends compared to a. purely ialitative treatment. Objectivity is gained

through the use of coding schemes which allow different raters to arrive at,

reliably similar characterizations o several features of a given study.

Quantification also-improves precision s ce features of a study (study-variables)

can be coded at several gradations Providing\a finer discrimination among, and

comparability across studies, triark qualititative statements would allow. Fin-

ally, quantification gives a conciseneSs,to the integation of a set of studie 4

yielding,' where a sufficient number of studies,is available, a regression

equation predicting study outcomes under multiple-itudy conditions.

2 2 3
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Quantitative synthesis should be veiwed, however, as supplementing

rather than replacing, qualitative review. The quantification of any var-

iable ultimately rests on qualitative descriptions of what the numbers represent

and how the measurements were conducted. Research, as well as research syn-
..

.

thesis, begins with the qualitative and moves toward quantification as greater

objectivity, precision, and conciseness is sought.

Glass'. approach to quantitative synthesis was chosen for this study since

the information needed for coding a study can be extracted from the published

study report; and correlations and effect sizes provide a measure of the strength

of a relationship; not simply whether or not it is statistically significant.

In fact, a strong argument can be made that effect size should replace alpha

level as .the most important outcome in experimental studies (Cohen & Hyman, 1980).

A Model Guided Quantitative Synthesis

A quantitative synthesis of research in science education was conducted,

guided byWalberg's eight constructs and using Glass's methodology. The re-

mainder of thiS paper describes the adaptation of the methodology to this re-

search synthesis.

The purpose of the synthesis was to develop sound approximations of the

magnitude:of the relationship between each construct and grade 6 through 12

student learning in science. Literature selection was restricted to the 1963.

through 1978 period, a time of major curriculum reform and increase in the

quality and quantity of research. The grade 6 through 12 levels were chosen

to include the usual range of science course offerings in the precollege cur-

riculum, beginning with required science in the junior high school and term-

inating with elective science in the senior high school. This age group is

2'4_
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also characterized by the transition for many students from coperete to for-

mal operational thinking (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958), an important research

topic of the period.

Coding

The quantitative synthesis of research requires the development of a

coding scheme. The coding scheme should summarize in numerical form the

characteristics of the subjects, the setting, the independent and dependent

measures, the research design and threats to validity, and the reported

strength and direction of the relationship between the variables under study.

In this synthesis, the coding schemes for the eight constructs were

identical with the exception that each construct had a special section for

coding the independent variable. Aside from source information, the typical

number of characteristics coded was approximately 40. A 90 percent agreement

was readily attained between coders on a sampling of independently read

studies.

To provide a sense of the degree of discrimination and detail in the cod-

ingscheme, three sections are briefly discussed here.

1) Dependent measure. Eight categories of dependent measures were chosen

for coding baSed on a sampling of the research literature and a desire

to be comprehensive. The categories were cognitive achievement, factual

learning, conceptual learning, process learning, logical operations,

creative or critical thinking, attitudes and interests and lab performance.

(Each kind of measure is operationally defined in the study code book.)

Most often, the label given a measure by the author of the study was ac-

_

cepted as the proper classification, even though it is known that the

many kinds of cognitive measures have similar items and a large amount

of shared variance. Later always required some combining of
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these categories due to an insufficient number of studies with measures

in any one category.

Four other characteristics of the dependent measure-were coded:

the type of measure (general, science, specific discipline, specific.

course); whether a locally constructed or a published instrument; the

reliability; and a judgment about the validity (adequate or inadequate).

2) Study design characteristics and threats to validity. Glass (1978)

proposed the coding of individual study design and analysis features

which might, have influenced study results, Once coded, the covariance

of these study-variables with study findings could be examined, making

full use of statistical methods. In the present synthesis, various as-

-- of each study's research design were coded. These design factors

included the threats to experimental validity identified by Cook and

Campbell (1976), and are summarized in Table 1..

3 Quantitative relationships. The value, sign and level of significance

of each reported correlation was recorded. Where an experiment or

quasi-experiment was involved, the effect size and direction and the

level of significance of the statistical test were recorded.

Nearly all effect sizes were computed using one of the following

two formulas from Glass:

Xe 1 1
ES - ES = t n +

Sc n2
1 \

\

Xe and Xc represent experimental and control grOup means respectively.

Sc is the standard deviation of the control grout. t is the computed

t-test statistic. If an F-test were used in a on -way analysis of var-

iance to compare two groups, the F value was consi ered equal to t
2

.
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If only the total sample size was given it was assumed that n1 ,= n2,

since equal n's provide a more conservative estimate of effect size than

the unequal n's. Finally, in cases where one-way analysis of variance

was used, homogeneity of variances was assumed setting Sc = MSw. Two-

yay.analysis of variance tables, however, without other statistics, were

insufficient for computing effect sizes.

Code sheets were devised for recording all above and additional infor-

mation about each study. Several code sheets were often necessary for a single

study depending on the number of effect sizes computed, correlations reported,

and whether data were reported separately for different study-variables such

as grade or ability level.

Analysis

Once coding is completed, the analysis of the coded data can take a

variety of forms depending on the quantity., of data and the researchers in-

clination toward the liberal application of statistical techn quet-... The first

step is to decide how to deal with the problem-Of the non - independence o

-----
multiple correlations or effedE sizes extracted from the same One

solution-ii-Weighting each correlation or-effect si nversely to the num-

ber of each extracted from a given st study contributing 10 correla-

tions receives the seme-t al weight as a study contributing three. A second

solution, the one used in this study, is to select only the median value

correlation or effect size from each study. This procedure will greatly

duce the data set, but will equalize the contribution of each-stUdy.

Many more questions can be raised about-the appropriate weighting of

studies. For example d a study with an n of 30 receive the same weight

as 9n an n of 2000? Should a high quality true experiment receive the

2 "'7
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same weight as a low quality quasi-experiment? Answers to questions like

these might be framed as hypotheSes prior to analysis; an empirical answer

is available in the analyses itself. Correlations from large sample studies
o

can be compared to correlations from,smaller sample studies; true experi-

ment studies can be compared to,qUasi-experiment studies, and so on for any

study-variable the researchek wishe's to code.

,7
Once the weighting problem has been resolved (whether to use weighted

or median correlations and effect sizeS-)-, analysis involves grouping code(

sheets of studies with the same independent and dependent variables_

associated statistic correlation or effect size; treatin the statis-
t

tic as a depe variable and relating the values ofi'S dependent variable

to, different study-variable conditions. Questions kike the following can be

addressed: What is the average correlation or'effect size across studies?

Does the reported correlation (dependen 'variable) vary in a systematic way

with sample size, outcome measure/reliability, or the ability level of the

subject sample? Orris the can correlation fairly constant across variations

in study - variables. -Since several independent study-variables and a single

dependent v able (correlation of effect size) have been quantified, t-tests,

correlations and regressions can be conducted to characterize the

----
relationship among the variables. Table 2 summarizes the literature selec-

tion and central tendencies of the correlations or effect sizes in this study.

References to separate, more detailed reports of each synthesis are given in

the Table.

The extent of the analysis conducted on the data in each construct was

a function of the number of data points available.. The 734 correlations and

related set of study-variables in the classroom environment construct allowed
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extensive regression procedures wherein the contribution of cash study-variable

to variation in the set of correlations could be estimated. Analysis of the

impact of study-variables on the 67 ability construct correlations tools.-c

form of a'series of t-tests wherein each study-variable was dicotomized Into

high and low or two nominal categories, each containing approximately the same

number of median correlations.

A study-variable of particular interest in the quality of instruction

construct studies was design quality. A design quality index representing

a summation of positive design features (features minimizing threats to valid-

ity, i. e., Table 1) was significantly (p.= .09) corelated (r = .21) with

effect size. That is, the better the study design, the greater the difference

between experimental and control group means as measured by effect size.

Better study design meant a greater effect favorable to the experimental group.

A study-variable which systematically influenced the ability and cogni-

tive

.,

achievement correlation was the 'reliability of the two instruments.

For example, the reliability of the outcome instrument was correlated with the-

correlation between ability and cognitive achievement at_an-r value of .33.

Summary-

The purpose of this paper was to provide an overview of a model and method-

ology for quantitative research synthesis in science education and a summary

of their application.

The model included a comprehensive set of constructs to guide the litera-

ture review and to help identify important groups of variables not receiving

sufficient research attention. The quantitative methodology added objectivity,

J3recision, and conciseness-to the traditional quantitative review. Quanti-

fication allowed the reporting of -.mean correlations and effect sizes. and



examples of how, these statistics vary with study-variables such as design

quality and instrument reliability. Detailed reports were identified which

the interested researcher might consult for an in-depth treatment of the

quantitative integration of research summarized here.
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Table 1

Code Categories for
Study Design Characteristics

Sample selection
1 = simple or stratified random
2 = purposive sample, e. g., extreme

or specialized group
3 = matching
A = convenience or ill-specified sample

Unit of an
1 = individual
2 = group

Study design (Campbell & Stanley)
1 = correlational
2 = quasi-experimental
3 = true experimental (random assign-

ment)

Reliability of treatment implementation
1 = low; treatment and implementation

poorly described and documented
2 = adequate; treatment and implemen-

tation clearly described and docu-.
mented .

3 = high; treatment described or docG-
mented with'observational checks
on implementation

Statistical per
1 = inadequate
2= adequate, i. e., 6 or more classes;

100 or more individuals total in
2 comparison groups or in correla-
tional group

Error rate (Given the number of com-.
parisons or correlations, is the overall

p level sufficiently low to assure a less
than .05 chance occrrence of this par-.
tiunlar relationship?)
1 = inadr.quate p level

2 = adequate, i. e., p less than .05

Maturation (Have factors within units
rather than the treatment brought
about the difference observed?)
1 = probable threat
2 = adequately minimized

,History (Have external factors in
the environment rather than the
treatment brought about the differences
observed?)
1 = probable threat
2 = adequately minimized

233

Selection Bias (Do pre-existing dif-
ferences among the groups account
for later observed differences?)
1 = probable threat
2 = adequately minimzed

Contamination, Compensation, Dif-
ferential Incentive (Do untreated
control groups work harder, work
less, or ,somehow gain benefits or
lose incentive due to influences
from treated groups or teachers?)
1 = probable threat
2 = adequately minimized

Mortality (Do different dropout
rates account for observed differences?)
1 = probable threat
2 = adequately minimized

Generalizability (Can results be
generalized to other times, units,
or settings with similar demographic
characteristics?)
1 = probable threat
2 = adequately minimized
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Table 2

Summary of Sources and Findings on the Relationship of

Each Construct to Cognitive Learning in Science

g

Measures
Detailed
Report

Chronological age

(within grade)

rental Piagetian stage or

logical operations

(within grade)

IQ, gen. aptitude,

Prior achieve.,
quant. - spacial

ion Self-concept, need -

achfev., persistence

test anxiety

/iron- Parent.SES; science

equip. and documents

in home; parent

involvement, educa-

tion

/iron- Rapport with peers,

peer partic. in science

Number of

Studies

Boulanger & 3 JRST, SE,

Kremer, 1980 .
DA, ERIC

Sources Data Points: Mean Corr. or

Searched' Number & Kind Effect Size Comment

Boulanger

(1980a)

Kremer &

_Heiberg;
1980

6
II

34 JRST, SE,

SSM, ERIC

13

5

JRST, SE,

SSM, DA,

ERIC, SSCI

of Use of adv., organizers, Boulanger 51 JRST, SE

tion beh., obj., concrete (1980b) SSM, ERIC

materials, higher strut- (pub. only)

ture, indirect and induc-

tive strategies, training

in thinking

y of Class periods spent on

tion teaching the content

9,1
Student perception of Haertel, Walberg 12

ERIC, DA,

ment several classroam & Haertel, 1979 EI, DA, SSCI

Social variables

3 median

corr.

13 median

corr.

62 median

corr.

5 median

corr.

6 median

corr.

2 median

corr,

52 median

effect sizes

3 JRST, SE, 3 corr.

SSM, ERIC

FR - .01 Age -is a sign. pos. predictor only

if multi-grade level data.

F. .40 This correlation peakedat .69

in grade 9.

FR .48 ibis-construct gave the highest and

most reliable mean corr.

F0.37

.24

Higher corr. were obtained with

standardized over locally made

scales.

Parent education and aspiration

and involvement with child's

science best predictors (r .36)

FR .25 Studies too few and too diverse to

note trend in best predictors.

ES .55; Significant effects due to:

equivalent behay.obj., concrete materials,

r .25 - .30 higher structure, training

in thinking.

F. .19 None of three studies gave sign.

corr.

7 mean corr. F. .19
based on

353 raw corr.

Sign. predictors were: cohesiveness,

low friction, satisfaction, low

favoritism, goal direction, democracy,

and material environment.

iym code: JRST, Journal of Research in Science Teachina; SE, Science Education.

School Science and Mathematics; DA, Dissertation Abstracts; ERIC, Educatiirar

Arce Information Center (Science) bibliographies and computer search; SSCI,

)1 Science Citation Index; EI, Education Index. Pub. only means only published studies

inc uded.
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Toward A Synthesis of Research Findings

on Sex Differences in Science Learning

That far fewer women than men pursue careers in mathematics and science

and reputedly demonstrate far lower scores on tests of aptitude andachieve-

ment in these areas has, until recently, been accepted as a natural conse-

quence of innate sex differences in aptitudes for those fields. Thorndike(1973)

noted that in none of the countries he surveyed (including the U.S.A), did

girls' do as well as boys in science. Differences were.observed'on the order

of half a standard deviation.

Investigations as recent as those of Stafford (1972), and Page .(1976)

have suggested sex-linked, hereditary hypotheses in explaining differences

in male-female achievement, particularly in math. Reviewers of sex difference

research have, however, indicated the inconclusiveness of findings faVoring

biological explanations of sex-related cognitive differences '\(Maccoby & Jacklin,

1974; Fennema, 1977; Sherman, 1977; Vandenberg & Kuse, 1979). An alternative

hypothesis rivalling alleged biological influences, stresses the importance of

sociocultural factors on male-female performance.

Some have concluded that social values and behaviors more often shown by

girls tend to be those not associated with the successful development of intel-

lectual achievement (Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974; Fox, 1977). Nash (1979) discusses

evidence that individuals' gender-identity influences their motivation to success-

fully perform on cognitive tasks that have been sex-typed as male or female.

Recent work by Kremer and Walberg (1979) strongly suggests the importance of

social psychological factors such as home environment, and student motivation in

science learning and achievement. Fennema and Sherman (1977) have demonstrated
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that-much of the difference in mathematics achievement between males and

females is attributable to course- taking history. These researchers also

found that mathematics is viewed as a,male domain by many girls, thus re-

sulting in their avoidance of math (Sherman-4 Fennema 1977).

While considerable attention has recently been devoted to sex dif-

ferences in mathematics achievement, relatively little attention has been

given to this topic in science. Concerning sex differences and women's

achievement in science, the questions are still largely those of "if, when,

and where" sex differences exist in performance in this broad intellectual

area. While the percentage of doctorates in the sciences currently being

awarded to women is increasing and has once again reached the level of the

1920's , there have been significant shifts in this trend over intervening

decades, and women continue to be.under-represented (Vetter, 1978). The

uniqueness of the perspective women bring to the sciences, and their poten-

tial, high productivity in science has been noted (Astin, 1978). Much stands

to be lost, in the face of lagging industrial and technological productivity

if this potential is not developed.

Women's participation in science is dependent upon the quality

and the effectiveness of the science education they receive. More needs

to be known about women's achievement in science, and the social, psycho-

logical, and even biological factors that influence it. If one assumes that

important cognitive differences exist between the sexes, the understanding

the nature and extent of these differences is important for determining

what type of intervention, if any, would be most effective. An objective

base for examining issue related to sex differences in science achievement

2
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is needed if recOmmendations.for educational policy are to be made, and

promising directions for research in this important area are to be iden-

tified.

Toward an Objective Base

A review of related literature has revealed the following issues that

need be addressed in the development of an objective base for identifying

research priorities in sex differences and science learning, and drawing

implications for educational policy. These are: male-female achievement

in different domains of science learning; male-female achievement in science

when cognitive, instructional, and attitudinal factors are controlled; age-

related trends in male-female science achievement; and the variance of ob-

served differences in male-female achievement with the chronological time

of investigation.

Domains of Science Learning

In what domains of science learning (for example, factual learning,
,

scientific processes, attitudes to science) do male-female differences

occur? Research in math education has shown differential achievement for

males and females in some areas of mathematics learning, but not in others.

Could the same be true for science? If so, can differential achievement

in science learning best be understood in terms of biological and genetic

hypotheses, or by social psychological explanations?
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Cognitive, Instructional, & Attitudinal Constrols

If cognitive, instructional, and/or attitudinal factors are controlled,

are observed sex-related differences in science learning accounted for?

Fennema and Sherman (1977) have shown, for example, that studies of ar-

ticular abilities such as mathematics will be biased if course-takin is not

similar for males and females in the study samples. Moreover, studies

based on large random samples of secondary school students, may be cork

paring a more heterogenous group of females with a more homogeheous, ntel-

lectually motivated group of males if males are more likely than females to

drop out of school.

Age-related Trends

Are there significant, age-related trends in sex differences observed

in science learning? Terman and Tyler (1954) report evidence for increasing

sex differentiation with age in the areas of abilities, interests, preferences,

and responses to personality inventories. Petersen and Wittig (1979) have

suggested that observed differences between the sexes increase with age as

socialization effects accumulate, and that puberty, is likely to be a Critical

timefor the intensification of socialization effects. Conclusions abOut the

existence of sex differences, then, may well depend upon the age mix in the

best of studies in which sex differences are examined.

Chronological Time of Investigation

Does the frequency and mIghitude of reported sex-related differences in

science learning appear to vary with the chronological time of investigation?

Are reported sex differences in performance in science of greater magnitude

in older, or more recent studies?
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Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) noted: "As sex role behaviors have been less

rigidly defined and enforced, sex-related differences have decreased and

in many instances they have not been demonstrated." One might therefore

expect to see sex-related differences of a much smaller magnitude or les-

ser frequency in more recent, as opposed to older studies.

A Methodology

Probably the best known work on the psychology of sex differences is

that of Maccoby and Jacklin. Among the most noteworthy contribu-

tions of this extensive work is their systematic, and analytic synthesis

of research. Often, what is considered "truth" is shown upon closer anal-

ysis to be based on inadequate reporting, or the failure of researchers to

control for significant variables. Where popular beliefs are supported,

new complexities are often revealed. A synthesis of research findings on

sex differences in science learning employing quantitative meta-analysis

techniques. (Glass, 19781,

Rationale

Numerous studies currently exist which report the results of male-female

comparisons on measures of science learning and achievement. A recent litera-

ture search revealed over 150 studies of science learning reporting cross-sex

comparisons. An integration of research reporting gender differences on measures

of science learning is needed at this .time for a number of reasons.

The purpose of research synthesis is to determine what existing research

proves about the relationship of one variable, or class of variables to another;

in this case, sex differences in science learning. While extensive reveiws of

sex differences in cognition have been conducted (Wittig & Petersen, 1979);

241
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is often difficult to relate basic psychological research to educational

policy, even studies of cognitive processes basic to science learning. While

national surveys of science achievement based on random samples have been con-

ducted, and report results by gender, the policy implications to be drawn from

these studies are sou etimes limited, They are limited by the lack of control

of important variables mediating. science achievement (e.g., previous instruction

and attitude), and the exclusive focus on one (or possibly two) outcomes. Even

the application of secondary analysis techniques to these data bases cannot go

beyond such limitationt. What is needed therefore, is a systematic integration

of science education research incorporating findings across numerous studies re-

presenting diverse samples, with outcome measures reflecting several domains of

science learning.

Extensive syntheses of science education research have been conducted

(walberg, Boulanger, Kremer, & Haertel, 1980). However, much of the research

reviewed under the social, instructional, and ability constructs defined in

the guiding model, does not routinely report male-female compariszms. Further-

mace, numerous investigations reporting sex differences were not included in

these reviews as they did not fall within the boundaries established for the

selection of literature. A synthesis of findings on sex differences in science

education research is therefore needed to address the concerns of science educe-

tors and policy-makers in this important area.

Methods of Research Synthesis

) Syntheses of empirical research generally employ one, or a combination

of methods: narrative reviews of the literature, box scores or tallies of

significant findings (Light and Smith, 1971), and quantitative, statistical

techniques as exemplified by meta-analysis (Glass, 1978) and the joint proba-
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bility method (Rosenthal,.1978). The use of box scores-fOr integrating re-
----

search findings typically involves determining for each study, whether or not

a statistically significant difference was found; and if so, its direction

(i.e , whether.the treatment or control group was favored). Studies are klen
_-

tallied according-tb whether significant differences are reported, and the

direction of significant findings is noted. - --In the field of sex differences

research, the work of Maccdby and Jacklin best exemplifies the use of box

scores--for research integration.
---

The joint probability method of research integration involves combining,

or pooling the exact one - tailed probabilities of each comparison reported.

Methods for combining probabilities are discussed, and illustrated by Jones,

and Fiske (1953); and by Rosenthal (1978). A still more powerful quantitative

method however, is the meta-analysis technique develOped by Glass (1978).

Meta-analysis is based upon the derivation of an effect-size representing

a normalized measure of the difference between two comparison groupS on a

measured outcome. The effebt size expresses the Magnitideof group differences

on a Common scale, so that findings from studies employing different measures,

and methods, are rendered comparable. In contrast to methods employing box

scores, and combined probabilities; the effect size calculated in a meta-

analysis_has-the advantage of providing an estimate of the over-all size of an

effect, in addition to its significance:-

A Case CI-Or the Meta-Analysis of Sex` Differences

Quantitative methods for synthesizing research, entail more objective

proces4S- for summarizing individual studies, and allow for more concise means

of displaying and interpreting results than more conventional reviews. Meta

analysis in particular, allows for the application of a broad-range of analysis
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techniques, from frequency distributions to multivariate methods. Moreover,

meta-analysis permits the integration of primary studies representing diverse

samples and outcome Categories. This is a distinct advantage in the formulation

of well-rounded policy statements, and the definition of research priorities.

The meta-analysis of research represents .a particularly appropriate tech-

nique for synthesizing studies on sex differences, since it results in a statis-

tical statement about the magnitude of differences between groups. This is es-

pecially important since previous syntheses of research on sex differences have

been criticized for overemphasis on null hypotheses, and failure to note the mag-

- nitude of differences (Block, 19751. Jacklin (1979) has recently called upon re-

searchers to go beyond the necessary first step of sorting findings by statis-

tical significance (as 4i.edplified by the work of Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974), and

employ techniques estimating the size of observed differences.

Conclusion

A quantitative synthesis of research findings on sex differences delineating

both.the frequency, and magnitude of observed differences in science learning is

warranted. It is warranted on the basis that important issues concerning the par-

ticipation, and education of women in the sciences have yet to be resolved, and

appropriate methodologies for the synthesis of research have been currently de-

veloped. (..2fs..arieerri-ake questions regarding male-female achievement in different

domains of science learning, particularly when critical instructional and attitudi-

nal factors are controlled, age-related trends in male-female science achievement,

and the observed variance of male-female-achievement with the chronological time

of the investigation.--The sygtematic integration of existing research constitutes
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a necessary first step in the formulation of meaningful hypotheses for further

study, and directing the concerns of policy-makers.
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Abstract

To assess the iil'rct of the innovative pre-college science curricula of the

past120 years on achievement, a search was conducted using the computer-assisted

Bibliographic Retrieval System(BRS), the ERIC Annual Summaries of Research in Science

Education and Dissertation Abstracts International. A total of 197 comparison-

effect sizes were obtained from'33 studies representing 19,149 junior and senior

high school students in the United States, Great Britain, and Israel. Study-
!

weighted analysisyielded an overall mean effect size of .308 significantly

favorable to the innovative curricula (t(25) = 2.183, p<.05).

Student performance in innovati7 curricula averages at the 62nd percentile

relative to the control norm. Tabulation of signed comparisons indicated

that 64 out of 81 unweighted outcomes were favorable to the innovative curricula.

Separate analyses for test content bias, methodological rigor, type of learning,

and student characteristics showed no significant differences across these

categories.
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Beginninci ill tlie late 1')50's
1

anti wmtinu;,ic t.() i.110 .I"

can taxpayer has supported scientists and educators in pre-college curriculum

development. Creation of innovative courses in science for grades 7 through 12

received special attention in the 1959-1973 period, accounting for approximately

two-thirds of the National Science Foundation's (NSF) curriculum development ex-

penditures for that period (NSF, 1975). NSF allocated $92 million to development

and implementation of 19 such projects. Associated with the effort were exten-

sive teacher-training summer and year-long institutes in the USP of thR new pro-

grams and numerous evaluation studies of the classroom impact of the innovative

programs, usually in comparison to "traditional" curricula.

A debate about the effectiveness'of the.new programs began with the first

.implementatiohs in the early 1960's especially the "new math". By the mid-70's

sufficient studies had accumulated that a summative judgement appeared possible.

Walker and Schaffarzick (1974) conducted a partial search of the literature and

located 26 studies which compared students exposed.to different curricula in the

same subject on some measure of school achievement. Using statistical significance

as the criterion for counting a comparison, they reported a general trend support-

ing the hypothesiS that a treatment, whether innovative or traditional, yields the

higher score on tests biased in its favor. On tests biased toward the innovative

program, the innovative group performed better on 44 out of 45 significant compari-

sons. On tests biased toward the traditional treatment, the traditional group

performed better on 9 out of 14 comparisons Where test bias was neutral or could

not be determined, both treatments were equally effective. Unfortunately, out

of 98 comparisons, 32 were not considered in the count since significant dif-

ferences were not found by the original investigators.
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talker and Schaffarick acknowledged both the limited extent of their search

and the inadequacy of statistical significance as a criterion for counting compari-

sons. Objective quantitative techniques for synthesizing research, moreover, that

weight studies equally and also compare the effects in studies categorized by

validity, subject matter, and other characteristics were not widely known in edu-

cation.

Cohen and Hyman (1979) addressed this ovetreliance on alpha for decision

making in experimental studies and argued, that effect sizes should be emphasized

instead. Use of effect size in olannin,3 and reporting studies would. also aid

research synthesis by providing a measure of the size of the difference between.

groups, quite apart from its statistical significance.

Glass (1978) has described a methodology for the use of effect size in research

synthesis. Glass' technique can provide better estimates.of effects than

simple counts of comparisons to ascertain the cumulative meaning of a body

of research such as curriculum=evaluation studies.

Bredderman (1978) used Glass' approach to quantitatively synthesize the re-

sults of over 60 evaluations of nationally developed elementary school (K-6)

science curricula. Using this technique, Bredderman was able to estimate average

effect sizes for each kind of program compared to traditional treatment controls,

and the degree of impact of the programs on different kinds of students. One of

Bredderman's major findings was that curricular effects on student achievement

were in harmony with curricular objectives and content; a finding basically in

agreement with the less well founded conclusion of Walker and Schaffarzick.

Welch (1979), drawingon the results of 82 studies, counted studies support-

ing certain generalizations about the effects of the innovative curricula on K-12
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students. Welch's rough count of studies also gave results essentially in

agreement with Walker and Schaffarzick.

The purpose of the present study was to apply Glass' technique in the

quantitative synthesis of the secondary school, grades 7 through 12,

curriculum evaluation studies of the 1963-1978 period. Only the nationally

developed innovative program evaluations would be included. A thorough

literature search combined with quantitative techniques that include all treatment

comparisons would provide a new and critical look at the Walker and Schaffarzick

conclusion.

Among the techniques employed that permit more confident conclusions

than previous comparison counts are estimates of the size and significance of

the average effect size, and the dependence of the effect size, which in this

case, represents a comparison of performance under innovative and traditional

curricula, on the subject mattet, grade level, type of'outcome measure, and

methodological qualities of the study such as experimental and instrumentation

validity. In addition, "vote counts" of positive and negative contrasts of the

two types of curricula are reported to afford comparisons with the effect size

method as well as with the results of previous syntheses.

Method

Search and Selection

Studies were identified through a search of the computer-assisted Biblio-

graphic Retrieval System (BRS), whidh provides access to Dissertation Abstracts

International, and the ERIC database of published and unpubliShed articles.

The ERIC annual summaries of science education research were also consulted.

The BRS search was conducted &sing the descriptors "curriculum development
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"innovative/innovation," "science education in courses," "secondary school science/

elementary school science," and "1963-1978." A manual scan of the two major

journals Science Education and Journal of Research in Science Teaching for the

years 1963-1978-supplemented the-ERIC- summaries. Studies that quantitatively

compared traditional and nationally developed innovative science curricula on

student learning outcomes, grades 6 through 12, were selected.

Thirty-three studies representing 19,149 students in the United States,

Great Britain, and Israel were chosen for investigation. Among these, 13

curricula are included, eight at the senior-high school level and five at the

junior-high school level. To investigate the.Walker and Schaffarzick hypothesis,

9 of 23 of their sources were included in this investigation. Those omitted

did not meet either subject matter (science) or grade level (6 or higher)

criteria or both.

Coding

To allow quantitative synthesis of both study characteristics and outcomes,

the following study-variables were coded for each comparison: study origin and

source; subjects and setting, i.e..grade level, gender, ethnicity, academic
.

achievement level, community SES and urban-rural character; subject matter of

treatment; treatment characteristics such as group size, elective or required

course participation, regular or special teacher, lab or non-lab focus, reliability

of implementation, length and quality of control group access to content; study

design and nine categories of threats to validity; sample size; dependent

measure type, origin reliability and innovative, traditional or neutral bias

including an indication of the source .of information.,on bias, i.e., author des-

cription or independent inspection of the test; and outcome statistics, i.e.
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direction of effect, level of significance and effect size.

The coded threats to validity were reliability of treatment; statis-

tical power; error rate; maturation; history; selection bias; contamination;

compensation or differential incentive; mortality; and generalizability.

They were categorized either 1) potential threat or 2) adequately minimized.

An overall index of design quality was taken from the sum,of these ratings.

The five dependent outcome categories were: 1) conceptual learning,

e.g., Concept Attainment Test (Cunningham, 1970); Taxonomy Test (Herron, 1966)

based on the comprehension, analysis and application levels of Bloom's (1956)

Taxonomy; and standardized achievement tests; 2) inquiry skills, e.g.

tests of controlling variables, formulating hypotheses, critical thinking,

and logical operations; 3) attitudinal development, e.g. any measure of attitude,

interest, or opinion toward science or science related concerns; 4) laboratory

performance, including observatioh, investigation and manipulative skills

with actual appratus; and 5) concrete skills,i.e. classification of properties

represented by pictorial stimuli. Unlike inquiry skills, concrete skills

require only observation and classification of directly perceived objects or

pictures: Inquiry ,skills require some form of hypothetical-deductive rea-

soning as in Piagetian formal operations.

In coding the dependent measure, it was usually not difficult to distinguish

between tests containing content favorable to the traditional versus the

innovative programs. The Test on Understanding Science (TOUS), however,

while clearly not traditional in content, differs markedly from tests designed

by Lost investigators of the new curricula. Such tests require the student to

apply the inquiry skills gained in the innovative program, e.g.,a trans-
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parency test in \BSCS biology (Mascolo, 1969). TOUS, while designed to

measure knowledge of the scientific point of view, does not require that

inquiry skills be applied while taking the test. Consequently, although

it is a non-traditional test, TOUS was grouped separately and coded neutral.

The formula for calculating effect size was almost always one of the

following (Glass, 1978):

- -
x
e
-x

1c
ES = or ES = tj +

1

s
1.1n

c e

where x
e
and x

c represent experimental and control group means respectively;

and s
c

is the standard deviation of the control group Where applicable,.t

is computed from the t-test :statistic. When F was the result of a two group

comparison, t was considered equal tojF. In cases of one'way analysis of variance,

homogeneity of variance was assumed, setting sc 4MSw. All effect sizes

favoring the innovative curricula were given a positive sign, those favoring

the traditional curricula a negative sign.

Weighting Procedure

The number of effect sizes computed from.,each study varied as a result

of both the quantity of comparisons and the quality of supplied data. Some

studies presented means and standard deviations for each of several test

categories. Other studies failed to give one or both of these statistics.

In consequence, the number of effect sizes per study rang from one to 33.

To give equal weight to each study rather than to each compariSon, each*effect

size was assigned a weight equal to the reciprocal of the number of effect

sizes in its study. Each of the 33 effect,sizes from o ie Study received a
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weight of 1/33. This procedure weights each study equally and yields a smaller

number of independent degrees of freedom than a count of unweighted comparisons

which are not statistically independent. Unweighted signs were used in one

instance, however, to allow comparison with Walker and Schaffarzick's data.

Data Analysis

A visual analysis of the set of effect sizes was made by plotting a

stem-and-leaf diagram, displayed in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 about here.

To obtain an overall measure of the impact of the innovative versus the

traditional curricula, a mean effect size was computed. To check for a

-systematic influence of any coded study-variable on effect sizes, a one way

analysis of variance was conducted on each study-variable, with effect size as the

dependent variable. The categories of the study-variables were either the actual

coded categories or a collapsed version of the coded categories. Grade level,

for example, was converted to two categories: grades 6-9 and 10-12; while

Separate-Categories of chemistry curricula were compared. The chemistry programs

were: CHEMS (e.g. Hardy, 1970; Herron, 1966; Heath and Stickell, 1963; Pye

and Anderson, 1967; and Rainey, 1964), CSA (Heath and Stickell, 1963; and Pye

and Anderson, 1967, Nuffield (e.g. Kempa and Dube, 1974; and Meyer, 1970), and

MCA (e.g. Charen, 1963). Table 2 lists all study-variable categories, category

means, and F-test results.

Insert Table 2 about here.

A study-variable of special interest was outcome test bias. In addition to

the analysis of variance (see Table 2) on the test bias variable, a tabulation'
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("vote count") of test bias against the number of effect sizes favorable to

each curriculum type was made and is presented in Table 3. Unlike Walker

and Schaffarzick, the analysis also included nonsignificant effect sizes

in the tabulation.

Insert Table 3 about here.

Results and Discussion

Overall Effect

The weighted mean of the effect sizes is .308; and the standard deviation

.is .717. A t-test kt(25)=2.183; p.05) indicated that this mean is

significantly different from zero and favorable.to the innovative curricula.

Converting the results to percentiles, and placing students taking traditional

courses at an average 50th percentile, students taking innovative courses scored

on average at the 62nd perentile,

---
Distribution of Effect Sizes

Stem-and7.1eaf diagrams (Table 1) give an indication of distribution and

magnitude of effect sizes, weighted and unweighted. Stems (on the left of the

vertical line) are broken down into intervals of .2; leaves represent the first

decimal place (tenthb) of the effect size. The -.0 -- .0 interval includes 2&

unweighted effect sizes (ten falling in ale-negative .0 range, 16 falling in the

positive .0 range -- sec diagram in the left) and--faur weighted effect ilizes

(two positive and two negative -- see diagram on the right). Both stem-

and-leaf diagrams indicate a predominance of positive datapoints; 104 out

of 151 of the comparison-weighted effect sizes are positive. yhere is a

difference of 46 between the number of sign comparisons (197) and the

number of computed effect sizes (151) a.result of studies
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which were lacking information neqpssary to compute effect sizes. The 26

study-weighted effect sizes (on the right), 19 positive and 7 negative,

are also based only on studies for whiCh there was enough data to compute

effect sizes. Peaks at .1 and .2 are consistent in both diagrams. The

relatively larger number of points above .3 than below -.3 account for a

mean of abouL .3 in both cases.

Influence of Study Variables

The overall result does not depend on test bias (Table 2). The high weight

frequency innovative and neutral tests show a Clear superiority of innovative

over traditional curricula. The large number of neutral tests jn

Table 2 reflects the number of tests designed to favor neither the innovative

nor traditional curricula in content and therefore classified as neutral. For

example, Wasik (1971) analyzed the items of the College Entrance Examination

Board (CEEB) Physics Achievement Test into categories of the Taxonomy (Bloom,

1956) and found evidence to support its neutrality with :respect to both PSSC

and non-PSSC students. Cunningham (1970) designed he neutral Concept

Attainment Test based on "Refraction," a topic covered by both PSSC and non-PSSC

students in his sample.

Table 2 also shows that neither subject matter nor type of deprhdent out-

come significantly affected the innovative-traditional effect size mean.

Principal subject characteristics such as grade level, gender, and academic

achievement level also did not have any influence on the effect size mean.

Among design quality features, "unit of analysis" yielded individual and

group means of .23 and .38, respectively (F = 2.27, pt..14). /n increasc2,
1 increase

in effect size resulting from group means is to be expected because individual
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subjects often are a source of variation. However, the relatively small

frequency for "group" (N = 3) should be taken into consideration": When

those studies involving TOUS (which happened to report group means) were excluded from

the analysis, the group mean was .65 (F = .854, pk.37). Any infer-

ences regarding "unit of analysis" are qualified by the presence of TOUS

in some studies.

Data Comparisons

It may be recalled that for reasons pertaining to selection criteria, not

all of Walker and Schaffarzick's,sources were included in the present inves-

tigation. The 23 studies used by those investigators yielded a total of 98

comparisons. From the 197 raw comparison-effect sizes obtained in the present

analysis, a subset of nine studies overlap between the two investigations.

From the 14 studies omitted from the present analysis, Walker and Schaffarzick

reported 44 comparisons out of 53 significantly favorable to the innovative

curricula (Table 3). This applies primarily to their findings for elementary

students and mathematics curricula.

The top of Table 3 provides vote counts of signs of Walker and Schaffar-

zick's and the present data. Although this allows for comparison of all com-

parisons favorable to each treatment, the weighted tabulation at the bottom

of Table 3 is a more accurate reflection of the results of the present study

since it gives equal weight to each independent' study. Either procedure

(including Walker and Schaffarzick's data) yields a ratio of approximately

four to one in favor of combined outcomes favorable to the innovative curricula.

By the vote count method, Walker and Schaffarzick found stronger evidence

than the present study for the superiority of the innovative curricula on the

innovative tests (44 out of 45 significant outcomes for their data; 29 out of 37
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for the present data). But the present data, both unweighted and weighted,

shows the superiority of students taking innovative programs on neutral tests

(31 out of 38 unweighted outcomes; 6 out of 7 weighted outcomes) and on tradi-

tional tests in the unweighted data (4 out of 6).

Conclusion

Although great national interest in science curricula by the general public

and professional educators may have abated in the 1970s, the post-Sputnic (1958)

curricula produced beneficial effects on science learning that extended across

science subjects in secondary schools, types of students, various types of

cognitive and affective outcomes, and the experimental rigor of the research.

Past reviews showed the percentage of positive results; 'but the present analysis

shows a moderate 12 point percentile advantage on all learning measures of

average student performance in the innovative courses.

Contrary to Walker and Schaffarzick, who used earlier methods of research

synthesis and concluded that performance merely reflects, content exposure,--

the present results suggest that student!: in spcfm(inry-school science courses

score moderately better (Effect Size = .308) than students in traditional courses on

both innovative and neutral tests and negligibly lower (Effect Size = -.04)

on tests favoring traditional science content.
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Stem-and-Leaf Diagrams of Effect Sizes
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Table 2

Descriptive Statistics for Independent Variables*

Standard Frequency
Study Variable Mean Effect Size Deviation (Sum of Cases) F Prob.

Totals .307 .717 26

Dependent Measure

Test Bias

Innovative .36 .69 11 .18 .84

Traditional -.04 .00 1

Neutral .29 .78 14

Test Bias Information
Source

Independent .19 .18 7 .23 .87

Test Description .33 .86 17
(Author)

Lacking Information .35 .58 2

Test Type

General .33 .48 5 .42 .74

Discipline .08 .73 7

Course/Curriculum .54 .75 6

Science .29 .85 8

Origin

Local .28 .70 11 .03 .86'

Published .33 .76 15

Reliability

<.80 .72 .00 1 .93 .34

>.80 .29 .72 25



Table 2

(c'n't)

page 2 of 7

Validity
Mean Effect Sipe

.Adequate .32

Inadequate .09 .

Study Source

Referred Journal .33

Dissertation .11

Subject Matter

Biology .41 .66 6 .42 .83

Chemistry .001 .63 6

Physics .52 1.03 6

General Science .37 .39 4

Physical Sciencc .13 .00 1

Integrated, Unified -.01 .73 1

Science

Chemistry Curricula ...

Chems .14 .35 3 .76 .69

CBA -1.45 .00 0

Nutfield -.01 .81 1

MCA .08 .00 1

Outcome Measure

Conceptual .39 .87 13 .19 .96

Inquiry .21 .41 6

Attitude .16 .62 4

Lab Performance .59 _00 1

.

C ,.:rote Skills .16 2681.29 2

Curriculum Effects
38

Standard
Deviation Freq'u F Prob.

.74 24 .15 ,70

.24 2

.74 23 .24 .63

.47 3 L
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Table 2
(con't)

page 3 of 7

Subjects and Setting
Location

Mean Effect Size
Standard
Deviation Frequency F Prob.

USA .32 .75 20 .53 .6

Great Britain -.02 .71 3

Israel .59 .51 3

Grade Level

Below 9 .20 .51 7 .22 .64

9 12 ,.35 .79 19

Gender

Male -.07 .47 3 .58 .57

Female .10 1.00 2

Mixed .38 .74 21

Ethnicity

White (mixed) .25 .68 23 .61 .62

Other .72 .00 1

Not reported .78 1.42 2

Academic Achievement Level

High .03 .83 4 .86 .44

Medium .41 .71 20

ffoW -.14 .47 2

1

SES

1

Middle Class .33 2 .31 .87

6pper Middle Class .39 .55 2

Mixed .61 .96 3

Not reported .30 .76 18
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Table 2
(con' L)

page 4 of 7

Standard
Mean Effect Size Deviation ; Frequency F Prob.

Urban .30 .40 5 .23 .95

Suburban ,10 .45 5

Rural .28 :53 3

Mixed .25 ,90 7

Not reported .53 1.07 6

Sample Size
less than or equal to 50 .64 1.52 3 . 3 6 . 9 0

51 100 .56 .79 5
F.

101 - 200 .17 .48 5

i

201 500 .22
I

L66 6

501 - 750 .15 .31 4

> 750 .25 .27

Treatment Characteristics

Experimental /Control Group Size
Comparable , .38 .90 9 .09 .92

Different (+5) .27 .63 16

Experimental Group Participation

Elective .23 .63 15 .30

Required .34 .91 8

Either (ie Biology) .58 .71 3
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Table 2
(con't)

page 5 of 7

Experimental Teacher Mean Effect Size Deviation Frequency F Prob.

Regular .24 .78 19 .72 .41

Special .50 .52, 7

Control Teacher

-Comparable to Experimental .32 .75 24 .08 .78

Different .17 .18 2

Focus-of Instruction

Non-lab .51 .45 3 .22 .81

Lecture and lab .29 .78 21

Lab only .08 .43 2

Quality of Instruction

Curriculum, Course .28 .78 20 .10 .76

Teacher Behavior and .39 .50 6
Material

Measure of Variable

Self Repor
.08

2 .22 .89

Exp,.:rt Report .61 1

Pre-determined in structure
of materials

.31 _67 17

Cannot be determined
.33 1.01
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Table 2
(con'4--)

page C) of 7

Length of Treatment Mean'Effect Size. Deviation Frequency F Prob.

Less than 1 hour 3.27 .00 0 .42 .74

1 week (11-50 hours) .35 .58 2

Course (10 weeks or more) .29 ,_--, .72 23
.7

Control-Groui, Access to
Treatment

None .30 .73 24 .42 .66

Comparable .0 .00 1

Sample Selection

Simple Random .44 .91 8 1.28 .31

Purposive .(extreme) -.55 .00 1

Matching 3.1 .67 12

Convenience

o.

.23 .31 5

Unit of Analysis

Individual .23 .53 23 2.27 .14

Group .88 1.68 3

Des ig

Quasi-experimental .31 .73 24 .58 .57

-TT-ue-experimental .61 .00 1

272
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.Table 2

(con't)

page 7 of 7

* *

Curriculum EffecL:i

23

Quality of design Mean Effect Size Deviation Frequency F Prob.

Average .30 .83 18 .006 .94

High .32 .39 8

* Weighting procedure rounds reported statistics to the nearest integer.
All tests axe run with fractional figures included.

** Computed from sum of potential threats: high quality indicates threats were
minimized.
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Table 3

Innovative-Traditional Comparisons

Present Data

Result of Comparison

Test Bias I>T T>I I=T Total

Favors innovative 29 8 26 63

Favors traditional 4 2 7 13

Neutral 31 7 65 103

Totals '64 17 98 179

Walker and Schaffarzick Data

Result of Comparison

,Test Bias I>T T>I I=T Total

Favors innovative 44 1 7 52

Favors traditional 5 9 16 30

Neutral 4 3 9 16

Totals 53 13 32 98

Present Data - Study Weighted

Result of Comparison
,

Test pias I>T T>I I=T Total

Favors innovative 7 1 5 13

Favors traditional 0 1 2 3

Nentrol 6 1 8 15

Totals 13 3 15 31

Note: I = Innovative Curricula; T = Traditional Curricula
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Appendix

SLudies Used in the Meta-analysis
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Working Draft

HJW 10-30-1978

Reflections on Research Synthesis

Herbert J. Walberg

University of Illinois at Chicago Circle

The purpose of this paper, as suggested by the title,

is to reflect on recent writings on research-synthesis tech-'

niques as well our own experience in integrating research

findings across studies. These reflections draw largely

on the writings of N. L., Gage and Gene V Glass as well as

our ongoing work in analyzing studies in the areas of open

education, qualityof instruction, reading instruction

methods, learning environments, and home environments.

This paper is a working draft for a small, informal

conference that is to assist in the planning of synthesis

work for the National Science Foundation in the specific

areas of quality and quantity Df instruction, ability and

motivation, home and peer environments, and the social-

psychological environment of the class--all in relation

to educational outcomes. Therefore, the ideas brought out

here should be considered preliminary for the reactions

of the two discussants at the conference and two or three

other people conducting research syntheses.
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Reactions to Glass' Chapter

Gene Glass properly notes at the beginning of his present

review chapter that conventional or traditional narrative

reviews of research may have been adequate in the past when

only five or ten studies were available for analysis. How-

ever, the recent growth in educational and psychological

research in the last several decades has made it necessary

to use more advanced statistical techniques for synthesizing

the findings from the many original studies row available.

The full range of statistical techniques starting from

elementary frequency distributions all the way through multiple

regression analyses can usefully serve to synthesize findings.

It is immensely difficult in most areas of educational

and psychological areas of rer.learch these days for an investiga-

tor or reviewer to fully understand the meaning of the results

unless they are somehow condensed, preferably by objective

statistical techniques.

Glass also points out that although the techniques

of light and Smith are valuable in synthesizing original

data from studies, they may be somewhat impractical, particular-

ly in education, since it is often difficult to gain the

original research data. Both the independent and dependent

ariables from most educational research studies are measured

on uncomparable variables or scales. In addition. many

investigators are unable or unwilling share their original

data. And when they do, the scales cannot be effectively

2Sn
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compared; for example, even percentiles aid grade equivalents
make for questionable comparisons because the norming of

different instruments from different publishers are based
on different sub-populations in different years, all of

which introduce bias and error into the analysis.

In his section on problems of access to data, Glass

makes a number of excellent points on'ERIC, dissertations,

microfilms, and other techniques and materials that can

be employed in attempting-to gather studies for syntheses.

Bo'.:n backward and forward citations can be helpful in identi-

fying a population of studies for review. A point needing

emphasis is that it is becoming commonplace for reviewers

to dismiss, on certain selected methodologcal grounds, whole

bodies of research literature. Very often quite extensive

reviews of studies wind up with two conclusions: 1) that

more research needs to be done, and 2) that the prior studies

are so weak that nothing can be concluded from a corpus

of literature. Although it is possible to argue this case,

I believe it is basically unconstructive for building.a

science of education. The essence of science is the accumu-

lation and replication of evidence. Many hours of work

have gone into these studies and reviewers who conclude

that nothing can be made of them tend not only to dismiss

others' work but the integrity of the field of educational

research as well.
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I believe that a more positive approach must be urged

upon those who wish to synthesize research. The techniques

of meta-analysis have already shown that it 5. quite possible

to make definite conclusions across studies when the synthesis

techniques are powerful and sensitive. Glass and Smith's

reviews of class size and psychotherapy, and Robert Horowitz

and Penelope Peterson's reviews of open education have al-

ready shown consistent results across hundreds of comparisons

that suggest substantive conclusions with definite policy

and practical implications. Such research syri-heses can

also indicate which types of methodological virtues and

flaws seem to be the most decisive in determing the outcomes

in question. Lastly, this work has shown which particular

areas of research within'a.,given topic have been infrequently

studied and hence can point tO\,,the most decisive kinds of

studies that can be done in future
N
work.

Although Glass makes a number. &f,constructive and practical

suggestions fo'- doing high quality synthesis in educational

research, za.:1 additional point needs to be made. It is possible

to set up such high standards for literature selection and

search that;the extent of the investigation goes far beyond

the reaches of a particular investigator's budget, time,

and energies. The investigator who begins a research synthesis

needs to think through very carefully the trade-offs between

the scope of the literature and the various analytic techniques.
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Just as no single, empirical study can ever be done perfectly

it seems unlikely that any meta-analysis of a significant

topic,ip education can be done without some imperfections.

Therefore it is important to plan the scope of the

literature and the selection of studies as well as the analytic

techniques early so that the investigation does not get

out of hand. My personal experience in conducting and

advising on large scale primary studies indicates to me

that too often investigators are overly ambitiqus in their

efforts and instead of bringing to completion, and ?ublishing

studies r)f a modest scopei,they often set such high standerr4s

and vast scone as not to be able to finish. Too often,

it goes unrecognized in educational research that replication

is the essence of science. Often three or four modest studies

if they agree in their results can be much more creditable

than a single, very large study, especially if the large

study expends too much of the effort aryl budget on data collec-

tion rather than analysis, reflections, and writing. It

can be added that replication by independent investigators

should be as important in syntheses as it is in primary
N

research.

One idea of Glass was alsO used by Robert Rosenthal

and can be valuable in cutting down the size of a research

synthesis so that it can be manageable and completed within

a given time schedule. In some areas it is possible to find

hundreds of studies. When they cannot all be reviewed,

C) C.
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it makes perfectly good sense to use the standard techniques

of statistical sampling. A simple random sample can be

taken; or every third or tenth study might be selected.

_In addition, stratified sampling may be helpful, that is,

an investigator can group the studies into several sets

and take a random sample within each set. This is another

idea that is just as appropriate in research syntheses as

it is in primary research studies.

Another technique that may be used to cut down research

syntheses to manageable size is to establish some selection

criteria from the very beginning. Although, of course, it is

desirable to gain a very large population of studies to

cover all areas, the investigator can consider the important

policy questions or substantive interests in setting up

criteria for admissible studies. For example, one could

select studies that have been done after a particular date,

or one might confine scope of the syntheses to elementary

and secondary schools. James Kulick confined his syntheses

of Personal Systems of Instruction to studies~ in higher

education. One might also decide to confine the studies

to those which have examined the effects on particular

outcomes. Glass and Smith, for example, have done one analysis

of the effects of class size on student achievement measures.

In subsequent and separate syntheses, they plan to analyze

the effects of cla..s size on additudinal outcumes.

2
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Both Glass, and'Light and Smith, and Gage are critical

of the voting method. This method pertains to those reviews

that count the number.of favorable effects, mixed and nonsigni-

ficant effects, and unfavorable affects for some particular

educational treatment. I share many of their reservations

about the voting method because, as Glass points out, "to

know that televised instruction beats traditional instruction

in 25 of 30 studies is not, to know vhetherTI: wins by a nose

or a walk-away." And, as Glass further points.out, one

ought to average measures of the strength of the effects

or relationships among the variables rather than simply

tabulate their sign and possibly significance.

On the other hand, if one has a choice of the voting

method or no summary at all, it

knowing how many studies showed

is perfectly clear that

favorable and unfavorable

results is of greater relative value. In addition, the

voting method and more complicated procedures that take

into consideration the probability or strength of the findings

will often come to the same conclusions. The voting method

has the advantage of being readily understood by educational

practitioners, and it is a simple method to

part of educational researchers. It may not

interactive, small effects; but if there are

effects across a series of studies they will

rt.vealed by the voting method.

2 °r-

use on the

uncover subtle,

consistent

certainly be
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I believe that the techniques of analyzing correlations

and effect sizes are far superior to the voting method.

But having half a ).oaf in a field that badly needs syntheses

it is better than no loaf at all. Morecver, the new tech-

niques of research syntheses are quite complicated to use

and to underStand, even on the part of well trained investi-

gators. It is also true that quantitative research syntheses

have received already some initial skepticism over the begin-

ning efforts. Since there are seeds of doubt as to which

particular analytic or summary techniques should be used,

it may be advisable in the next five years as we gain experi-

ence in using the techniques to use both the simpler techniques

to encourage understanding on the part of those who will

digest the findings as well as using the more complex techniques

such as regression of effect sizes which are certainly more

powerful and sensitive to complicated effects in the data.

Another point that deserves amplification in the Glass

review is the overemphasis that researchers and reviewers

have given to statistical significance. It is obvious that

many educational researchers have used students inappropriate-

ly as the units of analysis so that the significance levels

are inappropriately high. Moreover, it should be much more

impressive to us that an effect is consistently positive

across a series of studies or investigators and laboratories

than that slv,?.ral of the studies happen to be statistically

significant.

2S6
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Glass praises Gage'S recent informative book on integra-

ting studies on teaching but 4-y:itizes Cage's advocacy of

Pearsor:'s Chi-Square test for integrating probabilities

across studies on the grounds that the number of studies

will be so large and encompass so many subjects that no

hypotheses will be routinely rejected. There are complicated

statistical arguments on this matter that still require

solution. However, it may be some time before our statistical

colleagues settle some of these issues. Therefore, it would

seem reasonable in the mean time for educational research

synthesists to try using several of:the technique:: simultane-

ously. In addition to statistical issues, how convenient

the procedures are to employ and'how easily educational

practitioners can Understand thew require consideration.

Hopefully, before settling on one method 6imultaneous analyses

will indicate the same results and thus will satisfy advocates

of the several rival techniques and L,Ilow us all to concentrate

on substantive and policy implications.

Another valuable point made by Glass is that a variety

of simple and complicated techniques can be used in doing

research syntheses. Tables, graphs and simple descriptive

measures of location and spread will enable readers to com-

prehend the idea of syntheses across studies. In addition, ,

multiple regression can pars.aoniously summarize in one

equation all of the results of the syntheses. Such a com-

bination of simple and complicated techniques was recently

29,7
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used by Margaret Uguroglu in her analysis of the relation

of motivation and achievement. The correlations between

these two variables were tabulated separately for different

grade levels, for different subject matter areas, and for

different motivation constructs. The reader is allowed

to see where the gaps in the data are and the general tenden-

cies with respect to the major variables. After digesting

these findings the reader is presented with a multiple re-

gression equation that neatly summarizes the results with

several coefficients, showing that the size of the correlation

depends principally on the age of the students and the relia-

bility of the measure of motivation. Going from the simple

to the complex is a good pedagogical technique that enables

readers to gain an understanding of the univariate dependen-

cies before going on to ;a more complex multivariate synthesis.

Glass and Rosenth4 independently arrived at a statistic

called the "effect size", which is simply the mean of an

experimental group minus the mean of a control group divided

by the within-groups standard deviation or the control-

group standard deviation. Glass and Smith used the control-

group standard deviation in their meta-analysis of psycho-

therapy but used the combined within-group standard devia-

tion in their meta-analysis of class size. The control

group standard deviation may have two advantages: 1) it

enables the investigator to determine where the experimental

288
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group lies in the metric of an untreated control, and 2)

it can be readily copied from reports that give separate

standard deviations for experimental and control groups.

On the other hand, the within-groups standard deviation

makes use of the complete variation within both groups and

may be a more stable measure.

Glass presents a number of statistical techniques for

calculating effect sizes when only the F or T ratios are

given. These techniques will be valuable for including

the maximum number of studies; but in the interest of

efficiency it would also be possible, although perhaps less

desirable, for an investigator to eliminate a priori those

studies that did not have full statistics as one of the

selection criteria.

In areas of research which are basically correlational

rather than experimental or quasi-experimental, it is generally

advisable to analyze correlations. For example, as discussed

by Glass, White found that six hundred, thirty-six available

correlations of socio-economic status and achievement averaged

.25 with a standard deviation of about .20. The correlation

diminished as students got older; the correlation devreased

from about .25 in the primary grades to about .15.1ate in

high school. Socio-economic status also correlated higher

with verbal mathematic achievement than other outcomes.

Glass points out that there is no good reason to transform

the correlations to Fisher's Z since it will seldom make
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much practical difference. Glass also gives a series of

guidelines for converting t's and point bi-serial correlations

and contingency tables statistics to Pearson correlations.

In the closing sections of his review Class mentions

the problems of differential weighting of studies either

by the number of comparisons or the number of students on

which a particular comparison is made. These weighting

problems Can. prove highly complex. A small study of one

hundred students may make as many as 20 comparisons if,

for example, the comparisons are broken down by sex and

outcome measure and independent variables of various kinds.

On the other hand a study of one thousand may report only

the means of an experimental and control group. In simply

analyzing the average effects over all these comparisons

one would be weighting the smaller study 20 times as much

as the single study. Glass makes a point, to which I would

agree, that we usually do not have the luxury of throwing

out the smaller studies since when various classifications

are dcne the cell sizes for comparisons may be too small.

Therefore, it will generally be necessary to analyze all

the comparisons.

It is possible to deal with this problem through a

weighted regression analysis which is available on some

computer programs. Another and possibly easier alternative

is to perform what economists call a sensitivity test. That

is to eliminate one or several studies at a time from the
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analysis to determine how the overall results are affected.

Still another possibility is to plot either the effect sizes

or correlations or the residuals from a regression on a

variable such as the numbers of cases on which comparisons are

being made. By examining

can usually be detected.

such scatter plots unusual results

If the results do not appear to

be determined by.sample size

can be safely concluded that

or other characteristics it

the results are not dependent

on aberrations of sample sizes or other variables.

Reactions to Glass and Smith's Analysis of Class Size

In Glass and Smith's analysis, a number of examples

of research synthesis techniques make more concrete the

comments that Glass has made earlier and that I, in turn,

have commented upon, These points deserve emulation in

future research syntheses. Glass and Smith begin by noting

that prior reviews.have been haphazard and over-selective

in reviewing the literature. Moreover, the reviews are

narrow and discursive, use crude classifications, and over-

emphasize statistical significance. In contrast Glass

and Smith's analysis shows very definite and significant

beneficial effects of small class sizes.

Glass and Smith uncovered some 80 studies which exceed

by 50% the number in the'largest prior review, but they estimate

29
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that they perhaps found only about half the sotudies that

might be found using still more exhaustive search procedures.

Hundreds of dissertations were scanned but-only 30 seemed

worth purchasing and 16 were actually useful. That only

80 studies of perhaps 160 that may be eventually uncovered

were found in a fairly exhaustive research shows that there

are diminishing returns in attempting to find additional

literature. The fact that Glass and Smith went back some

seventy years to uncover fugitive materials and ordered

dissertations and-unpublished studies indicates that such

diminishing returns are likely to occur.

One could always. recommend that the additional 80 studies

should have been sought out; but. as I have emphasized above,
;

it may be impractical to dc so. In /fact, contrary to Glass

and Smith, it might be argued that dis.sertations and un-

published reports should have been excluded. The published

literature is more readily accessible, and is likely to

.be refereed and of higher caliber. The effort to get/disser-
,

tations or unpublished reports may require three times

more effort than a Published paper. Renouncing unpublished

material might have made it''possible for Glass and Smith

to review the effect of class size on not only 6,chievement

but. also affective outcomes with the same amount of\time,

energy, and budget. Either strategy would be defensible,

but it should be emphasized that a trade -off among the

different areas of effort is required in making a research

synthesis.
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Glass and Smith describe several studies in detail;

these illustrate, as they.point out, the characteristics

and texture of the research literature that is reviewed.

To simply report statistics, and particularly numbers from

'the'tables, would be inadequate; the reader needs a quali-

tative feel for a few illustrative studies to understand

the statistical results.

In planning the coding of studies,. Glass and Smith

identify characteristics that may interact with class size

in determining achievement levels. First they read a few

studies, then talked with experts, and finally made their

best guess as to which characteristics of the studies should

be coded. Modifications could later be made in the coding;

but if one changes the coding, all the studies that have

been done up to that point need to be re-coded.

Glass and Smith used five broad categories in categori-

zing the studies:

(1) study identification,

(2) method of instruction,

(3) classroom demographics,

(4) study conditions, and

(5) outcome variables.

In all they included 25 specific continuous and qualitative variables

under these five categories. Including these specific

variables makes it possible for the analyst to determine whether

the relation between class size (or any other variable

being investigted) and achievement is dependent on the
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characteristics of the study or the characteristics of the

populations being investigated, such as elementary and se-

condary schools. In our work, we have used more detailed

and exhaustive categories than did Glass and Smith. For

example, instead of simply using three or four experimental

design categories, we have used the threats to validity

from the Cook-Campbell chapter which is much more extensive'.

This only goes to emphasize the various kinds of trade-

offs of energies that can be planned.

On further reflection about our own work, I believe the

Glass and Smith more simple characterization of experimental

designs is more practical. It only requires one variable

with several levels to record. On the other hand, we are

using approximately 14 variables, each with about three

levels. Such detailed coding of methodological characteris-

tics has the disadvantage of requiring more time but permits

the options during the analysis of either grouping or not

grouping methodological characteristics.

On page 12 of their review, Glass and Smith note that

the within-group standard deviation was used in their analysis.

We noted, however, in their analysis of psychotherapy that

the control-group standard deviation was used. As commented

on earlier, the trade-off between these two different metrics

each have advantages. On page 18, Glass and Smith report

their results in percentile metrics rather than Z-scores.

In any final tabulation of the results it is possible to

present these in either one of the terms. Most educators

2 94
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will understand the percentile results better and hence

the Glass and Smith report on class size will be readily

comprehensible to practicing educators. One of the many

fine characteristics of the Glass and Smith report is the

extensive use of concrete information, particularly numerical

information throughout the report. For example, on page

19, it is stated that 77 studies were reviewed, 725 effect

sizes were calculated, and that these were based on some

900,000sstudents over a period of 70 years in research in

12 countries.

Beginning on page .20, Glass and Smith provide a series

of univariate tabulations which make clear how many times

various samples and measures have been researched in the

class-size literature; they are unable to identify from

these figures the under-studied and over-studied areas.

It might be added that it would be useful in the Glass and

Smith report not only to present the frequencies in which

samples have been investigated but also tie average effect

size for the various cells so that the reader can see the

univariate dependencies before going on to controlled

comparisons and grand means across all studies.

Glass and Smith perform what economists call sensitivity

analyses. They note, for example, that the relationship

between ,:lass size and achievement is stronger in those

studies that have randomly assigned students to class sizes

in strict experimental design terms than in correlational

studies. These results give strong reason for imputing
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causality, since it discredits rival hypotheses such as

the co-determination of size and achievement by educational

spending or community social class. Glass and Smith point

out whether experimental controls mediate findings is an

empirical, not an a priori question. In their review of

psychotherapy, it was not found that experimental rigor

determined the strength of the relationships but in the

present study of class-size it did.

On page 42, Glass and Smith note stronger effects on

elementary students. It appears that the age or grade levels

of students should be included in most meta-analyses of

educational effects because in reviews we have been examining

the age level has usually mediated the relationships between

the independent and dependent variables. For example, Ugurog.Lu

found stronger relationships between motivation and achieve-

ment in older secondary samples than in elementary school

samples. White found that the correlation between social

class and achievement was higher in younger samples.

In conclusion, the fine work of Glass and Smith is likely

to become a classic synthesis-in educational research. I

believe it essentially settles the class-size question after

so many years of uncertainty and controversy end points

--confidently to the benefits of smaller classes. Ten more

syntheses of this quality will make educational research

a science of results rather than of mere methods.
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Commsmts on Gage's Book

Gage has contributed a number of useful insights for

investigators who are about to begin research syntheses.

Although the book centers on the quality of instruction,

his insights have implications for other substantive areas

On page 26, Gage makes a central point which should

be considered in all research syntheses. Nine prior narrative

reviews of the effects of teaching on learning conclude

that educational research has not identified the consistent

replicable features of teaching that are related to student

outcomes. Gage points out, however, that these conclusions

may be due more to the faults of the reviewers than to the

totality of original research itself. Reviewers have made

a great number of errors in attempting to synthesize the

research. Many studieS of teaching, for example, are based

on limit-2d numbers of teachers. Therefore, the results

may not be statistically significant. On the other hand,

to return to an earlier point made here, "replication is

the essence of science." It is not two or three significant

relationships that are important, but rather consistency

of the direction and the magnitude of the effects across'

many investigations.

Gage critizes Duncan and Bidd'e's exhaustive review,

titled The Study of Teaching. Not only did Duncan and Biddle

err in .over-emphasizing statistical significance, they were

not explicit in stating how studies were categorized as

showing positive or negative effects of a particular teaching

2"7
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technique. Just as explicit procedures are necessary in

primary research, it is important that explicit objective

procedures be followed in reviewing research as well.

Duncan and Biddle, despite the great length of their book,

do not describe exactly how a determination was made of

what particular variable had favorable affects on student

outcomes. They claim to use subjective clinical proce-

dures, but these procedures are not spelled out. One has

no way of knowing exactly how they were accomplished or how

a person could repeat the procedures as a check on the re-

viewers. . Such a review must be an argument basically from

authority rather than categorized evidence. Such arguments

are not in the domain of science.

It might be added that the Duncan and Biddle review is

more in the nature of advice to practitioners in some respects

than a report to scientists. There is an inherent conflict of

interest between the practitioner and the scientist that

occasionally plagues education. The scientist wants to know

exactly how the results were obtained; whereas, perhaps practi-

tioners might be satisfied with conclusions and advice. This

conflict seems to be a major difficulty in many. research

reviews where conclusions gain more prominence than proce-

dures of coming to the conclusions and the nature of the evi-

dence.

On page 38, Gage makes the excellent point that some

teaching variables do not vary over a broad range. It

is well known that if a variable does not vary it cannot

co-vary effectively or with statistical significance with

2`A8
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another variable. Gage wisely recommends considering

the variability of the independent variables of teaching

when considering their relationship to student outcomes.

Another interesting point made by Gage is the need

for separating the results of different educational outcomes.

In addition to citing the work of Kulick and McKeachie,

he cites evidence that higher level thought questions

seem to produce lower levels of achievement among students.

The results suggest that lower-order questions produce

more factual achievement and higher level questions produce

better results for higher cognitive levels of achievement.

If the results are mixed together, the analysis will be

insensitive to an important distinction that applies in

the research data.

An additional example is Horowitz's box score tabulation

of open-education effects later confirmed by Peterson's

tabulation of effect sizes. Both of these reviews indicate

that open education overall seems to lead to slightly

lower factual achievement on standardized examinations

but strongly higher levels of performance on tests of

creativity PId independence ana various affective outcomes.

This work confirms Gage's point that the results from

different outcome variables need to be tabulated separately.

20 9
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Comments on Uguroglu's Synthesis

The Uguroglu-Walberg synthesis of the relationship

between motivation and achiLrement suggests a number of

points that can be mentioned here. One of the first

points to be brought out in the Uguroglu paper is the

chestnut that correlation does not imply causation. Simply

tabulating hundreds of correlations between motivation

and achievement does not establish, for example, whether

motivation causes educational achievement or achievement

causes higher levels of motivation or whether both factors

are caused simultaneously by other variables. Nevertheless,

a general estimate of the correlation between the two

and showing how the correlation varies across various

samples and types of motivation is useful in establishing

what Blalock as called "an inventory of causes and effects".

In this particular instance, if the correlation is found

to be consistently positive, motivation ought to be entered

into experimental and survey designs'that hope to elicit

the causal dependency of achievement on the production

factors in education.

The Uguroglu paper illustrates a dilemma of educational

psychology. Since the James-Lange theory of emotion there

have been many theoriet of motivation. There hat been

much arm chair speculatJ.on and voluminous writings

in the field. Nevertheless empirical work in education

and psychology rarely fits a particularly psychological

3C0
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theory or tests one theory against another in their power

to explain empirical results. Therefore there is a great

gap between theories and empirical work, and it is usually

difficult to establish the constructs being investigated

from the empirical works. For example, Shavelson mentions

22 review articles on self-concept alone that show 17

different conceptual categories. Since self-concept is

only one sub-construct of motivation, one can see that

the total number of constructs and sub-constructs can

be quite large and beyond.-the limits of synthesis. It

will be difficult to find several studies of each of the

sub-constructs and therefore difficult to establish the

relation or correlation of each sub-construct with different

types of educational outcomes.

On page 4, Ugnroglu gives a one or two sentence overview

of each of five major views of the field of motivation,

which will be useful for readers who want to get particular

perspectives beyond the summary on empirical relationships

between motivation and educational outcomes. On pages

5 and 6 Uguroglu introduces the idea of replication in

meta-analysis 1..)y taking from the works of Benjamin Bloom

a calibration sample of 122 correlations. Working in

an explicit framework'She also.searched through a Psycho-

logical Abstracts Reading, lesearch Quarterly for a,three

year period for more recent studies: The empirical analySis

can ask if the.overall correlation estimated by Bloom is
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replicated in the validation sample. Uguroglu tabulates

the correlations by sample size, grade level, sex of the

sample, reliability of the motivation

and characteriStics

It appears that the

of the motivation

age of the sample

tics of the measures, including their

24

measure, nationality,

and outcomes measures.

and the characteris-

reliabilities are

to turn up to be significant determinations of

the correlations between education production factors

and educational outcomes; these characteristics then should

be included in future meta-analyses.

On page 8, Uguroglu presents stem-and-leaf diagrams.

Each value of these show each

the total sample. This gives

for the range of the data and

individual data point in

readers a concrete feeling

aberrent data points. The

stem-and-leaf diagrams for the calibration and validation

samples show the interesting distributional properties

of two. The calibration sample reveals a slight tendency

toward bi-modality which peaks at about -30 and .51. The

validation sample is more normally distributed but has

a few negative correlations based on the younger children

in, the primary.grades. The validatiOn sample also has

two outlying correlations, .98 and -.31. Stem-and-leaf

diagrams are a useful way to introduce statistic-1 analysis

of correlations to readers who may not be familiar with

the idea.

Pages 9 and 10 discuss the dependency of the correlation

of achievement and motivation on characteristics of the
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samples and the measures employed. These can be understood

as one-way analyses of variance. The tables present the

average correlation for the

of the correlation, and the

which the mean and standard

cell, the

number of

deviation

first of these tables for example,

between motivation and achievement

samples and it is quite low in the

standard deviation

correlations on

are based. The

shows that the linkage

is higher in the Older

very young samples,

in fact in some cases negative. Relatively simple tabUla-

tions introduce gradually the idea

across the independent variables.

The regression control results, however, offer a

much more parsimonious accounting for the significant

trends in the data. Experimenting with various.forms

of the regression equation makes it possible to find that

smaller sets of variables account for just about as

much variance as the entire 25 variables that first entered

of the comparisons

the equation.. Moreover, it can be concluded from these

regressions with some degree of confidence that significant

variables in the regression are controlled for one another,

and even if the variables excluded from the equation were

to be entered those that are in the final equation would

still be significant. The regression yields a parsimonious

set of potent, unique determinants of the relationship

between motivation and educational outcomes.

It is also possible to exclude unusual studies such
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as those with the two outlying observations that were

mentioned above: In this case, excluding theoutlying

studies made very lit,tle difference in the regression

weights. On the other hand the very large sample size

from the Coleman report suggested that the larger'the

sample, the smaller the correlation However, omitting--..

the Coleman report in the analysis suggests that this

trend is not consistent in the other studies. Therefore,

it is attributable only to the Coleman study because of

its large magnitude.

The results further suggest that one of the complicating

but significant results is attributable to the, accidents

of only one cr two studies,particularly a,large study that

contains many correlations in mathematics achievement./

Uguroglu expresses skepticism that these resultS would nec

essarily be confirmed by other studies

On page 15,: analyses suggest. that more reliable

measures paradoxiCally are less closely associated with achieve-

ment than more reliable measures which may also.be uncovered
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in other meta*-analyses. This strange finding probably

stems from the tendency of more internally consistent tests

to have narrowed factorial content; higher internal consistency

yields lower external consistency, that is, correla ions

with external criteria. Narrowing the scope of predic ion

instrument diminishes the relationship of the very criteria

it is intended to predict.
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Conclusions

In ruminating about several research syntheses by

others as well as our own experience it appeArs to me that

the techniques of Gage, Glass, Light, Smith, and others

will accelerate progress in educational research. Our most

precious resource in formulating educational policy is the

?:rue experiment with random assignment to conditions in

natural settings of learning, but these are comparatively

rare in educational research. Nevertheless, we are able

to draw on areas of research that have employed correlational

or quasi-experimental designs. We cannot conclude from

the correlational relationships established from these that

certain production factors actually cause achievement but

if they are supported by plausibility as well as empirical

conformation they have to be suspected as possible causes

just as the linkage between cigarette smoking and lung cancer

should suggest caustion about smoking. Thus tabulation

and analysis correlational relationships, if nothing

else, can produce inventories of causes and effects that

ought to be taken into consideration in future work. The

strongest correlates suggest those factors that ought to

be investigated with experiments.

If in certain situations experiments cannot be done,

then the investigator is obliged to fall back on correlational
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studies. Correlational studies that only take into con-

sideration one or two .possible causal determinants should

be far less convincing than those studies that include

the complete set of consistent correlates of outcome measures.

It seems clear to us even at this preliminary stage

of the study of-educational productivity that the following

plausible, consistent correlates of outcomes need to be

considered: student ability (including prior achievement)

and motivation, the quality and quantity of instruction,

the home, school, and peer environment. Including these'

factors, even in experiments, can prove valuable because

these factors are consistent,-potent covariates. By including

them in regression equations one can get a more precise

estimate of the weight of the factor of interest, for example,

quality of instruction controlled forall.the other factors.

By having a consistent model that includes-most or all of

these factors in subsequent research, the replicability of

a more fully specified equation rather than simply the re-

lationship of one independent variable to one dependent

variable can be more solidly established.

It is even mare important to include these factors

in correlational studies because they do not randomly

assign the chief variable for investigation. It is well

known, for example, that the home environment, that is,

the intensity and amount of educationally-stimulating interaction
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between the parent and the child is a potent correlate of

achievement and indeed with achievement gain; so.that it

would be important to include this variable in research

an quality of instruction. Children who are receiving higher

quality of instruction may also have more stimulating home

environment. Children who are stimulated at home can in

fact evoke higher quality of teaching'in their classroom.

Individual children cah demand the sort of attention from

the teacher and also children in schools in stimulating

neighborhoods can evoke better teaching on the part of the

faculty. This suggests causation from the home environment

to both achievement and to quality of teaching.

One way of investigating these affects is to then include

all possible causes in the equation. Those that survive

screening regression techniques and make a unique contribu-

tion to the explanation of educational outcomes can have

greater creditability. However, advanced techniques of

econometric analysis such as two stage, least squares re-

. gressions are even more powerful in sorting out reverse

cause and third cause phenomena in educational data sets,

particularly in panel data in which multiple units are measured

on multiple occasions.

We may be at square one with respect to what needs

to be done to develop an equation for estimating educational

productivity, but the research sy thesis of prior literature
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to develop an inventory of possibl,.: causes and effects will

be a major step forward. Subsequent research which includes

the potent constructs and sub-cons:Eructs which are identified

in the research synthesis can take into consideration a

more complete set of possible causes. This kind of research

can rapidly accelerate the accumlation of knowledge about

the causes of educational achievement and other outcomes

as well as develop a more adequate scientific and practical

theory of educational productivity.



UICC-NSF META-ANALYSIS PROJECT

CODE BOOK

Barbara K. Kremer and F. David Boulanger

Coding Schemes for
Individual Study Characteristics and

Meta Analysis Statistics

The purpose of a coding scheme is to provide a quantitative, computer-

retrivable summarization of the key characteristics of each comparison and

each correlation in each study included in the meta-analysis. Since a

single comparison or single correlation is the unit around which the coding

scheme is constructed, there will be often be several code sheets for one

study.

Each coding scheme has three parts:

(1) General Characteristics of the study

(2) Specific Characteristics of the Construct under Study

(3) Methodological Characteristics and Meta-Analysis Statistics

The form of the General Characteristics section is identical in each

coding scheme. Among other things, it includes the identification of the

dependent variable to which the effect-size or correlation reported at the

end of the coding scheme is related.

The Specific Characteristics of the Construct section has eight different

forms,- one corresponding to each construct considered in the meta-analysis pro-

ject, namely: Maturation, Ability, Age or Developmental Level, Quantity

of Instruction, Quality of Instruction, Home Environr;rnt, Peer Environment,

and Classroom Environment. A given comparison or correlation extracted from

a given study will be coded according to the independent or predictor variable

into one of these constructs. Most studies will report variables relevant to

only one construct.

The form of the Methodological Characteristics section is, like the De-

scriptive Characteristics section, identical in each coding scheme. The

methodological flaws recorded here will form one criterion, for the selection
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of studies to be included in various parts of the later statistical analysis.

For example, a comparison of outcomes between true and quasi-experiments in

a particular construct might be of interest; or it may be desirable to exclude

all studies with certain flaws.

The last entry in the Methodological section is the correlation or

effect-size that relates the independent or predictor variable in the

Specific Characteristics section to the dependent variable in the General

Characteristics section. As noted earlier, one study may be coded in near

identical manner on several code sheets with only the two variables and

the correlation or effect-size differing among sheets.

Book.

Code sheets for each construct are attached at the end of the Code

0
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Section I: General Characteristics of the Study

Section III: Methodological Characteristics and
Meta-Analysis Statistics

(each code sheet will contain each of these sections)
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I. General Study Characteristics and Dependent Variaole

COLS. Study Identification

1- 4 Sheet Number (four digits)

5-16 Author, last name, comma, additional last names

17-18 Year of study (last two digits)

19-21 Number of study (three digits)

22 Country of origin

1 = U.S. and Canada

2 = Britain

3 = Australia

23

4 = Other English-speaking countries
(e.g., as in Africa)

5 = Non-English speaking countries

Source of Reference

1 = refereed journal

2 = ERIC (not dissertation)

3 = dissertation or thesis abstract

4 = unpublished research report



COLS. Science Learning Outcomes

24-25 01 = Cognitive Achievement, General e.g.,
Standarized Achievement Test or any
test with some mix of cognitive fact,
concept, process, logic,a operation.

02 = Factual i.e., identification or re-
call of specific information pre-'
viously learned.

03 = Conceptual i.e., generalization of a
concept to a new situation. Not
factual. Not identified by the author
as process or logical operation.

04 = Process i.e., identified by the author
as process outcomes and, on inspection,
not factual category.

05 = Logical operations in Piaget's theory
i.e., identified as logical ot)erations
and, on inspection, not factual category.

06 = Attitudes and interests toward science,
scientists, science careers, science
instruction.

07 = Critical thinking or creative applications.
Identified by the author as critical or
creative thinking and, on inspection,
not factual category.

08 = Lab skills or performance test.

31.3
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COLS. Dependent Measure

26

27

1

2

3

1

2

= General

= Discipline specific

= Curriculum or course specific

= locally developed test

= published test

Reliability of Outcome Measure (leave blank where
not given)

28-29 internal consistency (enter value)

30-31 interobserver reliability (enter value)

32-33 stability - test- retest (enter value)

34-35 alternate - forms (enter value)

36 l'= adequate consideration of outcome measure
validity. (Does the dependent measure
represent a reasonable approximation of
the outcome variable under consideration,
without "teaching to the test"?)

2 = inadequate consideration of outcome measure
validity
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COLS. . Grade Level of Suhiects

37-38

(enter "median" grade if more than one considered or
loWer grade of tw-)

00 = Kindergarten/preschool

01 = Grade 1

02 = Grade 2

03 = Grade 3

04 = Grade 4

05 = Grade 5

06 = Grade 6

07 = Grade 7

08 = Grade 8

09 = Grade 9

10 = Grade 10

11 = Grade 11

12 = Grade 12

13 = C011ege of Adult

39

Sex of Subjects

1 = male

2 = female

3 =.mied sex sample

Ethnicity of Subjects

40 1 = Black

2 = White

3 = Latino

4 = Oriental

5 = Mixed ethnic sample

6 = Other ethnic, including foreign studies

7 = not specified

Academic achievement level of subjects and/or
academic aptitude (IQ). Assume medium unless
otherwise specified.

41 1 = high

2 = medium (as specified by verbal statement or
90-110 on intelligence measure)

3 = low 3 1 r
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COLS. .Subjects' SES

. 42 1 = poor, disadvantaged

2 = middle class (including working, and lower
middle class)

3 = upper middle class

4 = upper class

5 = mixed SES sample)

6 = not specified.

Calmunity-type

43 1 = urban

2 = suburban

3 = rural

4 = mixed sample with regard to community

5 = not specified

44-45

Disciplinary Focus of the Study

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

Biology

Chemistry

Physics

General Science

Earth Science

Life Science

Physical Science

Integrated or Unified Science

Environmental Science

Behavioral Science

Curricular focus of Study

46 1 = Nationally funded curriculum project (BSCS,
HPP, ISCS, S-APA, ESCP, etc.)

2 = Conventional, traditional, locally developed,
unspecified.

Consideration of Production Factors in Study

47 Classroom environment

1 = omitted

2 = measured and employed in analysis (includes
use of measure in stratification, blocking,
covariation)

3 = exemplary 3.1 6



COLS.

48 Ability

l'= omitted

2 = measured and employed in analysis (includes
use of measure in stratification, blocking,
covariation)

3 = exemplary

49 Motivation.

1 = omitted

2 = measured and employed in analysis (includes
use of measure in stratification, blocking,
covariation)

3 = exemplary

50 Quality of Instruction

1 = omitted

2 = measured and employed in analysis (includes
use of measure in stratification, blocking,
covariation)

3 = exemplary

51 ',Quantity of Instruction

1 = omitted

52

2 = measured and employed in analysis (includes
use of measure in stratification, blocking,
covariation)

3 = exemplary

Home

1 = omitted

2 = measured and employed in analysis (includes
use of measure in stratification, blocking,
covariation)

3 = exemplary

53 Peer

1 = omitted

2 = measured and employed in analysis (includes
use of measure in stratification, blocking,
covariation)

3 = exemplary
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COLS.

54 Age/Developmental Level

1 = omitted

2 = measured and employed in analysis (includes
use.of measure in stratification, blocking,
covariation)

3 = exemplary
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COLS.

1- 4

5

6

Methodological Characteristics and Meta-Analysis Statistics

Sheet Number (Enter)

Sample selection

1 = simple or stratified random

2 = purposive (a priori) sample (Extreme or specialized
group)

3 = matching

4 = convenience or ill-specified sample

Unit-of analysis

1 = individual

2 = group

Study design (Campbell &. Stanley)

1 = correlational

2 = quasi - experimental

3 = true experimental (random assignment)

8 Reliability of treatment implementation

1 = low; treatment and implementation poorly des-
cribed and documented

2 = adequate; treatment and implementation clearly
described and documented

3 = high; treatment described or documented with
observational checks on implementation

9 Statistical power

1 = inadequate

2 = adequate, i.e., 6 or more classes; 100 or more
individuals total in 2 comparison groups or in
correlational group

10 Error rate ,(Given the number of comparisons or correlations,
is the p level sufficiently low. to assure a less than .05
chance occurance of this relationship?)

1 = inadequate p level

2 = adequate, i.e., p less than .05
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11

- )z

Maturation (have Eactor/s within units rather than the .

treatment broUght about -the differences observed?)

1 = probable threat

2 = adequately mini ized

3 = information not provided

12 History (Have external factors in the environment rather
than the treatment/brought about the differences observed?)

1 = probable threat

2,= adequately minimized

3 = information not provided

13 Selection Bias (Do pre-existing differences among the groups
account or later observed differences?)

1 = probable threat)

2 - adequately minimized

3 = information not provided

3/4 Contamination, .Compenaation, Differential Incentive
(Do untreated control groups work harder, work less,
or somehdw gain benefits or lose incentive due,to in-
fluencea from treated groups or teachers?)

1 = probable threat

'2 = adequately minimized

3 = information not provided

15 Mortality (Do different dropout rates account for
observed differences?)

16

1 = probable threat

2 adequately minimized

3 = information not provided

Generalizability (Can results be generalized to other
times, units, or settings with similar demographic
characteristics?)

1 = probable threat

2 = adequately minimized

3 = information not provided

17-20 Correlation; if positive, leave sign space blank, if
negative, write minus sign (-) in sign space.
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21-

- 13

Type of Correlation

1 = partial

2 = part

3 = zero-order

22-27 Effect size

Enter 99.999 if not computable

Enter effect size following formular or other approach
recommended by Glass

Xexp Xcon
SDcon

, 28 Direction of effect size

1 = significantly (p< .05) favors control

2 = favors control, not significantly

= favors experimental treatment group, not
significantly

4 = signifiCantly_JP< .05) favors experimental
treatment

29-32 Level of significance or p value

Enter .999 if ..7it specified

Enter p-value if available, otherwise enter alpha
level met

33-36 Sample size enter, right justify (for effect size,
sum of sample in groups compared)



Eight Versions of Section II: Specific Characteristics

of Constructs under Study

(each code sheet will contain only one version corresponding to one construct)
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II. Home Construct

COLS. Ibme Factors under Study

Standard socioeconomic characteristics

55-56 01 = Parent education

02 = Parent income

03 = Parent occupation level

04 = Housing value (of specific house or
apartment)

05 = Neighborhood or community SES

Family constellation

06 = # of children in the family

07 = Adult-child ratio in the home

08 = Birth order of student

09 = Single parent homes

10 = Crowding ratio (# of family members,
rooms in house or apartment)

11 = # of persons living in the home

12 = Presence of science7related equipment and
documents in the home

13 = Gender differences: sex-role stereo-typing

14 = Ethnic comparisons (within societies) ex-
clude cross-nation

15 =.Parental aspirations.for dhild'arufattitudes
to education

16 = Parent involvement in the school and the
child's schoolwork (Keeves).

17 = Generalized SES Judgment criteria may not
be specified

18 = Multiple index SES

Presence of home Variable in Study-- --

57 1 = independent variable

2 = mediating or covariate variable

Method of Collecting Ibme Information

58 1 = Parents' questionnaire

2 = Students' questionnaire

3 = Ibme interview with parents

4 = Parent interviews outside the home (e.g.,
the school)

3 0/,
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Method of Collecting Mule Information (continued)

5 = SChool records, archives

6 = Not reported

7 = Teacher or other staff rating of SES

8 = Teacher or other''staff rating of home
support and stimulation

9 = Multiple methods used

Validity of Home Measure

59 1 = adequate

2 = inadequate

3 = exemplary
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11. r"C.L- LUIISLEUUC

Peer Variables under Study

55 Peer grouping

1 = Within classes (during instruction, e.g.,
individuals vs. group work)

2 = Between classes (tracking)

3 = School activities (athletics, extra-
curricular)

4 = Outside of school (e.g., sociological
characteristics of peer groupings)

Participation/Interaction

5 = Degree of Participation/Interaction

6 = Quality or style of participation/interaction

Subject Placement in Peer Groupings

56 1 = Assigned

2 = Choice within requirement

3 = Free choice,

4 = Intact groups

9 = variable under study

57-58 Enter categories compared

Bases for Placement or Criteria for Group Membership.

59 1 = Ability

2 = Interest

3 = Psychological Characteristics (creativity,
field dependence, independence)

4 = Peer acceptance

5 = Cdurse or curricular enrollment

6 = Teacher judgment

7 = Arbitrary or unclear

8 = Combination cf the abbve

9 = Uncategorized

Position of Peer Variable in Study

60 1 = independent variable.

2 = mediating or covariate

t3-



COLS. Type of Peer tcasure

61 1 = Observer rport

2 = Salf-report

3 = Standardized scale or instrument

4 = Teacher reprt

5 = Combination\of the above

Validity of Peer' Measure

62 1 = adequate

2 = inadequate
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II. Motivation Construct

COLS. Motivation Variable Under Study

55-56 01 = academic, n-achievement

02 = persistence

03 = intrinsic motivation

04 = locus of control

05 = self-concept (personal)

06 = continuing motivation, interest in academic
study outside of school

07 = feedback/academic evaluation

08 = test anxiety

09 = attribution of causality

10 = perceived ability/success

11 = risk-taking

12 = academic self-concept or concept of ability

Position of Motiva+ Jii Variable in Study

57 1 = independent

2 = mediating or covariate

Motivation Measure

58 1 = standardized scale or instrument

2 = lo al instrument or scoring technique

3 = observations

4 = other

Reliability_ of Motivation Measure

59-60 (enter reliability value; whether renorted or
estimated)

Motivation Level of Subjects

61 1 = low motivation sample

2 = high motivation sample

3 = mixed sample; high vs. low motivation group

4 = no control for motivation, in sample; or
convenience sample

5 = no information on sampling

34 7
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COLS. Orientation of Study_

62 1 = interventionist/experimental (focus of
investigation is on increasing or other-
wise controlling motivation)

2 = non-interventionist studies (including
descriptive/correlational investigations)

Interventionist Manipulation
(leave blank if study non-interventionist in,
character)

63 1 = Task, materials,

2 = Teacher behavior

3 = Classroom environment (opern vs. closed,
co-op vs. comp., matching instruction).

4 = Other

Validity of Motivation Measure

64 1 = Adequate consideration of independent
measure validity. (Does the independent
measure represent a reasonably approxi-
mation of the variable under consideration)

2 = inadequate consideration of motivation
measure, validity

3!)8



II. Ability Construct

COLS.

55 Ability variable, under study

1 = General ability, aptitutde (intelligence, mental maturity,
general or subject specific aptitude, culture free measures
of ability)

2 = Pretested knowledge or skill specific to the particular
treatment or criterion measure; cognitive entry behavior.
Includes the case where the same process or achievement
measure is given pre and post.

3 = Past achievement (GPA, grades, general or subject area
achievement)

4*= Past rate of learning (efficiency of learning, speed on
treatment or criterion related tasks)

5*= Cognitive style (field dependence, cognitive preference,
work style)

6*= Creativity or creative thinking

7 = Verbal aptitude

8 = Quantitative aptitude

9 = Mechanical - Spatial reasoning

56 Position of ability variable in study. If 5 or 6, list dependent
variable in columns 24, 25 under general characteristics of the
study.

1 = blocking variable

2 = covariate

3 = independen::

4 = mediating

5 = covariate and dependent

6 = independent and dependent

57 Rbility measure

1 = standardized scale or instrument

2 = local instrument or scoring technique

3 = research instrument not yet standardized

4 = observations, ratings

5 = not reported

58 Reliability of ability measure

'1 = reported in study

2 = estimated
9

*CMJIgory di/lett:4 for lack of 3tudieN.
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COLS

59-60 Reliability value, whether reported or estimated.

61 Estimated or reported general ability level of subjects on
general ability, past achievement, or past rate of learning.

1 = low ability (below -1 SD)

2 = below average (-1 SD to mean)

3 = average ability (-1 SD to +1 SD)

4 = above average (mean to +1 SD).

5 = high ability (above +1 SD)

6 = information on sample insufficient to make an estimate

62 Character of study

1 = non-intervention, correlatiaial

2 = interventionist (quality of instruction)

3 = interventionist (quantity of instruction)

4 = interventionst (motivational)

5 = interventionist (classroom environment)

63 Time lapse between test (predictor) and criterion.

1 = Concurrent (less than 1 week)

2 = 1 week to 4 weeks inclusive

3 = g..eater than 1 month to 6 months inclusive

4 = more than 6 months

3')

Dependent
variable related
treatment between
test and criterion
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II. Age/Developmental Level Construct

COLS.

55 Age/Developmental Level variable under study

1 = Chronological age, year in.school

2 = Piaget stage

3 = Piaget logical operations associated with stages

4 = Kolberg moral stage

5 = Kolberg moral judgments associated with moral stages

6 = Havighurst's stages

7 = Erickson's stages

56 Age/Level measure

1 = Scored imitation of content and method of presentation
found in original source

2 = Novel tasks, individually administered, based on the
original theory

3 = Group demonstration with individual responses

4 = Group administered paper and pencil test

57 . Reliability,

1 = reported in study

2 = estimated

58-59 Value of reliability correlation.

60 Method of validation

1 = Assumed validity based on identification of
content and method with original source

2 = Validation by panel of expert judges

3 = Correlation with results of method advocated by original
source (e.g. Piaget)

4 = Construct validity (includes 1, 2 & 3)

61-62 Value of validity correlations, if any

331
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63 Position of age/level variable in study. If 5 or 6, list
dependent under general characteristics of the study.

1 = blocking/variable

2 = covariate

3 = independent variable

4 = mediating variable

5 = covariate and dependent

6 = independent and dependent

64=65 Reported developmental level of subjects

1 = concrete operational

2 = fOrmal operational

3 =/full range from concrete to formal

4 = preconventional moral stage

5 = conventional moral stage

6 = post-conventional moral stage

7 = 4 and 5

8 = 5 and 6

9 = 4, 5 and 6

10 = Not reported

11 =

66 CharaCter of study

1 = non-interventionist. correlational

2 = interventionist (quality of instruction)

3 = interventionist (cuantitv of instruction)

4 = interventionist (motivation)

5 = interventionist (classroom environment)

67 Years difference between gro,ips compared. (Needed if effect
size/year is to be calculated) When computing effect size, older
group is "experiontal group." If same age, more formal group
is "experimental group."

332
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Quality of Instruction Construct

Cols.

55 Experimental treatment applied to:

1= individuals
2= small group (2-6)
3= class size group (7-40)
4= large group (more than 90)

56 Control treatment applied to:

57

1= comparable size group
2= different size (more than +5)

Experimental participation(if course is elective,
participation in any part is considered elective
unless otherwise specified)

1= elective (eg. high school physics and chemistry)
2= required (eg. most junior high science)
3= both elective and required options or

unknown (eg. high school biology)

58 Control participation

1= comparable to experimental
2= different from experimental

59 Experimental group teachers

1= regular teacher. (s)
2= special teacher (s)
3= materials only under study

(no live teacher as part of independent variable)

60 Control group teacher

1= comparable to experimental
2= different
3= materials only under study

3 3 3
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Cols.

61 Focus of instructional treatment. Primarily:

1= non-laboratory (students not working
with apparatus)

2= both laboratory and non-laboratory instruction
3= laboratory only
4=-other

62 Quality of instruction component under study:

1= curriculum, course or other global comparison
2= teacher behavior and materials

(more controlled, better defined, usually
shorter in duration than number 1)

3= teacher behavior only
(basically same materials in all treatments)

4= materials only
(no teacher actively involved, eg. CAI, TV
A-T, programmed instruction)

63-64 Quality of instruction variable under study
(incomplete listing):

Preinstructional strategy

1= advance organizer vs none or pl cebo
2= statement of objectives
4= set induction

Directness of instruction

15= direct (experimental) vs non-direct(control)
instruction; teacher directed (exp) vs
student self-directed (cont) instruction.
In correlational studies, this is "teacher-
directives" (explaining, lecturing, directing)

16= Indirect/direct ration(Flanders)
Lower ID group is, experimental group.
"teacher-directness" is degree of not
using discussion.

Instruction in processes and logical operations

25= training in processes of science
26.1,training in logical operations

(reasoning patterns) a la Piaget

Strucure in verbal content of materials

24= kinetic structbre(High= experimental group)

j4
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Inductive vs deductive strategies

20= inductive(control) vs deductive (experimental);
inquiry (cont) vs expository (exp)

21= logical i,e, inductive and/or deductive vs
random sequencing

22= expository ( lecture-discussion) vs
laboratory (control)

70= inductive, inquiry baseolcurriculum
(many curriculum projects of 60's) vs traditional
curriculum.

Method of obtaining observations/measures of variable
under study:

1= self repOrt
2= expert rating
3= student rating
4= expert
5=specializeu . :rig without classroom verification
6= predetermined in structure of materials
7= cannot be determined
8= both 5 and 6

66 Interobserver agreement

1= simple percent
2= other method (eg. Scott's coefficient)
3= not reported

67-68 Enter percent agreement value (leave blank if not reported)

69 Length of treatment

1= less than or equal to one hour
2= greater than one, less than ten hours
3= 10 to 50 hours
4= a cour6e (10 weeks or more, about one hour per weekday)
5= cannot, be determined or estimated

70 Covariates partialed out of effect size

1= none
2= ability (IQ, aptitude)
3= pretested knowledge and/or achievement
4= sociological variables (SES, classroom environment,etc)
5= psychological variables(motivation, personality)
6= 2 and 3
7= three or more of the above

335
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Cols.
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71 Control group access to treatment content

1= none
2= not comparAble
3= comparable ( approximately equivalent)
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II. Quantity of Instruction Construct

COLS.

Instructional group one values

55-56 Minutes per session

57-58 Sessions per week

59 -60 Number of weeks

61-62 Number of years

63-64 Reported estimate or observed percent of time on task

Instructional group two mean values

65-66 Minutes per session

67-68 Sessions per week

69-70 Number of weeks

71-72 Number of years,

73-74 Reported estimate or observed percent of time on task

Quantity of Instruction Variable Under Study

75 1 =-minutes per session

2 = number of minutes

3 = sessions per week

4 = number of sessions

5 = number of weeks

6 = number of years

76 Position of quantity variable in study. If 4 or 5, list
dependent variable in column under general characteristics
of the study

1 = covariate

2 = independent

3 = mediating

4 = covariate and dependent

5 = independent and dependent

77 Method of measuring quantity

1 = student self-report

2 = teacher report

3 = trained observer

78 Chal-acter of study

. 1 = non-interventionist, correlational

2 = interventionist, experimental



COLS.

55

30-

II. Social Environment of the Classroom

Environment Measure 41,

1= Learning Environment Inventory (LEI)
2= Modified LEi
3= My Class
4= Classroom Environment Scale (CES)
5= Learning. EnVironment Inventory (1966 version)

Prior Achievement Controls (by subject area)

56 1= General Science
2= Life Science
3= Physcial Science
4= Mathematics
5= Social Science
6= Humanities
7= General Achievement
8= Attitude toward subject matter
5= Miscellaneous

57-58

.59

Learning Environment-Inventory Scale

01= Cohesiveness
02= Friction
03= Cliqueness
04= Satisfaction
05= Speed
06= Difficulty
07= Apathy
08= Favoritism
09= Formality
10= Goal Direction
11= Democracy
12= Disorganization
13= Diversity
14= Environment
15= Competition

Learning Outcome Domain

1= Cognitive .

2= Attitudinal
3= Behavioral



COLS.

60

Learning Outcome Content Area

1= General Science
2= Life Science
3= Physical Science
4= Mathematics
5= Social Science
6= Humanities
7= General Achievement
8= Attitude toward Subject
9= Miscellaneous

Number of Classes in Study
61-63 (enter number of classes)

64

-Unit of Analysis

1= Individual Student
2= Subgroups of ,Students
3=-Classes =

4= Schools

Matter

Reliability of Social Environment Measure
65-66 (enter relaibility value; whether reported or e.,strmatc:

67-68 Reliability Of Learning Outcome Measures
(enter reliability value; whether reported or estimated)
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